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ABSTRACT
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CHAPTER 1

Roy Randalls was the sort of man who read books when he walked. He was a lover of
Shakespeare and tweed. He owned a leather satchel. He trimmed his nails with a razor blade.
Every Thanksgiving he ordered in Thai food. When it rained, he kept an extra pair of tube socks
in his pocket. He had never been married. His favorite room in his brick house had been the
solarium, where he had tended orchids instead of children. But he had sold his house to a lovely
young white couple, tossed the satchel, sold his books, quit his job to travel.
It was midafternoon, and Roy Randalls walked along a busy street in Hanoi without his
nose in a book, content to watch the world instead. Hanoi was bustling, and tourists were
everywhere. Roy drifted as one of them, pouring like a stream of oil slicked water down an
avenue overfull with booths and shops and street food vendors. He was jostled by children
running for their mothers who he could not see. He thought they ought to be in school but knew
little of the customs here. Perhaps the children went home for lunch. He wouldn’t have minded
going home for lunch when he was an English professor.
Something delicious wafted through the festive air, always seeming just a few booths
farther. If Roy had not stopped for dumplings earlier, he might have been tempted to grab
whatever wonderful fried thing drifted on the breeze. Passing an obnoxious herd of Hawaiian
shirts attempting to buy some kind of unidentifiable food on a stick, Roy felt embarrassed to be
American. He wondered if the locals could tell just by looking at him, or if being black was its
own thing here. He earned a few stares from some less worldly locals, mostly older folk, who
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seemed surprised to see him among them. If it stopped him from getting harangued by every
shopkeeper he passed, then a little side eye was fine by him. He could only eat so much, and he
wasn’t in the market to buy souvenirs.
Not looking for anything in particular, window shopping without the windows, Roy
dodged men with carts and people on mopeds. Hanoi was quaint, he decided, watching a middleaged woman fillet an eel on the large wooden chopping block of a fish stall. Tokyo had been
cleaner, and Beijing had had nicer libraries. He could have gone anywhere after visiting Japan,
but he had looked over his world travelling map, which had Nigeria, Italy, France, England,
India, China, and most recently, Japan, crossed off, and his eyes had drifted from Tokyo to
Hanoi. He’d done the same thing when wrapping up his week in Beijing and he had ignored the
impulse then, booking a flight for Tokyo the next day. But he couldn’t ignore the pull of those
five little letters the second time. He’d given in. And his trip so far hadn’t been half bad. He’d
visited the impressive Imperial Citadel, seen a delightful show at the Water Puppet Theatre, and
accidently ordered a still moving octopus in an restaurant with gold-plated tables. Hanoi wasn’t
London or Paris, but it was nice enough.
After passing an overly expansive “I ‘Heart Symbol’ Hanoi” key chain booth, Roy
paused to watch an old man butterfly a tiny bird of some kind at a barbeque stand. A pigeon
maybe. There wasn’t a word of English anywhere on the stand. He had a few days left in the city
before he had to plan a new destination, but was in no hurry to do anything, happy to soak in the
atmosphere as he strolled along, chuckling at the whimsical English mistranslations that popped
up on signs. “Flied Duck” was his favorite so far, appearing on a menu along with other entries
as “Fried Pork” and “Fried Squad.”
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A few of the booths advertised tours, jungle tours, city tours, tours by helicopter. Nothing
had jumped out at him, so Roy had given them a glance and kept walking, ignoring the persistent
cries of the tour guides in various degrees of broken English. He wouldn’t mind going for a bit of
a hike; he was rather fit, or thought he was. He’d done a few marathons back in the day, in his
thirties and forties. Everyone seemed to be running back then. He was in his mid-fifties now, and
all his marathon medals were no longer with him. He’d placed them in a Goodwill box four
months ago with embarrassing reverence, cushioned by several pairs of still serviceable tube
socks, but it was either that or the trash, and he couldn’t bring himself to throw them away.
Maybe there would be a nice tour to a temple off the beaten path. He wasn’t any kind of
spiritual, but he’d loved the temple he had gotten to visit on the outskirts of Mumbai. He’d taken
way too many pictures. It was an indulgence; he wasn’t ever planning on developing the little
disposable camera sitting in his current hotel room.
A promising booth displaying several jungle pictures appeared on his right and Roy
paused to look over the information while the guide manning the booth yelled rather obnoxiously
about “Rock Apes” to passing tourists. Roy clucked his tongue. “Rock Ape” seemed to be the
name of some kind of mythical creature they believed in here, a kind of hairy mannish animal,
sort of like Big Foot. Roy shook his head and smiled. A Big Foot encounter tour booth in
Vietnam. There were several blurry pictures depicting some sort of humanoid shape pasted to the
booth, but it could have been anything. It wasn’t something Roy was interested in.
As he turned away to continue walking, the man at the booth called out to him in heavily
accented English, “Sir, please, come see our tour booklet. Much to see!”
Roy shook his head politely as the man stared him down and waved him forward. “I’m
not interes-”
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“Come see, sir!” the man called, flapping a glossy tour booklet in the air. “The Rock Ape
of Hao Binh! He is real! Come see!”
Roy sighed, but having nothing better to do, approached the booth to listen to the man’s
spiel. The man shoved the tour booklet into his hand and began pointing to pictures on the booth
and in the booklet as he chattered about rock apes. Roy’s eyes wandered to the young woman
selling handmade jewelry in the next booth. A row of jade bracelets glistened in the afternoon
sun. She glanced at the still droning man and rolled her eyes. Roy smiled, feeling a kinship with
her in that moment.
“Sir!” the man called, drawing Roy’s attention back. “I can see you hard customer. I
show you the best pictures, yes? Then you believe. Then you tour with Dinh Chi.” He pulled a
beat-up binder from under the booth and began flipping through the plastic pages within. “See
this?” He shoved the binder toward Roy, pointing to what appeared to be a hairy foot, though it
was hard to make out in the blurry photograph. “And this?” He pointed to a crouching figure,
dark against a dark background in a jungle setting.
Roy held up his hands in a surrendering gesture as he edged backward, trying to bow out.
“That’s all very nice,” he said, “but I’m really not interested.”
“Ah,” the man said, nose in the binder, paging away, “toughest customer. Here. I show
you best picture of rock ape ever.” He waved his hand for Roy to come closer, and closer still, as
if he was about to reveal some great secret. Roy leaned in, curious despite his initial disinterest.
The man held out the binder and pointed to the single picture encased in the last plastic
sheet. Although the picture was blurry, a pair of green eyes, made iridescent by the camera flash,
could be discerned, cat-like and feral, looking out from behind a curtain of filthy hair from a
being crouched on a massive tree limb. Roy stared at the picture, something nagging at him.
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Those eyes… He recognized those eyes from somewhere. He pulled the binder out of the tour
guide’s hands to scrutinize the picture more closely. That crouch was familiar too. The sloping
back, the filthy grasshoppered limbs jutting up and out. He ran a finger down the figure’s back.
Where could he have seen something like this? Certainly nowhere at Boston College where he
taught – had taught – English Literature for the last quarter century. The handful of years before
that he was at the University of Rochester getting his degree, but that place wasn’t right either.
And before that, well, before that… It was fuzzy before that. Roy frowned at the picture. He
knew he’d grown up in or near St. Louis, and nowhere in St. Louis was there a face like that, a
crouch like that. Of that he was certain.
Roy could feel his eyebrows pulling together in frustration as the guide continued to
jabber. The figure’s limbs were slightly blurred, as if the photo had been captured as it was
turning to flee into the uninterrupted darkness of the jungle behind it. What was it about this
picture? He had a nagging feeling he was forgetting something important. A pounding had begun
in his head that he hadn’t felt before, a sort of beat that seemed to shift from a place deep in his
skull and roll forward. He held a hand to his temple. This was unlike his familiar headaches. This
was not a migraine. This was something else. It almost seemed alive, an animal disturbed from
its rest, a shifting of limbs.
Roy shook his head and snapped the binder closed.
“Can I get a copy of these pictures?” he asked the guide. “I’m very interested in this…
rock ape.”
“You want to go on tour!” the guide exclaimed. He bent to dig around beneath his booth,
pulling out a clipboard with a sheet of paper attached. “I get you picture copies, yes, fifty dollar
each.”
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Roy dug out his wallet. “I just want the one at the very back.”
“Put your name and information here,” the man said, shoving a pen into Roy’s hand. “I
get you picture tomorrow.”
Roy filled out the page and accepted the short tour information sheet. He paid the man
fifty US dollars for the promised copy and twenty-five US dollars up front for the tour. He would
pay the other fifty upon meeting tomorrow. Chi gave him quick directions to their meet up place
and recommended he wear “shoe without heel and close toe.” Roy had his hand shaken so
enthusiastically he felt certain that Chi didn’t get much business.
He turned from the booth, his head pounding, a migraine now situated just behind his
eyes, and began to walk in the direction of his hotel. Shielding his eyes in the harsh sunlight, he
tried to think through the pain and the booths began to blur together. He rubbed his temple and
groaned as a motorcycle revved too close for comfort. He could barely see straight, much less
think straight at the moment, so he let the haunting image of the sharp green eyes and crouched
figure fade. After his medication and a nap, he’d be better prepared to think about the figure in
the picture and its strange familiarity.
But setting the thought aside felt wrong somehow, like he was abandoning an old friend.
Roy dismissed the idea with the shake of his head as he pushed through a congested intersection.
It was ridiculous. Maybe he was finally starting to lose it, like his doctor said he would. Did
signing up for a bigfoot tour through the depths of some foreign jungle count as losing it? Even if
it did, Roy didn’t feel like finding a hospice just yet. He was hardly done living.
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CHAPTER 2

“We were sitting in the dirt, like we always were when we weren’t in the huts or at the
Wall, sucking our teeth because it was a no rice day. See, we didn’t eat on days we didn’t work.
And it was a real scorcher of a day, I remember. A day that turned your dirty canvas pants gray
with sweat and crisped your bare shoulders lobster red. I would have killed for lobster,” George
said and smirked at the chuckles from his captive audience. He had them in the palm of his hand.
A good story would do that.
“The heat shimmered up off the dirt like water, but the damn Gooks wouldn’t let you
drink. And sitting on the dirt in this haze of Vietnam summer the supply truck pulls in through
the wooden gate. Charlie swarms the truck, all our guards clearing off to get their cigs and
chocolate. And I’m just watching them unpacking crates and shit because I ain’t got nothing
better to do, when BOOM!”
George threw his hands in the air, sloshing a bit of his Coke out of the can. All eyes were
on him, old and new alike. He knew that the younger men, Gulf War veterans for the most part,
recognized him from the little speech he’d given earlier about heroism and bravery and duty and
whatever else he thought the people, assembled veterans and their families, might want to hear.
He was always the one who got called upon to do shit like that. And why not? He was good at it.
The new boys were in for a real treat tonight. He didn’t tell this particular story very often.
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“The truck blows sky high! Knocks some of the dirt wall down. And there’s Gooks
running around on fire and I. Start. Laughing.” He smirked, shaking his head. “Like chickens
with their heads cut off. Anyway, I see Karl-”
“There’s our boy!” Bernie chimed in, toasting the air with his silver flask. “Y’all are
gonna wanna listen good to this,” he said, looking around the small crowd gathered by the
beverage table. “You ain’t heard nothin’ ‘til you’ve heard about Karl.”
George indulged the interruption and took the opportunity to sip his beer. He had
outgrown his surprise about how gung-ho the older veterans were for his stories long ago and
took the continued interest for what it was: validation of his storytelling abilities. At first, he
hadn’t been so sure of himself, but now he knew he had them, salivating, waiting on his stories
like stray dogs on a hamburger. Boy, did he know how to feed them.
“Karl,” George continued, “that crazy son-of-a-bitch, dives into the flames. And guess
how he comes out? Double arming M-60s, muzzles blazing, hopping on what’s left of the wall
and going ape shit on the Gooks running out of the guard huts like someone kicked an ant hill.”
“Sounds like a regular Rambo,” a young man interrupted, only to get an elbow to the ribs.
George sipped, glancing toward the young man with a raised eyebrow. He let the silence
stretch. Wisps of other adult conversations filled the void, and a gaggle of giggling children
raced by, flitting between the red and blue tables. He waited for their giggling to die off. His
story was hardly appropriate for children anyway.
“And then Lawrence, big fella, slaps me on the back of the head and says, ‘Run,
dumbass!’”
There’s laughter at his expense. There’s always laughter right here. He chuckles along
before continuing. “So we vault over the burning truck and out of the camp. I want to give Karl a
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hand, but he tells me to make a break for it, ‘cause the Gooks have started firing back. So I’m
running, Lawrence is running, this black POW, Isaiah, is booking it out ahead of all of us across
this no man’s land to get to the jungle. Bullets are whizzing everywhere. One of ‘em grazes me
right along my side and breaks two of my ribs.” George traced the old injury on his side with his
free hand, feeling the dozen eyes trace it with him. “I look back to see the Gook that hit me to
give that bastard the finger and all I see is Karl standing on that wall, a black cutout of a man
against this sheet of flame, mowing down Charlie as he tries to mount the wall, and you know
what happens next? BOOM! The truck blows again and there’s this massive fireball that rises
into the sky and Karl’s riding it all the way up, fingers still holding down the triggers and I’m
knocked off my feet. I go rolling into the jungle, but I regain my feet fast and then we’re just
running. Running, running—” he paused between words to stretch them out, to give the smallest
hint of the true near unbearable length he ran. “Running. We ran for a week. Dodging VC patrols
and eating bananas and drinking muddy water. We hit a big clearing on day seven and this Huey
flies right over us and it’s like a scene out of a movie. We’re on our knees, crying, waving our
arms, and we know we’re going home. And I’m not thanking God for saving me as I feel that
first big blast of breeze off the chopper hit my face – I’m thanking Karl.”
George finished the story with a sharp nod. Everyone looked suitably impressed. He
shouldn’t have to talk anymore about Karl tonight, not after a story like that. His fellow Nam
veterans would probably tack on their own recollection old Karl stories if anyone asked. Legends
tend to take on a life of their own, growing hair and horns and extra limbs when a man isn’t
looking. As far as George was concerned, his job was now done, and he could relax for the rest
of the night.
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“A hero to the end,” an older man said, toasting the air with his silver flask. “To Karl, the
greatest soldier to ever live.”
“To Karl,” everyone chimed, raising beers.
“Gotta love that crazy son-of a bitch,” Bernie said after draining his familiar silver flask,
wiping his mouth and looking up into it with a frown. He then slipped it into a coat pocket.
“What’s a Gook?” some young kid asked.
“It’s what everybody called them slit-eyed motherfuckers back then. VC. NVA,” Bernie
said. “You know, the goddamn enemy.”
Chink. Gook-sympathizer. For a second, Bernie’s grinning face was replaced by one far
crueler. Lawrence was a motherfucker, no matter how he died, he was a motherfucker.
“Don’t call them slit-eyed, Bernie,” George said. “They were just Gooks.”
“Well, that’s what they were,” Bernie retorted, rubbing his hands down his pants. “Why
don’t they ever serve liquor at these things?”
George looked away from his friend. He didn’t know George was part Japanese. No one
did. It wasn’t like he really looked it. George himself hadn’t even known until he’d come back
home and asked his father about the slurs Lawrence directed at him in camp, which he’d
vehemently denied. “Oh, yeah,” his father had nodded, snapping his fingers, “your mother was
part Japanese. She only called herself Filipino because part of her family got put in those
internment camps.” They’d been at a bar at the time, six shots deep. The only time they ever
talked was when they were drunk.
George sipped his Coke. His wife, Katie, would be happy he was tee-totaling it tonight.
Him and alcohol had a history. He glanced around the banquet hall for her, finally catching sight
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of her chatting and laughing with a group of women clustered by the stage he gave his speech on,
a legion of tables away.
Bernie was prattling on about the shitty drink selection. No one was disagreeing with
him, and no one was stopping him. Bernie was a bullshitter, and it was best to just let him talk.
George had stopped drinking himself sick on the weekends shortly after his father died of a drug
overdose in the late 70s, a few years after he married Katie. George hated the idea of being an
addict to anything.
“Who wants to hear a tiger story!” Bernie crowed, a Bud Light in his hand.
Bernie was also a shit storyteller. Couldn’t tell a good story to save his life. George knew
how to tell a story because he knew how to lie, and lie well. That was the key, and Bernie with
his little silver flask didn’t have it in him. George hadn’t had it in him when he’d left for Nam
either, but he’d picked it up bit by bit, taking it like a souvenir from firefights and POW camps
and the bodies of dead men. George had made it his craft, more his job than his position as a
small-town reporter hyping up high school football games, and his relationship with his lies was
like the relationship with his father, complicated, but necessary.
Bernie had begun his tiger story, obviously trying to one-up George’s own tale. His tiger
was eight feet long this year, with saber fangs and eyes as green as those old glass bottles CocaCola used to put their soft drinks in.
“…I came up out of the water so close I could smell its stinky breath. Like a dog’s breath.
I had nothing to defend myself with but my own two fists…” Bernie said, holding up his fisted
hands like a boxer, one still wrapped around the can of beer.
Apparently, Bernie’s Bowie knife had gotten lost in the river somewhere between the last
veteran’s banquet and this one, as Bowie knives do. George shook his head, chuckling too low
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for the man to hear. At least Bernie’s stories were amusing in their exaggeration. They were
always an adventure, and no one ever died.
“…I swam for my god damn life and ran for the chopper,” Bernie continued. “Once I got
up there, I told the pilot, ‘Fly, god damn you, fly!’ because he was having a nice smoke break not
twenty yards from the big orange death kitty that near killed me. I swear I saw it coming after me
through the trees as the pilot took his sweet time getting us in the air. Finally, we take off and I
shout down to that stupid cat, ‘not today you overgrown tabby!’ And you think that’d be the end
of it, but I’m picking puppy sized leeches off myself and flinging them out the open chopper
door all the way back to base. I swear they were so big you could hear the splat they made when
they hit the trees going by under us. And that’s that.”
Bernie finished his tale with a satisfied nod and looked around for some sign of approval.
George and a few of the older veterans rolled their eyes. No one said anything against Bernie, of
course, no one ever did. Everyone knew better than to call anyone else a liar.
Bernie fielded a few questions about tigers and Nam era helicopters. Answers were their
own stories.
As George polished off his Coke, he felt his cell phone buzz in his pocket. He reached for
it, frowning when he didn’t recognize the number. The +84 area code raised the hairs on the back
of his neck. That was Nam, wasn’t it? He let the call go. When he checked his phone a minute
later, there was no voicemail.
George felt uneasy as he tucked his phone back into his pocket. Surely, just some
telemarketer. But since when did those people call from Vietnam? George threw himself back
into the conversation.
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He told story after story, Karl in the field, Karl in a firefight, Karl with the corpse of the
monkey in the Hai Lo camp. It was second nature to talk about Karl at these things, to
memorialize the dead. Every now and again someone would up and die, and a new infusion of
tales would enter the conversation, making out the fallen to be more than he was. What kind of
people would any of them be if they talked poorly of the dead? George was pretty sure people
would make up stories about him when he was pushing daisies, and they’d get told and overtold,
and Karl would live on in those stories too, until everyone who had heard them first hand was
dead, and then everyone second hand, and third hand, until Karl and George were but names
whispered in the night with nothing attached to them, and then they wouldn’t exist at all.
George cracked a Coke as some guy involved in the Gulf War somehow talked
animatedly with his hands. He wondered fleetingly if he should mention his friend Wade
passing, but no one here had known him. Wade lived in Montana and had passed only a few
weeks ago in a motorcycle accident. His was the first tourniquet George ever tied in the field,
and he’d known him all of a week before he was stuffing him on a rescue helicopter to Godknew-where. They reconnected in 1982 when they met up coincidentally at the opening of the
Memorial Wall in Washington; Wade had been missing the leg but didn’t seem any worse for it
and he’d even founded a motorcycle club back in his hometown. That December George
received the first of many Christmas cards from Wade that prominently featured his titanium leg
done up like a candy cane. George would miss the cards. They were always a laugh.
As his phone rang again an hour later with the same damn number, he again ignored it,
twitching at the buzz of a voicemail. The phone in his pocket slept, a square shaped coal. For
fifteen minutes longer he listened to someone’s younger brother talk about Afghanistan, held a
picture of a young man very like the boy in front of him, smiling and posing in front of a ruined
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stone wall with a model of machine gun George didn’t recognize. He recalled the wolfish grin on
Karl’s face as he peeked his head out the driver’s side of the laundry van escaping from Hai Lo,
the smiles born in the euphoric atmosphere of the camp those days Karl remained on the lam, the
death of those smiles when Karl was returned bleeding at gunpoint. He bowed out of
conversation, pleading an overfull bladder, but ducked into an out-of-the-way hall in the bowels
of the American Legion.
The voicemail was short, left as if by accident.
“I’m not leaving you a message about this, George.”
The voice was rough, tired, and familiar. George replayed it over and over, trying to
place it, biting his thumb nail to a stub.
“I’m not leaving you a message about this,” the accent was mid-western, possibly
African American, “George.” It was hard to tell.
“I’m not leaving-”
He flipped the phone shut and stood in the dark chewing his lip. For a moment there, he
had thought… George shook his head.
When he got back to the banquet hall, he drank beer. His words were clipped for the rest
of the night. He drank a beer for every time he found his hand wandering to his pocket without
his permission. When Katie finally came to collect him, two hours later, she was not happy. Her
normally sparkling blue eyes took in the beer in his hand and the drunkenly stacked pyramid of
beers on the table beside him. In the twist of her lip, he saw disappointment. He stumbled out
into the parking lot beside her, and when he tried to kiss the disappointment off her lips, she
turned her face away. They drove home in silence, and George’s phone sat equally silent in his
pocket, burning the whole way.
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CHAPTER 3

In golf shoes, Roy trudged through a mud puddle. Why had he thought wearing leather
shoes was a good idea? He grimaced, knowing they were as good as ruined. He should have
listened to Chi.
Roy wiped his sweat slicked brow and slapped the air wildly upon hearing the drone of a
mosquito. His head was throbbing, and he was just kicking himself for not bringing his meds.
Made for this god forsaken jungle, Roy was not.
“This way!” his enthusiastic guide called from somewhere ahead in the undergrowth.
Roy frowned and slapped his way past vines and overlarge leaves. They had been at this
for nearly four hours, with nothing to show for it. Chi seemed to almost be leading him in circles,
pointing out birds and flowers and whatever else seemed to catch his eye. Chi had spent nearly
half an hour trying to get a photograph of one particularly elusive bright green bird, dragging
Roy through steaming, stinking swampland. It was a very hands-on nature tour to be sure, but a
rock ape excursion it was not. He didn’t think Chi was a shady character, taking him out only to
abandon him in the jungle like some of those guides in Egypt were rumored to do with tourists in
the desert. Chi had been nothing but cheerful all morning, singing to himself in Vietnamese as he
drove his beat up tour bus up the pitted dirt path into the jungle, nearly throwing Roy from one
side of the bus to the other. But despite Roy’s reminders, he seemed easily sidetracked.
Shoving a palm leaf of some kind aside, he came upon Chi in the clearing ahead.
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“Look, look!” Chi smiled, pointing up into the canopy. “Monkey! Doc monkey, see!”
Roy looked up and shook his head in astonishment at what was indeed a small troop of
orange faced monkeys with white beards perched high in the trees. Chi snapped a photo, while
Roy’s disposable camera sat unused in his back pocket. He wondered why the man advertised for
rock apes when he would be so much better off just slapping “Nature Tours” across his booth.
“That’s great, Chi,” Roy sighed, rubbing his forehead. The air seemed to be making his
headache worse, or maybe it was the smell of the place, earth and rot and a strange sweetness he
couldn’t place. He was getting the same prickle in his head that he had yesterday, and it was
driving him crazy. He wanted out of this jungle. “But what about the rock ape?”
Chi hummed and shook his head, turning to face Roy with his hands on his hips. “I tell
you truth, Roy. I no see signs of rock ape here. I check. And nothing. Bad day for rock ape, yes.
Much apology.” The short man tilted his head. “Maybe if you do another tour we go other place I
know and we find rock ape. Many places I know can be.”
Roy should have expected it, should have known better, but it frustrated him. He knew
that figure in the photo at the back of the binder was real, and that it meant something to him, but
perhaps it would be better to forget about it, to start packing, to pick a new country to visit. One
not so sweaty, or dirty, or headache inducing.
“Let’s go back to the bus, Chi,” he said sagging in his ruined shoes. “You have that
picture I wanted?” He might as well get the thing. He had paid for it.
“I have picture, yes,” Chi said, nodding and striding off into the jungle to Roy’s right.
“Bus just this way. Follow.”
Roy rubbed a hand down his face, fighting back his headache. He glanced up once more
at the monkeys who stared down at him with a philosopher’s stoicism. A couple of their babies
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were leaping about and making noise as they chased each other’s tails. It almost sounded like
they were laughing at him. He followed Chi into the brush, not wanting to lose his guide. Roy
had no idea what he’d do if he got lost in this place. Probably die. He sighed as he clambered
over a series of roots. Not like he wasn’t dying anyway.
When Roy died, he wanted to do it in a soft bed with crisp white sheets and a book in his
lap. Emily Dickenson, maybe, or Walt Whitman. Langston Hughes should be there, too. He’d
gotten him into the world of literature, so it was only fair he’d see him out.
He wasn’t paying attention to his footing, and nearly went sprawling onto the dirt road.
Chi was already in the driver’s seat, tapping his keys on the duct taped steering wheel. Roy made
his way aboard and slumped in a sagging seat. He looked out the filmed up window at the
seemingly impenetrable jungle he’d somehow miraculously pushed himself through. He had run
marathons, but that hike had truly been something else. He had sweated clear through his Oxford
shirt and he was sure to find an odd collection of bruises on his body from his minor tumbles
through the brush.
Chi noted his disappointment, sighing to himself in the driver’s seat and setting his keys
on the cluttered dash. He grabbed a water bottle and a bag of Vietnamese potato chips and
walked them down the aisle to Roy, who took them automatically.
“I sorry about rock ape,” Chi said, sounding sincere and just as disappointed as Roy felt.
Roy cracked the water bottle and took several long swigs. “Rare to see,” Chi said. “Here,” he
thrust sheet of paper toward Roy. It was the copy he requested, and Roy took it carefully.
“He really real,” Chi said, looking wistfully out a window. “I know. Father see. Father no
lie. Come again, maybe. You see. I see. Maybe.” Chi shrugged and walked back to the front of
the bus. “We go now.”
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The bus rumbled to life, startling a flock of small brown birds that twittered their
annoyance. Roy winced at the noise and looked over the photo again as the bus lurched forward.
It was indeed the same photo he had seen yesterday. The so-called rock ape. This thing. Those
eyes.
Roy stared at the picture, his hand creeping up into his sweat damp hair, nails digging
into his scalp. It seemed out of place in the jungle, this thing. He’d seen it before, he was sure, in
a place without trees. The pain in his head was building, an animal clawing at its cage, a box
coming open in the dark. Those eyes, flashing in the dark, the memory of a memory. A much
younger face, also feral, glaring over a bowl of rice. A bowl of rice. A sudden jolt slammed Roy
against the window and he gasped. When he opened his eyes, he was no longer on Chi’s ratty
bus.
Dark. The flash of iridescent green eyes as the red of the dawn began to bleed over the
horizon. A bamboo hut. Mud walls. Filth. Starving skinny men following one after the other
along a near invisible trail. The smell of banana leaves, of rot. The click of an enemy officer’s
personal pistol as one of the bony men went down. A kick. A shot.
Roy sank in his seat and the green of the jungle flashed before him, but it was not the
jungle outside the bus window, or perhaps it was the same jungle, only Roy was not a tourist in
it, he was a soldier, a younger, stronger man. He was running, gasping for air. Bullets zipped past
his head, ripping through big, fat leaves like the sharp point of a pen through paper. He couldn’t
breathe. He was choking on the smell of smoke, of burning. The screech of an incoming
airstrike, a terrifying but welcome bird, spurred him faster, faster, faster! Until the world was
nothing but green, slapping him in the face over and over again.
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Another jolt sent Roy flying forward into the bus seat in front of him and he groaned into
the faded plastic. He pushed himself back and put his face in his hands, which smelled like
jungle, rot and beetle-stink and flowers that were too sweet, and he collapsed in on himself.
Chi’s off-tune singing to AC/DC’s Highway to Hell echoed in the tin shell of the bus, covering
his quiet sobs.
They were memories, repressed memories, these images. They were no illusion. Through
the cracks in between his fingers he caught sight of the copied photo lying on the seat beside
him. The green eyes bored into him, and he knew that face. The “rock ape,” as he had suspected,
was no rock ape at all. He was the rice eater, a man who wore canvas pants, the pale face in the
dawn when there had been nothing else to look at. They had been POWs together. Here. A little
over thirty years ago now.
But there would be time for him later. Roy was lost in himself. He could hardly breathe,
his lungs unable to hold the same amount of jungle air as he remembered. He looked at his hands
and they were not his hands. He was twenty years old. He was fifty-five. He had been a POW. It
was all coming back to him now, and he sat straighter in his seat, rising up. He was not Roy
Randalls. Had not been Roy Randalls here. He had been Isaiah Johnson, private first class. Was
Isaiah Johnson. How could he forget?
And what was he doing wearing golf shoes? His muddied golf shoes suddenly felt
painfully restricting, flimsy and ill-conceived. He looked down at the mud soaked, ruined leather
and felt like laughing, hysterically. His Oxford shirt too was uncomfortable, the closely buttoned
cufflinks foreign and constraining. The part of him that was Isaiah knew it was all wrong, the
shoes and the shirt and traipsing like a tourist through this place. Isaiah Johnson had never worn
an Oxford shirt, never owned one. He had lived through the Green Hell that was Vietnam. He
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had lived, bled, fought. And this place, this jungle, this country, he had been here before, in what
seemed another lifetime now. He had been himself there, in this godforsaken country, in army
fatigues, in canvas pants.
A snort escaped Roy as he undid the cufflinks. So he had gone to school it seemed, got
that GI Bill education he always wanted. Stuck it to the man. He had studied his beloved
literature, taught it, let it consume him until it was nothing but a shell he lived in. For thirty
years.
Something started boiling in his chest. How did he get stuck as Roy Randalls – it sounded
like a superhero’s alter ego – unassuming, pastless, friendless college professor for thirty years?
He was more than that. How the hell could he let that happened? What exactly had happened to
him?
A jumbled mash of images rushed through his brain and he winced in pain at the sudden
onslaught of memory. As he was jolted back and forth in his sweat slick seat, Roy – or was it
Isaiah – knew he had a whole lot he was going to have to sort out. In the roil of confusion he
knew one thing was certain: he was going to go back into the jungle with Chi, soon, and he was
going to do it in combat boots.
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CHAPTER 4

George thanked God that the banquet had been on a Friday night because he felt like crap
when he woke up late Saturday morning. It had been a while since he’d gotten so drunk and he
was dealing with a real monkey crush. It was a Karl platoon exclusive. Humping it, they’d come
across a baby monkey steamrolled by a tank, brains coming out its broken skull and guts spilling
out purple. The platoon’s half-Indian had squatted to look at it and they’d all stopped. George
thought they were waiting for him to say something sage-like about death, but River had stuck
his finger in the brains and swirled them through the mud. “This is me,” he had said with a
crooked smile, not meeting anybody’s eyes, “with a bad hangover.” Monkey crush, someone else
had said, I know the feeling, and people had laughed. George had laughed. River’s mother was
Shoshone and his father a drunk, and George had found him a month after the monkey crush
drowned in two inches of muddy water with a bullet in place of his C4 vertebra.
George felt nauseous as he sat up in bed, head pounding. Katie’s side of the bed was cold,
sterile, their white sheets pulled snug and seamless to the headboard, a holdover from when she
was a nurse. George had never asked her if she missed it. He had not. Never. Blood and shit and
bandages. He thought he’d come out of Nam a doctor, but being a field medic had changed his
mind. Katie had given up nursing at the VA hospital in the States to have their first daughter. The
war had been over by then, so it only seemed natural for her to put up her uniform like
everybody else and step back into civilian shoes.
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Fumbling into his slippers, George shuffled into the kitchen to make coffee and toast. A
half pot of room temperature coffee sat on the counter, and his wife was nowhere to be seen. The
dog was also gone.
Last night, they had fallen to sleep together without saying good night. She had turned
her back to him, silent and stiff. George watched the stiffness bleed out of her spine with sleep.
Sleep did not come easy to George most nights. Last night he had been too wired, and he’d
stared at her blonde hair spilling over her pink satin nightgown for an hour. He had wanted to
stroke her hair in the moonlit dark, to tease the gray out of the gold until he could hold the lot of
it separate in his hand and kiss it, but he hadn’t moved to touch her, afraid to cross the no man’s
land grown inches wide between them. His sluggish brain worked out the story he’d tell her in
the morning as he watched her breathe. His demons grew teeth in the dark, but he had not had
time last night to entertain them, not even in his dreams.
The toast popped up and he tossed it on a plate, settling in with his coffee and the
newspaper. He nibbled at the toast, hoping it would quell his nausea as he flipped through to the
tiny blurb he’d written about one of the junior boys on the high school baseball team. Scouts
from UVA were eying him, and his parents were hoping for a sure thing shining brightly in his
future. George wasn’t so optimistic as that.
He heard the back door open and the clatter of doggy claws echoed down the hall and
into the kitchen. Buckaroo bounded over the checkered linoleum to drop his big, slobby head in
George’s lap. The reddish hound mix looked up with big brown eyes, and George pushed his
head off his lap with an exasperated huff, knowing the damn dog was only eying his toast.
“Morning, George,” Katie said, fetching a dog biscuit from the jar. “Buckaroo did his
business.”
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She was wearing her robe and had her hair in curlers. She fed Buck the treat, told him he
was a good boy, and gave him a big kiss on his dumb head. Buckaroo was Katie’s dog, and he’d
come into their house from the side of Route 29 as a clumsy, skinny puppy with too much skin.
George frowned at the dog and told himself he was not jealous of it.
“I see you found the coffee,” Katie said, sitting across from him at the kitchen table.
Buckaroo put his head in her lap and she petted him absently with one hand as the other tapped
out a disjointed rhythm on the table top. “Taking it black?”
George set down the newspaper aside, folding his hands across the front page. “I’m
feeling stupendous this morning. Thank you for asking.” His headache was receding as he ate,
but it remained a distant pounding in his head.
Katie scoffed, nonchalantly looking over her nails. “I’m not surprised with the way you
chose to act last night.” She flicked her blue eyes to meet his. They were piercing, but also
concerned.
George blew out gusty breath. “I’m sorry, okay? One of the boys just got me a bit bent
out of shape last night is all,” George said, shrugging, sheepish. “I guess I got carried away.” It
was stupid of him, really. To get so worked up over a dumb phone call. It wasn’t even worth
bringing up.
Katie’s tense shoulders softened, and she reached out a hand to him, giving his folded
ones a squeeze. “Do you want to talk about it?”
“Buckaroo is drooling on you.”
Katie raised an eyebrow and gave his hands another squeeze.
George slowly pulled them back away from her and stuffed them under the table. “I don’t
want to talk about it. It’s nothing.”
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As soon as he put his hands under the table, Buckaroo came over to start licking them. It
was a nasty feeling. It reminded George of the times he tried to stanch a sluggish flow of blood
with his bare hands, part of his hand wet with fresh blood and part of it drying. He scrunched up
his face in disgust as he wiped his hands on his pajama pants, uneasy. That call last night
flickered through his mind.
Katie sighed and propped her head on her fist.
“You know you can always talk to me.”
“I know.” His hands still felt sticky, and he flexed them in disgust. He made a face.
“You can tell me anything. I’d understand.”
“Mmhmm.”
“You can talk to someone down at the VA if something’s bothering you.”
“Nothing’s bothering me.” He was such a liar.
“So ‘nothing’ made you drink a crate of beer last night.”
“Yes, nothing,” George stressed, getting up to wash his hands in the sink, putting his
back to Katie.
“Okay, say it’s nothing,” Katie said as George lathered up with the green dish soap and
scrubbed. “Say you just got drunk for kicks. Was it something Bernie said? You know I don’t
like him.”
The water was scalding, but George didn’t bother changing it, angry with himself for
getting upset last night over basically nothing and backsliding so damn bad and being hungover.
Katie deserved better.
“No. Bernie didn’t say anything.”
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Katie slapped her hand down on the table and George flinched. “Come on, George. I
know something’s up. You don’t go around embarrassing me for kicks. I thought you were going
to puke in the bushes. You were actually green.”
“Look, I’m sorry I embarrassed you in front of all your friends, Katie. I just got a little
carried away,” George said, reaching for the soap again.
“‘A little carried away’? Half a case of beer is ‘a little carried away’?”
“I wasn’t counting, alright,” George said, raising his voice and scrubbing his hands under
the hot water. They were well on their way to lobster red. “Things just got away from me. It’s
not a big deal.”
George reached for the soap again, but another hand stopped him.
“George.”
He watched the steaming water go down the drain, unobstructed by his hands. Katie
turned it off.
“George.”
“It’s that damn dog, I swear,” he said, reaching for a hand towel. “Slobbering all over me.
You know I can’t stand the slobber, Katie.”
Buckaroo brushed up against his leg, tongue lolling and tail going like a helicopter.
George patted his head absently, avoiding his slobbery mouth.
Katie laid her tender nurses’ hands over his reddened ones.
“How about some TV?” she suggested, gently leading him into the family room. He
flopped down in his favorite armchair and Katie put on a golf channel. She sat down on the
couch nearest George and the dog hopped up beside her. They sat quietly a while, watching Phil
Mickelson shoot way under par.
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“I just worry about you, George,” Katie said, scratching the dog behind the ears.
“You have nothing to worry about,” George answered, his hands still pink and tingling.
Katie pursed her lips, but didn’t press, and George loved her for that. They watched Phil
hit a line drive with a 5 wood and putt for a birdie.
“Karly had a bad shift last night,” Katie said.
“Oh, yeah?” Karly was their oldest daughter and she was an EMT. Not married, no kids,
unlike their younger two girls, both homemakers.
“Some drunk driver caused a major car accident and one man was in very bad shape.”
“Did he live?” George asked as the camera at the golf game panned to an eagle flying
over the course. He felt bad for feeling relieved that the conversation had drifted away from him.
“She didn’t say.”
“Hmmm.”
“She sounded tired when she called this morning.” Katie paused and fiddled with her
curlers. “I think she could have really used a hug today. If she wasn’t so far away…”
Buckaroo huffed and rolled over for a belly scratch.
“I know she’s in her 30s, but she’s still my baby.”
“She’s mine, too, Katie.”
“Would you mind giving her a call tonight?”
“Sure,” George said. “I’ll ask her when next she’s coming to visit.”
“Good,” Katie said. “Good. Do you want me to bring in your coffee?”
George nodded and Katie got up. He heard her bustling around the kitchen, reheating his
coffee and probably making herself some tea or lemonade. His Katie liked it sweet either way.
He accepted his mug with a murmured, “Thank you.” Buckaroo had sprawled into Katie’s spot
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on the couch and had to be shooed aggressively before he sighed and moved his big red butt
over.
Katie sat and blew on her tea as the channel went to commercial.
“Karly does so much good in the world,” Katie said, wrapping both her hands around her
cup as a Life Alert ad aired. “I don’t know how she can stand to work those hours and deal with
such urgent case nearly every day. All those people in a panic. And live with all that stress.” She
shook her head. “When I worked, the boys we got were just in recovery. Hardly anyone coded. I
don’t know how she handles the chaos. She seems to have it together so well.”
George smiled, too, glancing over at the mini shrine set up in the corner of the family
room, partially on the wall and partially on a dresser, complete with an array of medals for valor,
a color picture of a man in uniform, a single unlit white candle, and a folded American flag. “She
gets it from her father.”
Katie smiled, her eyes suddenly glittering, pale sapphires, crinkling at the corners in a
way that made her no less beautiful to George. He wondered if Karl would have thought Katie’s
aging smile as beautiful as he did. George couldn’t help smiling back in the face of her radiance.
She took his breath away, this woman. Whenever she smiled George felt all fuzzy inside, like he
drank a liter of Coke too fast. It was a good feeling. Her first smile had been in a diner over
pancakes, two days after he told her her husband was dead. That smile, and every one since, had
been infinitely better than the coy grin in the picture Karl had kept in his breast pocket and
slipped out to look at by starlight. He was so impossibly lucky to have this woman as his wife,
and he’d take her worry and nagging any day if it meant he got to see smiles like this one.
“You think he’d be proud?”
“I know he would be, Katie.”
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“Do you think-”
A ringing cut Katie off mid-sentence. It was George’s phone, ringing from back in the
bedroom. He didn’t remember turning his phone off silent. A tingling feeling bloomed beneath
his skin, like the writhing of maggots, as he swiveled his head toward the ajar door. It was the
mystery caller from last night, he just knew it, and his mouth ran dry.
“Do you want me to-” Katie began, rising from the couch.
“Don’t answer it,” George said, whipping his head back toward golf, trying to convince
himself it wasn’t who he thought it was, to no avail. He fought back an irrational panic with a
thick swallow, taking a gulp of his hot coffee. Katie looked at him, but said nothing, settling
back into the couch. The phone stopped ringing, and in the ensuing silence they watched Phil
land himself square in a sand trap just off the final green. After a failed chip, he took the penalty
stroke to place his ball just about anywhere else.
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CHAPTER 5

Isaiah wrote furiously, filling page after page in his latest spiral notebook. And he wrote
about Nam! His hand ached, but his head was fine. The words, the memories, poured from him, a
brilliant waterfall into a deep, mossy pool. He had seen a pool, a waterfall, like that, when he
served in Nam, when he was with his squad. Some things in Nam were beautiful like that, in his
memories. He remembered coming up with poetry about shit he saw, reciting it to himself in his
foxhole late into the hot, heavy night, listening to the insects scream.
Isaiah shook the cramp in his hand out. He had not written so much, ever. Certainly not
about Nam, about himself. He was flooding his room with papers, telling his own story, which
had gone voiceless for so long, unmentionable even in the sanctity of his own brain. It was
probably worth seeing a psychologist about, but who had the time? Isaiah did not have much
time. He wrote feverishly, filing his hotel room with papers and little stacks of notebooks. It was
glorious. It had been incredibly freeing to put pen to paper that first evening, to write his own
name over and over again, down whole sheets of lined paper just to see it. Isaiah Johnson. Isaiah
Johnson. That was his name. And the words that followed made up his story, a broken
collaboration of memories coming piece by piece together.
Isaiah, and Roy, loved stories, enjoyed writing. Roy had fancied himself a novelist once,
even published a few fantasy novels in his thirties, not very successfully, but it was nice for
Isaiah to think his books would be sitting on a few library shelves long after he was gone, even if
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the name on the cover was not his own. He had made a legal change sometime during his first
semester of college, remembered submitting a form to a blue eyed, red nailed secretary who had
looked at him like he was gum on her shoe. He could not quite remember the reason for the
change, but he knew he was getting close.
He wrote now for himself, knowing that his words would likely never see the light of
day. They might, Isaiah had whispered to himself under the glow of his desk lamp. Why
shouldn’t I share this? The nice stuff, at least. The poetry and the waterfalls, the comradery, if he
could match faces to names. His hand shook with fatigue, and Isaiah did not remember the last
time he slept, or ate. It was difficult and seemingly pointless to think about anything other than
the memories these past three weeks. It felt like three weeks of birthdays, of Christmases, of
unwrapping, unpacking what had been stored away, gathering dust like old textbooks. He was
probably overdue for his meds, too, but he didn’t want to think about that now. About how he
was dying.
It was brain cancer. Inoperable. Four months ago, he, Roy Randalls, had sat in his
doctor’s office in a tweed suit, fresh from a Paradise Lost lecture and twiddled his thumbs as he
got shown a bunch of black and white pictures. He did not understand half the words spilling like
toxic sludge from the doctor’s dry lips, half seeming to float away of their own accord, smoke on
a breeze. But the white mass, with its wriggling tentacles frozen on the screen, was obviously
bad news. “Toxin exposure,” the doctor had said, meaning Agent Orange but not knowing the
name. Roy had not known the name either, would not have thought to tell the doctor about Nam,
because Nam had not existed for him. “Most likely. Six to eight months. Retire. Talk to your
family. Get your affairs in order.”
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Roy had decided to travel until he dropped dead, as he had no family to speak of, not
really. That was something Isaiah knew he should write about, too, his family, but they had not
come to him yet, had not crept from his pen like the water stain across the ceiling of the bedroom
in his mama’s leaning house. There would be space for them in his notebooks, soon. He needed
to write about Nam now, now that the box was freshly opened, the top ripped off in a flash in
that ratty tour bus of Chi’s.
Isaiah had been on several other tours with Chi, and occasionally other tourists, since that
first one. They pulled memories from his head, and he scribbled them in tiny notebooks he could
fit in the pockets of his newly purchased cargo pants. There had been no sign of “rock apes,” as
Chi insisted, despite Isaiah’s hints to the true identity of the creature. Karl, the man, the myth, the
monster. For that was who was in the picture. Not some “rock ape.” A man. A fellow POW,
rising again from the fog.
They still had time. These last two weeks had felt like a fever dream. And he was not
leaving Nam any time soon. There were answers in this place, and he would find them. He would
rediscover himself. Piece himself back together to a full, walking, breathing, past-possessing
person. And Karl… how did Karl fit into everything? Well, he’d have to find out. And if he
didn’t find him, rediscover him today – Isaiah wasn’t sure even as he thought it whether “him”
was referring to the missing POW or himself – he’d go back the next day, and the next day, and
the next day, comb the jungle, comb his memories, until he did.
Isaiah continued to surprise and impress himself with his writing. Already he had filled
three full-sized notebooks. His unit was coming back to him, his missions, his friends. And the
camp, oh, the camp he’d been a POW in for months, that hated place, it was there too, still there,
maybe, so close. Only a few clicks away, perhaps. And then there were the dreams, the visions.
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Running through the green belly of jungle in the moonlight on all fours. Dragging a bloated
carcass from a red-brown river. Watching a man sitting on a familiar camp wall, painted red in
the bloody dawn, head in his hands.
They were not his, could not be his, these dreams or visions, but he recorded them
fervently, reverently, in his notebooks. Isaiah knew it should scare him, but he was excited. He
was sure it was Karl, or perhaps the jungle itself, calling out to him, and knew he must answer
the call. He had stumbled upon a story that must be told, an undeveloped character lurking in the
dark. How could he not pursue it? Who was he? Who was this Karl really? He had not known the
man well in the camp, remembered him as silent and watchful, calculating. Isaiah had watched
him, learned from him. He had been his hobby, and returning to this hobby, his watchfulness, his
speculation, was like slipping into a familiar pair of boots. Isaiah had begun writing as Karl when
he stalled in writing about himself. Writing as Karl was freeing. He did not have to relive the
camp wholly as himself, and that made things easier.
But there were frustrating holes in his knowledge of Karl. He knew little of the man
before the camp, or of his years after, if he had indeed lived these past 30 years in the jungle.
Isaiah wouldn’t put it past him. Karl sure knew how to survive when he’d been in camp, and that
place was worse than any jungle. If he was out there, which Isaiah felt deep down was the truth,
if his gut and out-of-body visions could be believed, then Karl deserved to be found. The soldier
in Isaiah told him that no man should be left behind, and he vehemently agreed. He would find
Karl, one way or another. If he could not speak, Isaiah would give him a mouth, if he could not
be extracted, he would put him on paper. It was the right thing to do. It would be right by Karl.
He could hardly keep all of this to himself.
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And there was one other, Isaiah remembered. Another do-righter he should not have
forgotten. One of the men to escape with him from the camp, who may yet be alive. He had
wracked his brain for his name, remembering his drawn, sallow face, his oily slick of black hair.
He had been a medic, the camp’s only one, had been close to Karl, seemed to know him from
before. George. George was his name. He would know more about Karl. The last name still
eluded him, but Isaiah would remember, and when he did, he’d get his number and call. George,
if he was still alive, should be a part of this, would maybe even help him flesh out the character
of Karl, give Isaiah more writerly ammunition. Maybe they could even search for Karl together.
Another pair of eyes could only help. Isaiah could even begin planning the expedition, doing
research at the library, getting himself some maps, using Chi to pinpoint Karl’s probable
location, and finding information about rock apes that might convince a stranger of thirty years
to travel halfway across the world to rediscover a dead man. After all, Karl had been reported
dead, all those years ago, by mistake. By George or Lawrence or maybe even Eckert, Isaiah
didn’t know.
Once he arrived, they could bond the way they never had in the camp. They had not been
friends, Isaiah remembered, allies perhaps, but never friends. They’d discuss their experiences
over drinks maybe. Isaiah would show him his notebooks and George would be in awe of his
detail, his industriousness, and then they would trek into the jungle like the veterans they were. It
would be like old times, when Isaiah was with his squad, leaning up against another man and
counting the stars. He would call George, and George would come. It could only be the right
thing to do. When it was a decent time in the States, he’d pick up the phone, hear that voice. He
wasn’t sure if he’d recognize it, or if it would have changed as much as his face surely must
have.
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The last time he remembered seeing George was in the helicopter when they were being
airlifted, rescued from the jungle, their escape complete, skinny and starving and filthy after a
week of running from VC. It was a miracle anyone had found them. George’s face had been
pinched in pain, the bullet graze along his right side giving him grief as a medic who happened
to be aboard saw to him. Tears were rolling down his cheeks, and Isaiah didn’t know if they were
from pain of joy. Lawrence had been dangling his giant body out the open chopper door,
screaming obscenities and giving the finger to the jungle below while Eckert had been silently
crouched in a corner, watching everything with a smirk and his unnerving yellow eyes. Isaiah
had been silent, too, words near impossible in the wreck the chopper blades were making of the
air. He had watched the jungle flash by, undulating, pierced by distant mountains, a strange
greenish-purple in the distance, and shrouded with mist. He had thought Vietnam beautiful when
he was first flown in. It was ’66, and things had not entirely gone to shit. He even remembered
trying to come up with a poem that would impress a girl or the New York Times. There was a
girl he left behind, a girl he might have married. He’d spent hours in the only colored library in
town, reading, yes, but also watching her. Watching her sorting books. Reading behind the
checkout desk. Sending the pages of Shakespeare fluttering as she clipped past his table in her
white patent leather shoes.
Isaiah knew she would find someone else by the time he came home from Nam. Four
years was a long time. He had thought about her sometimes, when he was in foxholes looking up
at the stars. She’d had the cutest laugh, skin like burnished copper, and tortoiseshell glasses that
he’d complimented her on once, only to be corrected with a giggle and a whisper of plastic. If he
had never wanted to go to college, if he could have been happy to stay in St. Louis, to stay in the
neighborhood with his family, to stay a bricklayer, he figured he would have married her. Myra.
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They could have curled up in a matching set of overstuffed secondhand armchairs in their little
crooked brownstone, forty years old, reading Walden out of the same book. If only that could
have been enough.
He would have never had to escape from anywhere.
Isaiah shook out his cramping hand. He was tired, and felt a headache coming on, so he
popped a few pain pills and climbed onto his mattress in a contemplative mood. As he stared at
the perfectly smooth, featureless ceiling, he imagined it was a burning clearing, that he was
running toward a chopper, Eckert a shadow racing ahead of him. He hadn’t thought to look back
to George and Lawrence, struggling with their injuries over the twisted wood, hadn’t thought he
needed to. Once they’d gotten on board, the medic swarmed the two injured men. He watched
the clouds race by out the window, the view below spectacular. It was obscenely loud. It was
much like when he flew into the country, and he could almost imagine he was coming into it for
the first time again, the men he knew from basic all around him, friends, near family, rearing and
ready to face the world. Isaiah had wanted to turn his head and look for those familiar faces in
the cramped space, faces he hadn’t seen since he set his feet on Vietnamese soil, but he didn’t
dare. Because what if they weren’t there? And what if they were?
In his first notebook, Isaiah had written about his escape from camp in detail, had taken
his time. He’d written with elegant, smooth pen strokes. When he looked back on the passage, he
liked the contrast of the flowing, pretty script to the abject horror and confusion of the situation.
There was a space there, between what happened and himself. It was literary.
Not every page in his notebooks looked so nice, most actually a barely legible scrawl, but
he’d felt inspired when he wrote this particular passage. Isaiah was proud of his penmanship, for
all the teasing he got about it in middle school. The memories of his childhood were clearer, as
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accessible to Isaiah as they had been to Roy. Education had taken a back seat for most of the kids
he’d grown up with. Why bother with doing well in math or literature classes if you knew you
were going to work in your uncle’s used tire shop for the rest of your life? Isaiah had had friends
ferrying wood about construction sites and fixing engines in their fathers’ garages at thirteen,
known fourteen-year-old girls who worked the counter at drug stores and dry cleaners. He had
known if he walked onto a construction site ten years, twenty years after high school, into those
garages and drug stores and laundromats, he’d see those same kids still there, all grown and worn
at the edges and going nowhere fast.
Isaiah, even as a boy, had not wanted that for himself. He remembered being in first
grade, sharing his “My Future” drawing of himself standing in front of a red brick college
building and getting a stuttering response from his teacher, the smile slipping off her face. He
had sat down without anyone clapping for him and picked at the peeling bottoms of his shoes as
he watched all the other kids get smiles and a round of applause for wanting to be a fireman, or a
princess, or a hairdresser. As he’d gotten older, whenever he brought up his college ambition, of
walking down the brick paths of the Saint Louis University campus with a leather bag and
pressed pants and new shoes, his teachers had shaken their heads and told him to be practical, to
think real hard about his future. After all, no one in his neighborhood or his schools ever went
anywhere after high school.
Within a few months of starting his sophomore year of high school, Mr. Henderson, a
balding man in his late forties, had put his arm around Isaiah’s shoulders and walked with him
down the hall between classes one Friday, sighing and shaking his head. He told Isaiah that he
was a smart lad, and that smart lads didn’t waste their time paying for schooling. College was
four years, after all, had he thought about that? And what would he get to show for it at the end
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of it all? A lousy piece of paper. How was he ever going to get a woman if he was broke and had
his head in the clouds? No, college was a scam. A smart lad would get a job, and, by the way,
Mr. Henderson had a cousin in the bricklaying business looking for a smart, strong, hardworking
young man to put in a few hours in the afternoons. Was Isaiah game?
Isaiah had gone home that day frustrated and asked his mama why everyone was so
against him going to college. She had been in her chair in the family room, just sitting back down
after doling out crackers to all Isaiah’s younger brothers and sisters who had just gotten back
from school. She had put down her Bible, looked him in the eye, and asked him if he really
wanted to know. When he’d said yes, she’d sighed and told him she was going to take him
somewhere Monday. That whole weekend Isaiah tried to get her to tell him where they were
going, but she was as tight lipped as his little sister Marion when an old caramel chew cemented
her teeth together.
On Monday, he played hooky, and he and Mama got on a bus in their Sunday best.
Isaiah, sixteen-years-old, had stood beside his mother in the aisle, abuzz with anticipation, his
feet squeezed into too small shoes. His mother’s face was tight, and she held onto the rail with a
white knuckled fist. She refused to answer any of his questions and smacked his hip when he
fidgeted too much.
Isaiah watched the neighborhoods get better with each stop, less broken streetlights and
more trees, newer, cleaner, more white. It was at a stop snuggled between two big leafy trees that
his mother made her move, walking with sure steps down the aisle, a pillar of crème in her dress,
matching jacket, shoes, and hat.
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At first, Isaiah thought they’d come to a park. Across the street was a long stretch of
green interspersed with shade trees under which a few young people lounged in small groups.
Off in the distance, red brick buildings rose.
Isaiah and his mother crossed the street and began walking along the path skirting the
edge of the greenspace.
“Mama,” Isaiah had asked, “where are we?”
She had looked at him, one of her thin eyebrows arched. “You really don’t know?”
Isaiah shook his head, looking across the grass at the buildings for a clue.
“I suppose they don’t have any pictures from this angle in those brochures you keep
under your bed,” Mama had said, adjusting her hat with a gloved hand.
“Brochures?” Isaiah whipped his head toward the distant brick buildings, finally
recognizing the outline of the tallest against the blue sky. A smile broke across his face. “Mama!
This is the university!”
“I know, baby.”
“This is SLU! Oh, my God! I’m really here.”
“Don’t take the Lord’s name in vain,” she said, slapping his arm and frowning in
disapproval as she looked around. “And don’t you be yelling so loud.”
“Come on, Mama. I think the library is this way.” He grabbed her gloved hand and set
them on a speed walk down a path cutting across the greenspace.
“Now, Isaiah!” Mama protested, grabbing her hat to prevent it from falling off as she was
dragged along. “Not so fast!”
Isaiah didn’t pay her any mind.
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“They just built it a few years ago. And I heard it’s got three floors full of books. There
was this picture in the paper when it was under construction. It’s supposed to have these big
windows, about twenty feet tall…”
“Isaiah!” Mama had said, digging in her heels and jerking her hand out of Isaiah’s.
“Stop!”
He paused and turned back toward his mama, excitement dimming only slightly when he
saw her stubbornly standing with her hands on her hips.
“We can’t go in there.”
“They allow black students on campus, Mama,” Isaiah said.
Mama shook her head. “Just because you’re allowed, doesn’t mean you’re wanted.”
“If we weren’t wanted, we wouldn’t be allowed,” Isaiah said, crossing his arms. “We’re
here and I’m going to see that library.”
Mama wrung her gloved hands in front of her, eyes darting to a group of white students
sitting in the shade of the closest tree. They were watching them.
“Isaiah, baby, there have been protests here recently. It’s not a good idea.”
“Then why did you take me here!”
“Let’s just go home.” She reached for his hand and Isaiah jerked it back. He ignored the
hurt in her eyes.
“If I want to go here, then I think I should get to see the school!” he said, too loudly
perhaps.
He heard the clearing of a throat from his left. Three male students from the group under
the tree had risen and now stood a few paces away from him and his mother. They all looked the
same, sporting matching blazers and crew cut hair. One of them was eating a sandwich.
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“You,” the leader spear pointing their little triad said with a sneer, “want to go here?”
“Look at the patch job on the negro’s pants,” another laughed, pointing to the careful
stitching Isaiah’s older sister Ruthie had done to lengthen his pants and fix a popped seam. “And
he goes out in public like that.”
“And they want to hire more of these people,” Sandwich scoffed, shaking his head.
“Newsflash, we don’t want you here.”
“Maybe he’s here to apply for a job. Hoping to get a staff discount so you can go to night
school?”
“If he went to night school, I’d trip over him in the dark on the way to Pi Phi!”
“Like he’d even get into night school.”
Isaiah wasn’t the kind of kid who started fights, but he saw red as the three idiots
laughed, and he lunged to take a swing at their leader’s stupid face, not caring that he was bigger
than him, or that he had backup. Jerk deserved to have his face smashed in. His mama stopped
him, grabbing onto his arm and yanking him back.
“Isaiah, let’s go,” she said, face drawn and eyes flashing. “We aren’t wanted here.”
“Yeah, listen to your mommy, nigger!”
Sandwich threw his half-eaten lunch at Isaiah and his mother, getting ketchup on his
mother’s crème dress. Isaiah jerked in his mother’s steely hold as she dragged him back toward
the bus stop.
“Maybe she’s his girlfriend!”
Sandwich made kissy sounds, and Isaiah pulled away from his mother, hands fisted at his
sides as he stalked forward, already imagining the contrast of his dark hands around Sandwich’s
fat, grub white neck.
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“No one insults my mother!”
“Boys!” an authoritative voice shouted.
Isaiah stopped advancing at the sight of a professorial man in a brown suit and glasses, a
uniformed security guard on his heels.
“What seems to be the problem here?” the man in the suit asked.
“We were just talking, professor,” one of the assholes said, smiling. “Don’t know what
this guy’s problem is.” He jerked a thumb as Isaiah, who was trying to glare a hole in his face.
“Probably looking for a fight.”
The professor looked at Isaiah with disapproval, barely sparing a glance at his mother,
who was worrying her gloves with her head downcast. Isaiah imagined he must look the same
way at the dust that dared to perch on his office bookshelves.
“Fighting is not allowed on campus,” he said sternly, looking down his hawkish nose at
Isaiah with clear censure. “You best be going, young man.”
Mama grabbed his arm and hauled Isaiah away before he could open his fool mouth.
They walked stiffly back to the bus stop, not saying a word. The ride back, standing again, was
silent. Isaiah watched his mama try to get to ketchup off her dress and fail, her lips pencil thin
and her hands shaking. They got home and he spent the rest of the day in front of the TV, eating
all the Nilla Wafers his mama shoved at him.
The memory of that trip to SLU had stuck with Isaiah, even as Roy, but it meant
something more now, now that he knew Nam was so intimately involved with the consequences
of his later choices. Roy had been fuzzy on that, about being on the GI Bill for school. Veteran
was a box he checked on forms without every asking himself why. It was certainly true, he knew,
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but the specifics were lost to Roy, unimportant. He was a university student. He was a professor.
Nothing else had mattered, least of all the how and the why.
Isaiah had never brought up college again, not to anybody, not until the day he told his
mother he was going off to fight a war on the other side of the world so he could get those GI
Bill benefits. His mama probably hoped he’d gotten over it; he had seen relief in her eyes when
he told her he was taking a job as a bricklayer after school. Maybe she thought he’d learned
something important about the world from their trip to campus and had gotten that dreamy, starry
eyed nonsense knocked out of him that day. Maybe she spent those three years content, thinking
he was on the right path at last, secure, safe, but that was not so. Was not to be. If anything,
young Isaiah was angry, more determined to go to college than ever before. He spent hours after
that day stewing in the room he shared with his two younger brothers, trying to find the best way
to get what he wanted. Truly, the only thing he learned from that day was to keep his ambitions
to himself, and he did, holding them close for the next three years, biding his time until after
graduation, until he built up a big enough nest egg laying bricks to leave to his mother without
any regrets.
Nam was his best idea. And it got him where he thought he wanted to go. Now, though,
with his memories returning, Isaiah wondered if it had been worth it, wondered what he would
have done if circumstances had been different. If he hadn’t been born into such a world, at such a
time. If he hadn’t lived in a box with seemingly only one way out.
That last day in camp had started like many others. There was no mantioc harvest
scheduled for the day, and, therefore, no food was to be given out. The men had sat starving in
the wide flat dirt patch where they usually ate and listlessly watched their guards mill about them
in boredom. Isaiah had sat in his filthy pants, bare-chested and scrawny as everybody else in that
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dirt patch, watching little clouds scoot across the sky as hunger clawed at his concave belly. He
had mostly managed to tune out Eckert, who was always whispering awful things in his ear,
never far from him, as persistent as a body louse. The man might have been an agent of the devil
himself, for all the vitriol he spewed. He often said nasty things about the other POWs and told
Isaiah what a broken piece of shit he was.
Near as Isaiah could tell, Eckert was some sort of mulatto, and the only other black
person in the camp. He wasn’t focused on Eckert in that moment though, watching the clouds
run. George had been bustling about, checking on everyone with a hollow, defeated look in his
eyes that had become normal. Isaiah hadn’t spoken directly to the man in days, maybe weeks. He
disgusted him with his milky, pathetic attempts at caring. There were near twenty of them still
alive at that time, maybe a few less. Isaiah had stopped counting. Numbers, like how many of
them were there, how long they were there, how many mantioc roots he harvested… they were
all depressing. Isaiah had made up a haiku, watching those clouds, feeling miles away from
himself. He had been into poetry for a while in high school, before he got his head stuffed in a
locker.

The clouds race away
Slip beyond the horizon
Figments from a dream

He remembered repeating it to himself over and over, setting it to memory like some
hymn. He had had a few other poems saved up, which he liked to repeat to himself at night in his
little bamboo hut surrounded by other unwashed bodies. Isaiah had written the ones he still
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recalled down in his notebooks already. He remembered thinking it was stupid, coming up with
poetry in a POW camp he’d never get out of, but it grounded him those dark nights, drowning
out the dark days. Even at fifty-five, the poems still sat in his mind, crystallized, glittering as he
fell asleep on the overstuffed feather bed in his too luxurious hotel room. That haiku had been
the last poem he ever thought up in that awful place.
Just after the sun was highest in the sky, a supply truck had pulled into the camp. The
wooden gate had been swiftly opened and closed by the guards, and it had lurched its way beside
one of the mud and stone walls that caged the camp to unload. The atmosphere of the camp
among their captors was jolly – the supply truck was overdue, and cigarettes were passed out
among the little yellow men like candy. There had been laughing and shoving; supply truck days
were probably the most entertaining of days to the listless prisoners, for those who cared to pay
attention to the world around them. Their young guards would transform into boys at the
onslaught of gifts from beyond, beyond the walls, beyond the jungle, beyond the horizon. Isaiah
could barely contemplate what such a place was like after so many months behind the same
walls. He had forgotten the clouds, watching those yellow boys light up and shove each other
like schoolmates in the schoolyard, and so he had seen the errant flick of ash that blew the truck.
Ammunition, gas, some type of explosive had been aboard and the contents of the truck had
blasted in all directions, slamming into the surrounding guards and sending a fireball into the
sky. The flames had been mesmerizing, orange tongues licking at the sky. Isaiah’s ears had been
ringing as nails bit into his upper arm. He was jostled from his stupor and dragged toward the
burning truck. He followed the death gripping hand on his arm up to Eckert’s strangely alight
face as they broke into a run. Isaiah fought to get his feet under him, the pain in his arm from
Eckert’s grip spurring him on. It was confusion; downed guards were beginning to scream, and a
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sudden wail went up from the prisoners still sitting about in the dirt with their mouths agape in
disbelief. The flames flicked off Eckert’s light skin and his odd yellow eyes were lit up as they
ran toward the truck. It was only then, as a thin shape darted around the burning vehicle that a
hole had been blasted in the six-foot-high wall, that Eckert was dragging him to freedom.
He saw guards pouring from some of the other buildings with guns as he and Eckert past
the truck, flinching in its heat. He was coughing smoke as they cleared the wall and Eckert
released him, no longer needing him as a human shield as he made a break for the jungle. Isaiah
followed him on autopilot, dashing across the few yards of open space toward safety. Machine
gun fire picked up behind him as the guards realized men were making a break for it. Isaiah
didn’t look back, pumping his legs and shoving giant leaves out of his face as he followed the
glistening back of Eckert into the safety of the jungle as men died behind him, crying like
wounded animals as they fell.
It was difficult to recall everything that happened in the confusion. Isaiah thought he saw
Karl mount the burning truck far ahead of him, disappearing through the flames, the first to react
to the unexpected opportunity, but he could not be certain. But to appear in that photograph he
would have had to have survive that day, perhaps even ran parallel to Isaiah’s own group of
escapees as they’d stumbled through clouds of mosquitos and puddles of mud.
It seemed to Isaiah that he ran for hours before he came to a stop behind a gasping Eckert
in a tiny clearing. They both struggled to breathe, easily winded in their weakened condition. It
had been hours since they’d eaten. They would need to find food and water soon if they were to
keep running. There was no way the Gooks weren’t going to pursue – they liked to boast that the
camp was inescapable, adjoined as it was to a VC training camp.
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The jungle sounds were just returning as their breathing began to even when a large
crashing sound erupted from behind them. Isaiah had spun, terrified, choking on the thick air as
Eckert darted behind him. He thought for sure Vietcong were about to overrun their position and
kill them dead, but he was wrong. Two other POWs from the camp stumbled their way into the
clearing, breathing hard. The first was Lawrence, the big, ugly man who got in all the fights with
Eckert, and the other, well, the other was George, who was bleeding all down his side. Once all
their hearts had stopped galloping, they’d formed up as a group and slunk off into the jungle with
a vague idea of where to head off to with Lawrence in the lead after a quick argument with
Eckert. They had loathed each other. Isaiah thought Eckert only gave up the lead because
Lawrence made a good battering ram through the vines. He’d also be the first to step on a mine.
Eckert was crafty like that.
Isaiah followed right behind Eckert on full alert for machine gun fire or the snapping of a
twig that wasn’t supposed to be snapping. They were in very real danger, and he wouldn’t relax
until he got into a helicopter out of this green hellhole. George dragged behind him, having not
said a word yet, holding his injured side. It looked bad, and when Isaiah had looked back into the
man’s ghost pale face he’d seen the whites of his rolling eyes. The man was close to snapping,
and it was not Isaiah’s job to talk him back down sanity mountain, so he’d said nothing.
Anything he said probably would have made the man worse or caused him to stop. If they
stopped, they were dead. If they didn’t eat soon, they were dead. They needed water. George
needed medical attention, probably Lawrence, too, with the blood squirting out his back from the
bullet lodged in his shoulder. If any man fell behind, they’d likely be left behind. That’s what
Eckert would do anyway. He’d leave Lawrence and George where they fell and drag along Isaiah
to use as a spare body if the going got tough. Isaiah knew this because he knew Eckert. He had
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done the same thing to him before, when he pulled him away from his squad and left the rest of
them to die, months and months ago. A lifetime ago it seemed. Unforgivable.
For days they traveled through the jungle, eating unripe bananas and drinking filthy,
stinking puddle water, until they lucked upon a big clearing all burnt out by a recent airstrike,
still smoking. They’d been fortunate enough to hear a helicopter returning for possible wounded.
Seeing that Huey crest the trees had been like seeing God, and Isaiah had fallen to his knees,
crying, and then he was suddenly gone. Gone from the jungle, the chopper, the whole damn
country, on a plane to the United States. He was taken for recovery in Illinois, him and Eckert,
who weren’t near as bad as the other two they escaped with. It was in a hospital in Lincoln that
Eckert snuck from the bed beside his, a crazed smile on his face. He’d choked the nurse to
unconsciousness, to Isaiah’s horror, and smiled at him like a jack-o-lantern afterward, a finger to
his lips. And he’d slunk off, a shadow down the hall, out the emergency exit, running east. Isaiah
had gone west, to hitch a ride home, to be rid of Eckert at last. Or so he thought.
Isaiah, fifty-five years old and dying, the faint throb of his temple a dull reminder, stared
up at the ceiling of a palatial hotel room in Hanoi. He would be feverish again later, he wagered,
and supernaturally excited, but not now. He rolled over and closed his eyes, tired of thinking, of
existing, almost. He wanted to sleep and not dream.
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CHAPTER 6

George was sitting in his favorite chair watching pro football when his cellphone rang.
He blanched at the +84 number and muted the television. He’d known this was coming, had
handled his phone like an unexploded ordinance since yesterday and hated every minute of it.
Last night, after chatting with Karly about work and whatnot, he’d locked himself in his home
office and called the number back. There had been static, and then ringing. And ringing. And
ringing. No one had picked up, and George had tossed his phone aside, frustrated. Whoever this
was, whatever this was about, he wanted it over.
Sitting up straight in his chair as if he was preparing himself for something, which was
silly, really, he accepted the call.
“Hello?” he demanded. “Who is this? Why are you calling me?”
“Is this George Filipowski?” The voice was male, excited, almost breathless. The same
voice as before.
George took the phone away from his ear and frowned at it. “Yes. Who wants to know.”
Papers shifted over the line and George tilted the phone into his shoulder. “Who is this?”
“It’s Roy – ah – Isaiah,” the man said. “Isaiah, uh, Johnson. Remember me?” There was a
slight pause. “This is George Filipowski, isn’t it?”
George pulled the phone away and stared again at the number that had haunted him for
days on end.
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“You won’t believe what I had to do to get your personal number,” the man, Isaiah, said,
“but this is important.” There was heavy breathing and static over the line.
“Are you calling from Vietnam?” George asked. He spooled back his memory for an
Isaiah Johnson. He sat up further when he connected the name, the voice, with the person it
belonged to. George was suddenly glad that his wife was at the grocery store and not sitting here
asking questions.
“Yeah,” Isaiah said, “I’m in Hanoi right now. Can you believe it?”
George didn’t respond. The Isaiah Johnson he knew had been a quiet, shifty, capable
fellow in the little POW camp they’d escaped. He’d been radio silent since Nam. George thought
he had died, hadn’t been able to find him at all when he looked around for past Vietnam War
acquaintances twenty-five years ago.
“Isaiah?” he asked. “POW camp Isaiah?”
“Yeah.”
There was a good ten seconds of breathing, and then, heavy flat words: “It’s Karl,
George. He’s alive.”
George stood up.
“He’s alive and I have proof.”
George watched the football players on the TV without seeing them. He heard the ticking
of the clock in the hall, loud as thunder. His eyes flicked to Karl’s shrine in the corner without
his permission, his mouth a dry riverbed.
“No,” he said. “That’s impossible. He’s dead. I know he’s dead.”
“But he’s not,” the voice said.
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Was it really even Isaiah? Was this some kind of set-up? Increasingly horrible worse case
scenarios raced through George’s head. Did he know about him and Katie? Would he ask for
Katie?
“Look, I’ll email you some of my proof,” the man said. “I’ve found so much.” He
sounded impassioned, manic even. “You’ll have to come and see.”
“Where are you?” George asked.
“In Hanoi.”
George felt like he was being strangled, could almost feel Isaiah’s hands reaching
through the phone and wrapping around his neck. He groped about him for a pillow, a blanket,
something, to hold onto.
“You have to come meet me. Here,” Isaiah said. “I’ve seen him. He’s been in the jungle.
All this time. All this time, George! Can you believe it!”
A long string of silence ensued as George fell back into the cushions, hoping they would
swallow him. Karl was dead. He had to be dead. George had told everyone Karl was dead.
Though, he had not seen Karl die. The last he saw of him, he was mounting a muddy
embankment under fire. But even if he had survived that, to live thirty years in the wilds of
Nam? And to go unnoticed for so long?
George threw his hand over his mouth, stifling a low groan that sounded like that of a
wounded animal.
“It’s not possible,” he said. “He can’t be alive.”
“Well, I’ve got a picture right here in my hand that proves otherwise.”
George didn’t want this, just like he hadn’t wanted the job of speaking to the families of
all the dead POW guys when he got back home, comforting them in their grief, telling them their
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boys were heroes, even if they were not. Most men were not heroes. He was a sucker for
accepting it. Maybe he was a sucker right now for believing the voice over the line for even a
second.
“George?”
He knew he should have said no. He would have avoided so many nightmares, even this
one he currently found himself listening to, if he had walked out on his commanding officer all
those decades ago, bought a goddamned Harley, and gone west.
“George, am I coming through okay? Did you hear me? Karl’s alive!”
But it had seemed too cruel, to deny their families closure, to leave them in the dark. So
George had gritted his teeth, slapped on a somber smile, and did what he had to do, just like in
Nam. He lied. He’d shown up in his uniform on thirty-something porches across America – he’d
stopped keeping count after hitting twenty – and told whoever answered the door that their
darling boy would never come home, wrapping bandages around broken hearts and telling
everyone they’d be okay, just like he did when he was a field medic. He made every death noble,
made every man a hero, even the ones who collapsed on the march to the manioc harvesting
fields and begged for death.
“George?”
“What?” he nearly shouted, eyes tearing as he addressed his tormenter. “What do you
want from me?”
“I want you to come to Hanoi.”
“No fucking way.”
“But,” the voice, Isaiah, sounded hurt, “I have so much to show you. You haven’t even
seen any of the proof.”
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“What proof?”
“Photographs, newspaper articles,” George heard the shuffling of paper, “testimonials
from folks. It’s all here. You have to come and see this. You have to find Karl.”
“And why would I do that.”
“Because… It’s what you’re supposed to do. You and me. I don’t want to have to go
public with this.”
“Are you trying to blackmail me or something?” George asked, his voice cracking.
“What do you want from me?”
“Look,” the voice said, exasperated, “I know this is hard to take in over the phone. How
about you give me your email address and I’ll send some of my proof to you? If it looks good,
you can come out and see everything else I have. How does that sound? I know this is a lot to
ask, but I thought you should know.”
George gave his email on autopilot, his head spinning. He felt like he might he sick, so he
leaned over and put his head between his knees. “Have you told anyone else about this?” He was
afraid of the answer.
“No. The tour guide I’m with knows a little bit, but he thinks Karl’s some kind of urban
legend and I can’t seem to convince him otherwise.”
“Good, good,” George said.
“All right,” “Isaiah” said, chipper, “I’ll send my info right on over. Be on the lookout. I’ll
talk to you soon.”
The call cut off and George could only stare at his phone. He needed a god damn drink,
so he rose and pulled a beer from the fridge, unmuting the TV as he sat down. Had that just
happened? He checked and recheck his phone to confirm that he had accepted a call, had talked
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with a man who identified himself as Isaiah Johnson, the Isaiah Johnson, and believed that Karl
was alive and living in the fucking jungles of Vietnam. There was just no way. It had to be some
kind of hoax. The Panthers scored a touchdown but he didn’t even care. But what if it was true.
What if Karl was alive?
George chugged the beer before rubbing a hand down his face. He tried to imagine the
man, older, in khakis and a golf shirt. It seemed impossible. What would Katie say, if she knew?
His stomach lurched as a wave of nausea rolled through him. George hadn’t even told his
superiors of the possibility of Karl’s survival. There had been no rescue mission, no search. He
had been declared dead back in 1972. There had been a funeral with a flag and a 21 gun salute.
He’d carried little Karly up to lay a rose on the coffin. George had thought it for the best, if he
was dead, if he had died a hero’s death.
Fuck, if it was true, if he was alive… George got up for another beer. The man would
have lived in that jungle for 33 years. Leave no man behind, his ass. It was unforgivable. He was
unforgivable. Fuck.
George put his head in his hands, pulling at his graying hair. This couldn’t be happening.
This couldn’t get out. He’d lose everything. It wasn’t fair.
The lock on the front door clicked open, and Katie strolled in with several bags of
groceries in her arms.
“Who’s winning?” she asked as she breezed into the kitchen.
George could only stare at her as she began tossing bags of frozen vegetables into the
freezer.
“Would you mind getting the rest of the bags, George?”
He got up from the couch, but as he stood his feet forgot where they were supposed to go.
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“I got a roast chicken for dinner. Do you want peas or broccoli with it?”
George laid a shaking hand on the couch, hardly able to stand.
“George? Did you hear me?” Katie looked up from the grocery bags. “George,” she said.
“Are you all right?” She walked over and held his face in her hands. “You’re so pale.”
George choked and jerked himself out of her grip, unable to meet her eyes. He mumbled
something about getting the groceries and retreated down the hall and out the front door.
Bursting into the sunlight, hearing birdsong, watching a young father chase his toddling daughter
across the yard on the other side of the street… it was all too cruel. Turning away from his wife’s
car, George stuffed his hands in his pockets and started walking. He would be back before
nightfall. Katie would be angry, she would want answers, but he needed to buy some time to
think up something she would believe, to walk himself out of the panic that hovered even now on
the edge of the too blue horizon.
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CHAPTER 7

The phone call had gone about as well as Isaiah had hoped. It took him forever to get that
cellphone number. George. George Filipowski, he’d told the bored military dispatcher. Medic.
POW. Nam. I need him. I need to call him. It’s personal. It’s an emergency. We’re old friends.
The “friends” was a lie. Even in the camp, they’d never been more than grudging allies,
united against the shithead that was Lawrence. Isaiah hadn’t spoken to the man in near thirty-five
years. Hadn’t spoken to him much in the camp, now that he thought about it. Just a few on-off
conversations every now and then. Isaiah had mostly kept to himself. George was the equivalent
of a damn social butterfly compared to him. But it didn’t matter. The woman on the other end of
the line had believed him. And now he would be coming, and soon. Isaiah was sure of it. He just
had to send the right proof, get him assured of his sincerity and the direness of the mission.
Isaiah rifled through the newspaper clippings, stacks of notes, supply lists, maps, and
memories strewn about the room, lain haphazardly across the bed and the table he used as a desk,
the wall, the floors. He’d been keeping room service out for the past few weeks as best he could,
not wanting his materials disturbed. Luckily, no one had asked any questions.
He wanted to find the photograph first. The photograph. The one that started it all, the
one of Karl in the jungle from the back of the tour binder, looking back over a gnarly bronzed
shoulder, green eyes flashing in the dark as he fled the banyan tree. He hoped it would be
enough.
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It resurfaced under a topographical map of Vietnam on the desk. Isaiah would find a way
to photocopy it and a few newspaper clippings from the past few years he’d found about the so
called “Rock Ape of Hoa Binh,” and maybe also email George a marked-up map or two. It
would be convincing. And George would come to Vietnam. He had to come. The jungle needed
him. It needed all of them. It hungered, like Karl had hungered, like Isaiah had hungered. Hunger
had followed them everywhere in the POW camp, an old and bitter friend.
Isaiah had just been writing about Karl, and the hunger. He wrote him as he remembered
him best, watching, waiting. His first encounter with Karl had been on the same wall he wrote
about now. Isaiah had gravitated toward the man, sat on the wall ten feet away from him but
together. They had said nothing. Isaiah glanced over his scribbling from early this morning, laid
out as it was atop his other piles on the bed. His handwriting was shaky and difficult to read, but
the words were strong.

I perch on the edge of the wall with my toes curled over the rough stone edge, hands
curled in against my chest, watching the rice-cook-hut. I am stiff for having crouched like this
since very dark, since before the light in the hut flickered on. I don’t care.
A soft steam is rising up and out through the window of the hut. I open my mouth wide to
capture the smell of it in the back my mouth. I can almost taste it. The miniscule grains
congealing together into a shapeless white blob, the special gummy denseness of the rice, and
the slight sweetness of its slime, almost gluing my teeth together. I am drooling. The saliva drips
down onto my scrawny bare chest.
I am hunger. I am anticipation. The knot is tight in my belly.
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It was a good start. He wasn’t sure what would come after, what memory would fill the
gap and show him what happened next, but it would come to him. Setting aside his chosen pile
of papers, Isaiah leaned against the desk-table through a dizzy spell. He hadn’t slept in three
days. He hadn’t taken his medication. He had to write. Later, he told himself, gathering his
papers. This could not wait. He could not wait.
There was a print shop around the corner, an internet café just a taxi ride away. He could
buy a new notebook to fill at a convenience store. Isaiah smiled as he exited his room with his
armful of evidence, feeling confident.
He had cut ties with Chi amicably, knowing the man would be of no further help to his
mission, but not before being told of a new location with what Chi believed to be the highest
probability of finding the “rock ape.” It was land not open to the public, though not closely
monitored, uninhabited and the location of several deaths over the past decades, but none
recently.
Isaiah slipped into a waiting taxi and gave the driver the location of the print shop. He
should probably purchase a few more items for his excursion through uninhabited jungle. He
knew where they would need to go, how long it was estimated to traverse the area to his liking.
Two weeks maximum seemed a good guess, depending on how many miles they covered per day
and what kind of obstacles they ran into. If they could secure a gun that would be optimal, but a
knife would probably have to do. Isaiah had already purchased a machete, which was currently
under his bed. George would certainly appreciate a few hiking related items right off the bat,
though he’d probably want to buy some of his own things when he got in country. Isaiah sighed
as he watched Hanoi flash by out the window. A skinny Vietnamese man holding a two-headed
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piglet zipped by on a motorcycle, so quickly Isaiah might have imagined it. He hoped he did not.
He could not afford to see things that weren’t there.
So much left to do before George came. Isaiah still had mountains of writing to do, and
he felt like he was running out of time, each hour a grain of sand slipping through the near-empty
hourglass of his life. Things had to happen, and they had to happen now.
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CHAPTER 8

It was a miserable, drizzly day as George slammed the door of his pickup. Buckaroo
zigzagged around the truck with his nose to the ground, already mucking up his paws. George
slumped over to the trail head, hands in his pockets. Katie said he needed to get out of his office
and hoped the fresh air would do him good, get him out of this funk he found himself in ever
since the banquet. He had not told her about the phone call. He had left his cellphone at home.
George didn’t think any amount of fresh air would help him at this point. He’d done little
but read and reread Isaiah’s email over the past few days, clicking from attachment to attachment
with disbelief, then horror, panic, and finally a terrifically detached numbness. He’d eaten little
and his sleeping pills had done almost nothing to stop his nightmares, and he’d taken to
wandering the house at night instead of sleeping. He was probably working himself up for no
reason, but he couldn’t help himself.
Isaiah had emailed him some maps and several articles about “rock apes,” hairy mancreatures, one of which he claimed was Karl. There had also been three blurry photographs
attached: a hairy human foot, a featureless crouching figure, and that one damning photograph.
The one with the eyes. Cat-green eyes, intelligent, biting, had stared accusingly out at him from
the wizened face in the photograph, seeming to follow him as he paced around his office, side to
side in front of the computer. It could have been Karl, maybe. If George squinted.
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Karl’s eyes had been strange like that, near glow in the dark. Karly had eyes like that too.
Unnerving eyes. Isaiah could be right.
George wondered if Karly even knew she had the exact same eyes as her father. It’s not
like she had any memories of him. The only man she had ever called “Daddy” was George. She
was his daughter. He had adopted her, legally, as his when she was six. She would want no other
man to be her father. She remembered no other.
He watched Buckaroo snuffle around the trailhead sign. “Is my Katie any less your
momma because she adopted you, Buck?”
The hound perked up his floppy ears at his name, watching George with a wagging tail
for a few moments before he figured out there wasn’t anything in it for him, going back to
snuffling.
George kicked a small stone into the brush, sending the locust bushes to shaking. Maybe
a walk would do him some good. It was quiet here on the trail, peaceful. Not many people came
out this way. Buck was already totting down the path, so George zipped his jacket and set off
after the dog.
So what if Karl was alive? He tried to think it without feeling sick to his stomach and
failed. Karl was dead. It was what he told himself for years. Told everyone. Even staring into the
eyes of the picture he’d told himself Karl was dead. This was probably just a big
misunderstanding, after all, nothing to get all worked up about. The odds of Karl being alive,
after all this time, were astronomically low. Isaiah was just pulling at straws, following some old
wives tale and a ghost. Those “rock apes” seemed fake as hell. And those pictures weren’t clear
at all. No way they could be used to identify anything, or anyone. They wouldn’t make good
evidence if this thing ever got out. If all Isaiah had was that then he had nothing, but what if he
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talked? What if he took his made-up little story about a rediscovered POW to the media or
posted it on the internet? The internet was everywhere nowadays. How long before it reached
Katie, or Karly, or someone who had the power to do something about it, to start asking
questions and pulling skeletons out of closets?
Fuck Isaiah for making his life so complicated, so suddenly fragile. He had to reply to the
man, George knew. He was too much of a liability. Something like this would make headlines,
and not just on a local scale. It would go national, he was sure. Even the barest hint of such a
story would drive a media circus and investigations. But was he ready to return to Nam to deal
with this thing head on? Isaiah had hinted as to all the other “proof” he’d managed to get his
hands on. What was that all about? What was he hiding away in Hanoi? Was any of it enough to
destroy him and the life he’d built?
He didn’t want to go back to that hellhole of a country. If someone had managed to blow
the place up before ’68 he would have never been drafted and wouldn’t be in this mess. Hell, if
someone had blown the place up in ’72 he wouldn’t be in this mess either, but he’d at least have
met Katie. If anyone was worth going through two years in POW camps it was Katie, gorgeous,
kindhearted Katie.
He whistled for Buck, who’d gotten a bit too far ahead on the wet trail. The mutt liked to
roll in god knew what when he was left to his own devices and George didn’t feel like giving
him a bath today, or any day. He was a wriggler, and trouble more often than not. He sometimes
wasn’t sure why Katie put up with the smelly git, and he honestly wasn’t sure why she put up
with him. Sure, he’d been singing Karl’s praises and liked Karly well enough when they first
met, but he’d also been a drunk and damaged goods in more ways than one those first years back
from Nam. Katie was the reason he even got through those years in the first place, soothing him
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through nightmares and hiding his liquor even when the girls were young and she ran herself
ragged watching over them during the day. She had been so patient with him, never pressing for
information, even when he came home late at night smelling of booze, for which George was
truly grateful. It was a debt he would never be able to repay.
Buck came running up to him and attempted to lick his hand. George grimaced and
nudged the dog away, patting his rump. Maybe she just had a soft spot for hard-up cases and
sloppy drunks. Karl had not been a drunk though, and never sloppy, even on his last visit to his
family before his capture. Close lipped, steel-eyed, Katie had described him, determined to go on
another tour, however many it would take “to get all our American boys back home.” Karl had
been stupid good like that. He had been a weekend beer, red wine at dinner kind of guy from an
impressive military family. He was cultured and well-educated and he knew how not to make a
fool of himself. Karl had known not to stuff his napkin down the front of his shirt like a bib at
fancy Italian restaurants and could polish anything from shoes to saddle leather.
George had been there when Katie packed up the boxes and bags of Karl’s clothes and
shoes and hats. He’d helped her. They had been dating for two months. Together, they drove to
the Salvation Army with those last pieces of Karl. George had been too small for the clothes. As
he drove, he thought about all the space left in the toes of Karl’s shoes as Katie had dabbed at her
eyes with a handkerchief in the passenger seat.
These past few days the nightmares had come as strong as the ones he had in their early
days of marriage. George would jackknife up in bed, sweating and sometimes shrieking, his legs
tangled in the sheets. Katie, unfailingly, already awake, the nightlight on, hands reaching out.
She’d sit up in bed with him, stroke his hair, ask if he needed a glass of water. She pleaded for
him to talk to her, to lighten his burden any way she could, but he couldn’t confide in her, not
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these past few nights, not with this. He loved her too much, George told himself. He needed to
shield her, like he’d done before, since the beginning, from his deepest terrors and torments and
deeds. This would just be another thing she could never know.
Karl haunted his every step, and nothing he did or didn’t do around the house could
exorcise the ghost of his one-time CO. Damn Isaiah for that picture, for butting into his life.
Even now, he half-expected some kind of ape-creature to come barreling out of the woods,
ripping past the familiar and friendly tall pines and leafy oaks.
Last night, Karl had appeared out of the jungles of his dreams, young and whole and
human, into a clearing full of light and birdsong, waving to him like an old friend. George had
gone toward him, eager to reunite with his hero, but as he got closer, Karl changed, transforming
by the second into a withered old man with wild eyes and sharp teeth. The Karl-creature sank to
all fours and George turned to run, finding himself no longer in a sunny clearing, but deep in the
jungle, in one of the places so deep the light didn’t shine in the middle of the day. George found
himself stumbling blind over root-like snakes and snake-like roots as he struggled to get away
from the creature he felt behind him, but he stumbled. When he looked down, his hands were
wrinkled as Methuselah’s and the Karl-creature, as it pounced, had a white beard to its filthy,
knobby knees. It started eating his legs as he screamed in the dark.
He had told Katie nothing of the dream, nor the one that made him sob like a baby on
Wednesday night. That one was just embarrassing. All he did in it was barbeque alongside a
thirty-something year old Karl wearing matching “Kristoff Family Reunion” shirts and watch
their grade school aged kids play tag in a field full of flowers.
George walked alongside Buck in the dreary woods, noting familiar stumps and rocks
and trees. How different this forest was to the ones in Nam, even the word forest sounded
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friendlier, brighter, more open. He recognized the bird calls, soft as song and cheery as a
schoolboy’s whistle. There wasn’t anything out in these woods that was trying to kill him, no
Gooks or tigers or snakes or massive fucking spiders. The Vietnam War didn’t exist in a place
like this, could never have existed. Buck picked up a birch stick with curling bark and George
indulged the dog by chucking it into the trees. Buck took off after it, a red bullet through the
brush.
The hound trotted back proudly after a minute, tail wagging, stick clasped in his jaws.
George wrestled the stick from him, chuckling at Buck’s half-assed attempt at tug-of-war. A
local news helicopter droned overhead just then, and he couldn’t help but flinch, dropping the
stick and automatically going on high alert. He only relaxed when the chopper flew out of sight.
When he turned back to Buck, the dog was sitting and staring at him, head cocked to the side,
long tongue lolling.
“What are you looking at?” George said. “There’s nothing to see here. Go smell some
shit.”
Buck huffed like he didn’t believe him and wandered off down the path. George was glad
the trail was deserted. He didn’t feel like explaining to some giggly high school girls why he had
issues with helicopters, seen too many air raids to be comfortable around them. Katie would
understand, of course, and his girls. His girls were golden.
They wouldn’t be happy when he said he had to go to Nam, alone, but he knew he had to
go, to set all this straight, bullshit or not. The only real way to handle something like this was to
handle it yourself, to attack it head on and without mercy. What that would mean once he got to
Vietnam, met Isaiah, seen whatever other “proof” he gathered, and confronted the Karl problem
in person, he wasn’t sure. Was there even any man left to save out there? What would be best for
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everyone? Could he convince Isaiah, who seemed quite excitable on the phone, contrary to
George’s scant memories of him, to keep things quiet, real or not?
He grimaced at the thought, kicking Buck’s abandoned stick down the path in front of
him. Convincing his family to let him go would be the easy part of all this. He’d have to perk up
around the house over the next few days, and double up on the sleeping pills to hopefully knock
himself out enough to stop the nightmares. Katie would be a lot less worried about sending him
off to Nam if he started sleeping soundly again. He’d have to make up some story about wanting
to go to discover himself or some bullshit, but they’d buy it easily. He even had a good amount
of savings set aside, so no one could argue money with him. Katie and Karly would probably put
up the biggest stink about being left behind, but someone needed to watch Buck, and it would be
hard for Karly to get away from her EMT job anyway, and George’s youngest two daughters had
little kids. He was not concerned about the talk with Katie he’d have when he got back, or the
phone calls to his girls. It would be nice to catch up with them anyway before he left in what
would probably be a matter of days. Katie would love helping him fill the big black suitcase to
bursting, making sure he brought his razor and enough socks. He should mention meeting an old
war buddy to make her a bit more at ease about his sudden decision, and that would hardly be a
lie. He just wouldn’t mention Isaiah’s name or anything concerning him.
George reached down and picked up Buck’s stick, whistling to get the dog’s attention as
he tossed it as hard as he could deep into the woods. Buck was gone in seconds. He knew he
couldn’t stop Katie from worrying about him, but appealing to duty would work with her. She’d
been a military wife twice over, so she knew a thing or two about duty.
This distance between them, figurative but soon to be literal, was not what he wanted, but
it would be necessary to set his life back on course, to soothe his fears. The silence between them
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the last few days had been cutting. It killed George to push his wife away, but he had no other
option. He spent long hours awake at night wandering the house thinking about what he’d done,
what he had condemned Karl to all these years, unwittingly, and what, now, he should do. There
was a little voice that snuck in at night, when Katie was asleep and the moonlight stretched the
shadows in the hall too long that whispered that he’d wanted Karl dead, wished it, all those years
ago, that even now he wished for the man’s death, that he’d known all along that nothing but the
will of God could kill Karl, and what a sad little man George Filipowski had turned out to be,
how much smaller and weaker than Karl he was. He did not deserve his happiness, but it didn’t
stop him from wanting it. What were a few more years in the jungle to a man so consumed by
them? Perhaps Karl, if he lived still, would not want to leave. Perhaps the jungle was as much his
home as George’s modest ranch with Katie and Buckaroo.
George called for Buck, who had not returned from the brush. He never thought he’d end
up a reporter, blowing up small town stories, but after the war he’d been too traumatized to
continue in the medical field. He supposed he took after his father. Michael Filipowski had been
a highly successful international reporter back in his day, before he stared fabricating stories for
extra cash and gotten his ass fired. George found out later he’d been trying to make enough
money to pay for his mother’s cancer treatments and had been lying to him for years about the
severity of his mother’s condition. His mother had died of a terminal cancer when he was 12, and
George would have liked his parents to have been a bit more honest with him, so he would have
spent more quality time with his mother when she was well, appreciated her more maybe, instead
of having everything dumped on him in her last days. It was at the side of her hospital bed as she
wasted away to nothing that he decided that lying was a shitty thing to do and promised himself
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he wouldn’t turn into a liar like his father, because no lie, no matter how well-intentioned, was
ever truly harmless.
When he was drafted, he didn’t run from Vietnam, and didn’t lie his way out of service
like his father pleaded from the other sagging motel bed over the stack of moldy pizza boxes that
had grown between them. George had gone to Vietnam to make an honest man of himself, and
he’d fucked it all up. Lying had come easily to him in the field, once he gave himself permission
to lie, and one little lie led to another over the course of his service. He told dying boys they were
going to be all right to their dying faces. He told the POWs in the camp that someone was
coming for them. He told the screaming Texan missing both arms that he was sorry as he put a
hand over his mouth and strangled him to death in patch of elephant grass less than fifty yards
from an advancing line of Vietcong. He had made a similar mercy kill in the POW camp,
running a knife one of the guards handed him across the throat of a fellow POW they’d tied to
the wall in the guard lounge hut and taken pot shots at until the man started vomiting blood. The
enemy had known he was a medic, had pulled him out of doing chest compressions when he was
initially captured, and they liked to call him in to “help” the men who, in their entertainment,
they had broken beyond repair.
The only people George could be sure he killed in Vietnam were American soldiers.
Anything else would be a lie, and he had lied about it for thirty years. If Karl was truly alive, he
would be the king of lies, a worse man than even his father, the motel-living addict who died in
an alley at 53. At least his father hadn’t killed anybody but himself.
The best thing that had come from his father’s death was that George had stopped
drinking cold turkey. He had wanted to drown himself in the bottle after hearing about the
overdose, but whenever he twisted off a cap he saw himself, so clearly, floating inside, lying just
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as dead as his father in a ditch somewhere. He would never make Katie take the kind of phone
call he got that night from the hospital, so he tossed out all the alcohol in the house and had the
shakes for all of July, right up until the birth of their second daughter together on August 1st. It
had been one of the hardest months of his life, but he’d lived through it. He lived through two
POW camps and Nam itself. He may not have been Karl, but he had made it. George took a deep
breath of misty forest air and let it out slowly; he’d get through this, too. Someway, somehow.
George called again for Buckaroo, impatiently now, cupping his hands around his mouth
as he hollered, looking for that tell-tale steak of red through the trees. He wanted to get out of
these woods; he was spending too much time with himself. He didn’t know if he was justified for
what he did, and he didn’t want to think about it any more. A nice, quiet dinner with Katie at
Olive Garden would be a mercy, an hour of going through the motions, of reading through a
well-known script, where he could get lost in the mundanity and pretend he was just the same as
everyone else chatting and clinking dishes. He’d order red wine with dinner, just one glass, and
he’d find a way to make Katie smile, make her believe that his walk had done him good.
He whistled, shrill and long, but there was no answer. The forest was still, seeming hold
its breath as he stood tensely at the edge of the path.
He had no real idea what to expect in Vietnam. Had the place even recovered from the
war? Would the people somehow know he was a veteran? Would they hate him on sight, curling
their lips like the mama-sans in the villages they had passed by all those years ago? Would he see
pieces of himself, or his mother, in their Asiatic features?
As soon as Buck got his ass out of the damn trees they’d head back, and he’d call Isaiah,
tell him he was in, ask a few questions. Then he’d come up with a game plan for Nam.
“Buck! Where the hell are you? Don’t make me come in there, you little shit!”
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George shifted his feet uneasily as the woods remained silent. The dog had probably just
found something dead to roll in. He was probably snuffling around in the leaves just out of sight,
ignoring him.
Irritated, George stepped off the path, shoving branches aside, calling and whistling as he
went. As he tramped farther and farther in, the trees grew closer, more wild, less familiar.
“Buck!” He called into the strange woods, cupping his hands around his mouth. Silence
answered back. He swore, trying not to panic. The last thing he needed right now was to lose the
damn dog.
The thorny branches of a thicket grabbed at his clothes as he began to run, calling now
for his wife’s dog.
“Buck! Buck!” he shouted, panting, running a haphazard search pattern through a few
miles of now sunny woods, turning golden in the late light. But Buck was nowhere to be found.
“Where are you?”
The words echoed hollowly through the trees. He’d never get away with using language
like that around Katie, but she wasn’t in the woods with him.
Damn that stupid, goofy dog. He could not lose Buckaroo. His wife would never forgive
him. George leaned against a thick pine as he tried to catch his breath, sliding down the rough
bark when he checked his watch and realized he’d been searching for hours. It would be dark
soon. He had to leave.
“Buck?” he whispered to the woods, stubbornly rubbing the wet blur from his eyes with
the back of his hand. “Where are you, Buckaroo?”
How had it come to this? Where could it possibly go from here?
There was no answer.
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CHAPTER 9

It was easier, sometimes, Isaiah found, to write about Karl rather than himself. His own
memories snuck up on him like tigers through stiff, dry grass and pounced upon him with claws
unsheathed. He had issues with his family that he hadn’t yet addressed, neither to himself nor the
notebook. He knew it was building up to boiling, near ready to spill out. Isaiah was bracing
himself for it, knew it was tied up with Roy, with Eckert, with a bunch of bad memories. But he
had other things to focus on presently.
George was coming in a week, and all Isaiah had to do until then, now that he had
prepared as well as he could for his arrival, was write, so that’s what he did, writing until his
back was aching from hunching over the desk. He wrote about himself, yes, his experiences with
his close-knit squad over his three years of service before his capture, but he also wrote about
Karl. And how could he not? The man’s picture, if he could be called a man, stared out at him
from the photocopy on the bed, green eyes blazing. Karl was somewhere on one of the maps
strewn about the room, waiting to be found.
Isaiah continued his Karl story where he had left off, still hungry, always hungry. Isaiah
himself found his own appetite for food lacking, but his desire to write was voracious. His own
hunger from back then was easy to recall, to relive and reinvent on the page, in a body that was
not quite his own, but not entirely other either. It was almost addicting, this sort of writing.
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Isaiah had not known what to make of Karl upon first meeting him, sidling up to sit a few
paces down the wall in the empty camp. Only through observation did he come to know him. He
had gotten the sense that Karl was watching him, perhaps even watching out for him those first
few days, weeks, when it was just the two of them. They had done nothing but sleep in separate
huts, eaten in the flattened space of dirt when meals were distributed, and sat on the wall. Isaiah
vaguely remembered almost getting in a fight with a guard who insulted him, and being pulled
back by Karl, defended by him when the laughing guard had come at him with a club, receiving
the beating in his stead. Karl never spoke, never acknowledged Isaiah or Eckert beyond that one
incident. Isaiah had not known how to thank him besides reigning himself in. All his attempts at
conversation were met with silence. Isaiah did not learn his name until the large group of POWs
came. George had finally been able to wrench some words out of the silent watcher, fixated on
the food hut. Isaiah likewise had become a watcher, but of men. Karl was not close to anyone,
except George, and maybe Hector, for a while. He had never interacted with Isaiah again, and
Isaiah felt as if he did that because Isaiah had learned from Karl how to take care of himself, how
to keep to himself, how to stay alive. Isaiah owed him for that. He put pen to paper.

Only a little while now. Only a little longer. And I will eat. I will eat. I can tell from the
pinking of the early morning sky to the east, a long way off, over the trees. I rock back and forth,
shifting my legs slightly, wiping my hands once over my filthy, too-short pants. I tighten the rope
holding them to my waist. Resume my vigil.
I am not the only one perched out here on the wall this morning. There are a few others.
Early risers, disturbed sleepers. Isaiah. All of us with shaven heads and scraggly beards, bags of
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loose skin and stick bones, encased in the last of the night, watching the rice-cook-hut with a
rapture and a deep, clawing hunger, vultures.
I wonder for a flickering moment what drove them from their sleeping-huts this morning.
I realize I don’t care, or lose interest, or both. I recognize one or two from my own hut. Perhaps
the sobbing of the new one, too, kept them from the void of sleep and drove them early to the
food-hut vigil.
I watch the food-hut with great anticipation. The guards outside are getting restless,
ready for their shift to be over. Two by the door. A third sitting nearby. They all look young and
new and hold their machine guns across their chests at the ready, scanning our crouched ranks
for signs of activity. There are more of us now, silently watching them, the hut, waiting. Fifteen
or more of us. But if they are looking for a bit of action, they won’t find it here. We have no
interest in such things.
The steam from the hut lessens. I stare at the softly lifting plumes and ignore the fierce
itching sensation coming from my back, arms, and legs. I glance down at my filthy, monkey feet,
bare and almost black with dirt. I am mesmerized for a moment by the haphazard milling of the
tiny fleas in my dark fur. It really is a pity that they are so small. I wish we had body lice. I would
eat those.
“Why is everyone just sitting around here?”
The sudden noise causes me to twitch and breaks my foot-concentration. I twist my head
toward the sound.
It is the new one. The young one. The one with meat on his bones, who sobs in the night
and keeps me awake. He stands just behind me, uncomfortably close. His short pants are roped
too high and his face is a mask of idiotic confusion. I glare at him.
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He doesn’t leave.
“Why is everyone just sitting around here?” he asks again, “is something going on?”
“Waiting for food,” I snap.
“Oh,” he says quietly and lifts himself onto the wall beside me. His legs swing over and
dangle, fifteen feet from the bottom of the flat cliff face sloping down toward the food-hut.
“So this is where they make the rice,” he says.
The fool is not worth my time. I turn away from him and return to my vigil.
The sky is pink orange. The sun is preparing to rise. The steam has stopped. I am
excitement. Soon. So soon. I can almost taste it—
“I’m Private Hector Smalls,” he says suddenly and thrusts his hand out at me.
“Don’t care,” I say, narrowing my eyes at his outstretched hand. Hector. Hector-fool. I
just want to be left alone.
He stares at me for a moment and puts his hand down rather slowly once he realizes I’m
not going to take it. “Well, shit, you really are a bright ray of sunshine, aren’t you? George
warned me about that. He says that you’ve been here the longest.”
I say nothing.
“How long have you been here?”
“Long time.”
“How long is that?”
“Don’t know.”
He’s quiet for a moment. “As near as I can figure, you’ve been here about three years. I
talked to George yesterday and that’s what he figures. That’s a shit-long time.”
I am silent, watching the guards shift.
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“…And I heard that you didn’t even start out here first either. Started off in some other
place with real bars and high wire fences even before George got caught and sent there. Place
called Hoa Lo or something like that.”
He fidgets with his pants-rope.
“So…I guess where I’m going with this is that you’ve been a POW for a long time.”
The guards have shifted. There is movement in the hut.
“And you must know a thing or two.”
I grunt noncommittally, listening to the far more interesting sounds coming from the
food-hut. The Preparing of the Serving-Spoon. The Collectivising of the Bowls. Wonderful
sounds. Hunger sounds.
Soon. So soon…
“Your name’s Karl, right?”
I shrug.
“George says I really shouldn’t talk to you.”
Just then they roll the giant rice pot out from the hut, interrupting whatever more he was
going to say. And I am off the wall and loping to the line-up-place, drooling, already twenty
paces away.

Isaiah shook out his cramping hand and threw a handful of pills down his throat with a
hasty glass of water following a bathroom break, the too bright lights coming off like daggers off
the mirrors and marble floor. He preferred the hazy dark of his hotel suite, the formless gray that
suffused in from the curtained window. The dark was good for headaches, for dreams, for death.
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We sit in the dirt surrounded by armed guards, all twenty-two of us. I devour my portion
like an animal, shoving sticky gobs of delicious white rice into my mouth as quickly as I can. And
all is sweet and yum and gooey goodness. It is gone too fast, but I miss nothing, not a single
grain of rice, licking the dented tin bowl with precision. I am careful in that way.
Hector-fool has followed me. He stared at me in dumbstruck horror when he saw me
shoving the rice into my face earlier, ignoring my spoon entirely, but he didn’t leave. He now
picks at the remaining rice in his bowl, making a face.
“Do they always just serve rice?” he asks, shoving the few remaining white globs in his
dented bowl around with his wooden spoon.
“Yes,” I say, my eyes following his spoon around and around his bowl. I am drooling
again.
“I don’t feel like eating the rest of this. Do you want—”
I snag his bowl from him and precede to lick it clean before he can even finish his
sentence.
“—to have the rest…Jesus.” He stares at me, then looks at the spoon in his otherwise
empty hands, then back at me.
I take his spoon and suck on it.
The others are finishing their rice and the sun is now completely above the horizon. Some
of the guards start shouting to each other. I toss the spoon aside and quickly stand up and walk
over to the rope pile off to the side of our dirt patch. The others slowly start to follow, until a
guard with a wooden club darts out and starts beating the stragglers. Now everyone runs to the
rope pile, some tripping over their own filthy feet and getting the club again. Hector-fool takes a
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few hard hits, but manages to take the spot behind me. His left cheek is red and starting to swell
already. He snivels and wipes his nose hurriedly with his hand. He shifts closer to me.
I take a step away from him.
Once we are lined up, I step into the first loop in the raggedy rope and tighten it just
above my hips. Hector-fool clumsily mimics me. Four other men in line behind him also step into
their loops.
“Not this again,” Hector-fool grumbles under his breath. “We’ve been doing this for
three days now, ever since I first got here. Can’t we do something else for once?”
A guard clubs his arm sharply for his insolent noise, yelling for silence or else. Or
something along those lines. Hector-fool rubs his arm, wincing. He remains silent.
All the other groups by now are in their ropes. Some other guards come and tie our
hands together with more rope. One of them then tests that all our rope loops are tight around us
and nods to his superior.
We are marched at gunpoint out past the low dirt wall that marks the edge of our camp
and out along a narrow dirt path through the jungle. We are going to harvest manioc roots. It is
three miles to the fields today.
We are the second rope group and follow closely on the heels of the first. We are silent.
The guards occasionally talk or poke fools back into line with the muzzles of their machine guns.
Hector-fool is poked several times. The mosquitos buzz around us in blurry gray clouds. Hidden
birds call to each other. Someone coughs. Someone else coughs. Someone else coughs.
I stare at the grimy, hunched back of the man in front of me. His head is down, his dark
feet shuffling over scattered leaves and twigs. A large brown tick crawls in a lazy trail down his
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sweaty back before latching on near his shoulder blade. I watch it grow big. I feel hungry again.
It is already hot.
We make it to the fields when the sun has climbed three times itself in the sky. The first
rope group files past a field guard. He undoes hands and a jug of water is quickly passed along
the line. He then takes the water away and passes out a blunt knife to each man. Twelve guns are
trained on the rope group as they take their tool. They walk off to a far section of the field to
begin work. Watchful guards are posted along the edges of the field and two will stand near each
group to supervise their work. It is our turn to get water and tools, then we set out to our section
of field.
We begin hacking at the seven-leaved plants in silence. I do this poorly. I have bad
shoulders. The occasional twinge of pain lances across my back.
Hector-fool hacks with clumsy gusto. Blunt knives fall. Potato-like roots are unearthed
and lifted into piles. It really is too bad that they are poison when uncooked. The sun beats down
on our backs. Hector-fool will be sunburnt. I think of food.
We begin to slow down a bit and one of our guards snaps at us. We move faster.
“What did he say?” Hector-fool whispers to me.
“Faster.”
“Oh,” he whispers, swinging wildly, “you understand them?”
“Some.”
“Shit. You’ve been here a long time. …I’d think I’d die before living here as long as
that.”
I shrug. My shoulders hurt. My mouth is dry. Hector-fool goes quiet.
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I hear a telling cheep cheep in the leaves of the plants and cock my head to the side,
listening carefully. After a few seconds, my dirty arm flashes out like a snake and snags the
cricket. I stuff it into my mouth quickly before it can wriggle away. It crunches and breaks in my
mouth and the sour, earthly juices coat my dry tongue. I chew the tiny meaty morsel until I can’t
feel its legs anymore and I swallow. It all takes only a few seconds. I begin hacking again at the
plants with my knife immediately. I turn my head and see that Hector-fool has stopped working,
his knife held loosely in his hand, a horrified look on his face.
“I, ah, what, why…” he stutters, “Shit, man, just…why?”
“Food.”
He freezes for a second, then quickly turns away from me and starts working jerkily with
renewed fervor, taking wild swings at the manioc plants.
Near sun-high Hector-fool manages to cut his own hand with his knife, “Shit!” he says
loudly and stands up straight, watching the blood drip off his hand in fascination.
“Don’t stop working,” I hiss.
He pays me no mind. I continue hacking at the plants.
One of our guards’ heads snaps around. Hector-fool continues to watch the blood drip
off his hand, turning it this way and that. He notices the guard.
“Hey,” he calls out to him, a goofy smile on his face, “I cut myself. Can I go home
now?”
The guard walks over and smacks Hector-fool upside the head with his gun. He goes
down like a bag of rocks, causing me and the man on his other side to be pulled down to our
knees. Hector-fool whimpers and puts his hands over his head, curling into a ball.
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The guard starts screaming at him and hitting him with the butt of his gun. I catch the
words I understand to mean ‘useless’ and ‘slow’ and ‘deserving to be spit upon.’ He delivers a
savage kick to Hector-fool’s side before indeed spitting on him and walking back to his post. The
other guard is laughing. I snatch and eat another cricket in the confusion.
Hector-fool slowly uncurls and gets to his feet, sniffling. I stand up as well. We get back
to work.
I do not look at him for the rest of our workday. I fantasize about rice. In the white flesh
of the roots. In the clouds. In the frantic crawl of tiny beetles. Water is passed around when the
sun is at its highpoint in the sky and again when it is several of itself past that. We cut more
roots. We put them in wooden crates to be picked up by a truck later.
When the sun is four of itself above the horizon, we stop work and get water one last time,
then our knives are taken and our hands are rebound. We shuffle back into the jungle with our
guards. We head back to camp along the dirt trail, moving quickly. About three miles in, a man
in the fourth rope group collapses. He is skin and bones. His companions cannot rouse him. We
all have to stop. The guards hit him, but he doesn’t get up. While they are occupied, I shift a bit
to the side and start furtively ripping the leaves off of a tree and stuffing them into my mouth. A
few others follow my example.
Hector-fool is too busy looking from the guards to the man on the ground. A few of the
guards are talking amongst themselves. It seems like some agreement is reached after much
waving of hands and gibberish. I stop eating leaves and move away from the jungle. One of the
guards shrugs, hands his machine gun over to another guard, takes out his pistol, mutters
‘useless,’ and shoots the man on the ground in the head. He then blows on his pistol before
holstering it and retrieving his machine gun. Two younger guards unloop the bone man from his
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rope group and throw him into the dense jungle. We start moving again. Hector-fool is pale
beneath his sunburn and very quiet. I think about rice. It will be ready soon after we arrive back
to camp.
I can just imagine it now, steaming in the pot, white-gold in the light of the setting sun,
sweet and gummy and goodness itself. My stomach snarls in expectation and drool begins to
gather in my mouth. I can already taste it. It calls me.
I move my feet faster. Hector-fool slows me down.

His pen continued furiously across the page, words pouring out, a mudslide down a
mountain. They could not be stopped.
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CHAPTER 10

The airport was overfull, every seat in the terminal occupied. George felt claustrophobic
and yet strangely separate from everyone else. He’d had a minor panic attack in an airport
bathroom about an hour ago, so he was feeling pretty calm now after mentally working through
his second thoughts and no small amount of horror in the handicapped stall. The mother daughter
pair sitting next to him chatting with each other had no inkling of the turmoil present in his
slouched form. He itched to walk some of it off, but he didn’t want to risk losing his seat. He was
not looking forward to fifteen obscenely long back breaking hours in a flying tin can. He was
glad Katie had insisted on upgrading to business class. She’d also insisted he call their girls and
inform them about his upcoming soul-searching return to Vietnam. They had all been supportive,
telling him to keep them posted on what he was up to abroad, calling at least once a week.
George planned to just lie a lot.
Katie had fussed over him at drop off, straightening his shirt and asking if he packed
enough underwear. He assured her that he was fine. She would be home alone, not even
Buckaroo around to keep her company. The dog was still missing. It had been a week. George
had helped Katie write LOST in giant letters over and over again on sheets of spare printer paper
over a black and white picture of Buck. They’d checked the local shelters, to no avail. There
wasn’t anything else to be done.
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Slipping his ticket into his pocket, he thought about the journal currently sitting in his
carry-on bag like shitty rations on the gut. He hadn’t looked at the blasted thing in years. He
hoped they served alcohol on the flight because he didn’t want to read it sober. Perhaps that was
a disservice to its writer, but he didn’t think Lawrence would mind his small vice. George hadn’t
been able to bring himself to toss the awful little book, and only dug it out of the attic out of a
sense of guilt and obligation. It didn’t feel right to go back to Nam without Lawrence. It had
been him and Isaiah and Lawrence. Isaiah was a wild card, but Lawrence… Lawrence he knew
too well. The man would be pissed if Karl, that son of a bitch, had in fact outlived him.
Lawrence had hated Karl. Hated just about everyone, in fact.
George planned to reread Lawrence’s journal on the plane. He wasn’t looking forward to
it. If it was as torturous and convoluted as he remembered it, it was going to be a difficult read.
He’d have to take a few breaks from its toxicity, maybe stare out the window and watch the
world go by, maybe come up with some sort of plan for dealing with Isaiah and this whole Karl
debacle, try to sleep. He’d brought a good amount of sleeping pills, so he should be able to
knock himself out whenever he wanted. It didn’t always keep the nightmares away, but it was
worth a shot. He had a feeling he’d be reliving his final encounter with Lawrence in his
nightmares very soon. And how could he not, reading the man’s desperate, angry words from the
leather backed book he dropped in the alley after pistol whipping George into a wall. George had
stumbled home with it, using some of the blank pages to wipe the blood off his face. Three days
later he got the call.
He supposed he should have seen it coming with all the nonsense the man was spewing in
that alleyway. Suicide. Lawrence had seemed like the last sort of man to commit suicide. George
remembered him in the camp, sneering over his bowl of rice at the body of a dead man who had
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just purposefully assaulted a guard in a poorly thought out, but effective, suicide attempt. As
much as George had disliked the man, he couldn’t help feeling sorry for him, especially after
reading his journal, which he’d secretly held onto for the last thirty years. Not even Katie knew
about it. Even now, he could feel one of its corners digging into his calf. How innocently his
carry-on bag appeared, leaning casually up against his leg. It was a liar too.
The first boarding call issued over the intercom, and a handful of passengers shuffled
toward the boarding doors. When the call for uniformed military and veterans rang out, George
remained seated with his head down, feigning deafness as he waited for the airline girl to call
him along with all the other nobodies in Boarding Group B.
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CHAPTER 11

Isaiah had hammered out the details of George’s upcoming visit over the phone. That was
two days ago now, though Isaiah was not keeping track of the time. He wrote like a man
possessed, filling a new notebook with remembered details. His memory had been jogged in the
market today, as he bought a bunch of bananas from a vendor, flies buzzing around his hands as
he offered the money to the woman collecting payment. He thought he’d seen him out of the
corner of his eye, appearing for only a moment, watching him and smirking from just beyond a
rack of scarves blowing in the barely there breeze, his toad-like face, the color of mustard in
mud; the stiff halo of his odd reddish hair; his piercing yellow eyes. Unmistakable. In the heat,
Isaiah had gone cold, dropped the coins on the table and walked in a trance toward the scarves.
But when he looked behind them and scanned the crowd, he saw no one like to what he had just
seen. Eckert was not there, or there no longer, having slipped like the snake he was into the
crowds. If he was ever there to begin with.
It had been a disturbing experience, and Isaiah had walked back to the hotel in a daze,
checking over his shoulder every so often, doubling back and taking the long way back. No way
could Eckert be here, now. It was impossible, Isaiah told himself as the cold sweat crawled down
his spine. Improbable. He had probably just imagined him, his brain cancer distorting reality for
a second. That was a more comforting thought than the possibility of Eckert being in Hanoi,
following him, prepared to spew vitriol in his ear on sight. What if he planned to disrupt his
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meeting with George? Or sabotage his mission to find Karl? The last time he had seen Eckert
had been in St. Louis, at the party his family threw him, when it all went wrong. He had been
standing with a grin in the crowd, like he knew what was about to happen, existing for only a
moment before being swallowed by the pressing bodies of his family and friends, greeting him
and welcoming him back, seeing him for the first time in four years.
When Isaiah finally got back to the hotel, he’d barricaded his door with an armchair and
slapped his freshest notebook on the desk. Writing about Eckert, and his squad, was long
overdue, as was a reorganization of his room, he noted absently, moving a haphazard stack of
assorted maps and newspaper articles copied from the local library onto the floor. He’d get to
that later. Everything would be in order by the time George arrived.
He flipped the notebook open. Isaiah did wonder about George’s lack of enthusiasm, his
measured questions over the phone, but he set his musings on George aside. The man was flying
halfway around the world on short notice on the whim of a near-stranger – it was enough to
make anyone terse. He had no idea if the intervening years had been kind to George, if time had
completely stamped out the stupidly optimistic young medic Isaiah once knew. They’d all been
wrecks when they parted last.
He grimaced, kicking himself as he again recalled their first phone call and the email he
sent shortly after, littered as it was with a few spelling errors and egregious use of repetition.
And the familiarity! He had spoken as if to a friend or trusted colleague. As an ex-English
professor, he had been ashamed to reread his email, and as a man he was somewhat impressed
and appalled by his nerve, his assumption, that George would come running to the other side of
the world on his word. It was like an out of body experience, almost, that phone conversation,
the email, his wild writings he found littered throughout his room sometimes. He hardly
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remembered writing them all. That had been happening more often recently. Isaiah blamed the
cancer. It made him not-himself sometimes.
He’d been having more headaches, been more fatigued recently, too. He’d had a major
dizzy spell beside a rice noodle stand just a few days ago on the way to a local library. For a few
horrible moments he had stared into the disapproving face of the rice noodle woman as he leaned
heavily on her stand, momentarily forgetting where he was and what he was doing. It was one of
many things he knew he should find alarming, but he couldn’t bring himself to address. He had
too much to do. Such minor annoyances couldn’t stop him, not now, when he had just found
himself again. He had work to do, a man to find and stories to tell, both his own and Karl’s. His
doctor back in the States had told him to start seeking hospice care when his disorientation and
pain became too much to bear, but Isaiah wasn’t in pain, other than the occasional headaches. He
felt fine. What he had experiences were, truly, minor annoyances in the grand scheme of things.
He was in fairly good shape for a man his age, had run his last half-marathon at 65, and remained
an avid hiker. The trip he was planning to find their lost man was not outside his realm of fitness,
with the right equipment and a conservative pace. He was an old hand at hiking these jungles,
and he imagined it would be more like returning home than he cared to admit. Isaiah had
honestly expected to feel worse by now, if his doctor’s diagnosis was accurate. Brain cancer,
likely due to Agent Orange exposure in Nam, metastasized to a handful of other organs. He
could still eat what he wanted, most of the time, only throwing up some questionable noodles a
few times in his weeks spent in Vietnam. Isaiah did notice coughing fits brought on by more
vigorous exercise, which he attributed to early stage lung cancer. But he wasn’t in pain. He still
got around just fine.
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He hadn’t expected death to feel like this, after seeing so much of it in the very jungles
only a few miles from him now. He remembered blood and skin stretched thin over bones, men
begging, screaming, sobbing to a god not worth believing in. His mama would have smacked
him upside the head with her Bible if he’d ever gotten around to telling her his opinions on God,
but that was an old, dead conversation. His daily experiences these past few weeks, so much like
every day that had come before, were strange, but not unwelcome, though he suspected he was
slipping more than he realized. If he had done any chemo or radiation, he would probably
already be dead, entered into the great shining nothingness, wasted away from the harsh rays and
the harsher medicine, but that had never been an option for him anyway. He was sort of glad he
hadn’t had to make that choice for himself, and that he could thank the damn tumor for
something in the end.
Isaiah wondered, as he uncapped a pen, if the full return of his own memories would turn
him bitter. He wondered what sort of man he would be, if he had lived with these memories as
long as George had, rather than suppressing them and going so far as to change his name and rip
himself from everything he had ever known and been. He wondered if he’d have enough time to
really reflect on his memories, or if he would run out of time before he’d addressed himself fully.
The memories surrounding his return to civilian life were painful, and Isaiah shied away from
them even now, preferring even the jungle, even Eckert, to the full horror he knew awaited him.
He was getting to the harder stuff now, he realized. Gone, used up, were the good memories he
had of Vietnam, the dew on a spider web at dawn, a blue butterfly on a fat orange flower, that
one time his squad got in a literal mud slinging competition with a rival squad in their platoon at
a base at the foot of a mountain.
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Isaiah frowned, beginning to write now about his first encounter with his squad, and
Eckert. He remembered clambering off the chopper all shiny and new and near deafened by the
chopper blades, making his way over to his waiting CO, a very buff chain-smoking Italian with a
shaved head sitting on a crate of ammo. He learned he was replacing a dead man and was one of
three Greenies assigned to the squad in the past month.
Two other men had been waiting by the CO for Isaiah’s introduction. One was the
scrawny straw-haired blonde radio operator, and the other was Eckert, who had looked him over
with a sneer, like he was a piece of spoiled meat. There had been something sharp and dangerous
in his crooked smile that Isaiah hadn’t quite been able to pin down in that moment. He had to
fight the urge to cross himself upon feeling the chill in the jungle heat as those eyes, small and
mean, had dragged over him. They had been odd eyes, the irises a sickly yellow, nearly the same
color as his skin.
Eckert appeared at first glance to be some kind of mulatto, with a distinctive fuzz of
kinky reddish hair and dark skin, dark in relation to most everyone else that is. He would have
been considered light skinned in the neighborhood Isaiah grew up in and would have gotten shit
for it. Isaiah wasn’t sure if Eckert was actually Black, didn’t know much about Eckert at all
really, despite living in his vicinity for near four years by the end of things. Didn’t even know if
Eckert was his first name or his last name or his real name. He might have been anything
honestly, Black, Chinese, whatever. Everyone else assumed he was black and he never said
anything against it, so he was Black, and Isaiah was Black, and they were supposed to get along.
He’d experienced the same attitude in basic and he thought it was bullshit. He was perfectly
capable of making friends outside his race and became fast friends with the two other Greenies in
his squad, one of which was Irish and the other Mexican. Isaiah gave everyone a chance back
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then, regardless of skin color of affiliation or whatever. He couldn’t really afford to be picky in
Nam. He even tried holding a few conversations with Eckert in the beginning, but he made him
feel like he had spiders crawling on his back whenever they talked, so he stopped talking to him.
Strangely, or perhaps not so strangely, no one else talked to Eckert either, or even seemed to
notice him. He floated like a ghost about the rest of them.
Isaiah didn’t make friends with the radio operator. He was from Atlanta, Georgia and
refused to share a foxhole with him or touch any of the equipment he touched without grimacing
first. He was a racist asshole. He did call Eckert, “the yellow devil” whenever said devil couldn’t
hear him and Isaiah thought it was nice that they could agree on something, though he never
voiced his opinion. It might get him throttled in his sleep if it ever got back to Eckert.
He got on fast with Seamus and Hernando, but never got to know the two other
nondescript men in their squad very well. Going into the army, Isaiah didn’t think he’d be
making any friends; he’d never had very many growing up and had figured he just wasn’t very
good at it. He didn’t really need friends, after all, he was just there to get his four years of service
and then four years of paid-for education, but he bonded over the difficulties of basic with
several perfectly decent people and bonded further with his two favorite squadmates. They
shared foxholes and pieces of chocolate, slinking through the alien undergrowth together,
pushing someone out of line of fire, daring each other to piss off the top of warehouses in broad
daylight and visit with local women. Seamus and Hernando had his back.
Seamus was Irish, brown haired and quick to throw a punch either in your defense when
he was sober, which was most of the time, or at whoever was closest when they hit a base of
operations or South Vietnamese village with alcohol. He was from New York, Queens
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specifically, and Isaiah fondly remembered spending long hours in foxholes asking him about
what Harlem was really like and if he’d ever seen Langston Hughes just walking down the street.
Hernando was from Santa Fe, New Mexico and he lamented having to leave his cowboy
books behind upon his enlistment. He initially thought St. Louis, Missouri, Isaiah’s hometown,
was in Minnesota and thought Isaiah would be able to explain snowshoes to him. No such luck.
He was the best tracker they had in their platoon because he was half Pueblo Indian. He had
never eaten pizza. Seamus and the CO were understandably horrified when they found out.
Isaiah wrote their names, hometown, quirks, and hobbies fondly in the notebook,
ashamed not to have thought about them in so many years. He didn’t like all the blank space he
had around Eckert’s name, but there just wasn’t anything to fill it with. He never found out how
old he was or where he was from or if he was drafted or enlisted. No one else seemed to have
any better luck. Isaiah vaguely recalled the CO telling him he’d appeared on base one day and
had been assigned to him, no questions asked. He didn’t know jack shit about him, only that the
man was very efficient at killing Gooks with an M-60 and slipping off into the bush like a snake
to knife VC. Whenever Isaiah had the misfortune of walking next to the man as they humped it
through the jungle, he had heard him hissing under his breath. They had ignored each other for
the most part for the time they were stuck on the same squad together, though sometimes the
hairs on the back of Isaiah’s neck would stand up and he would swear Eckert was watching him,
but when he glanced behind him, he was always doing something else.
Nam wasn’t so bad with his friends, Isaiah had found. Sure, it was still a green hell and
he hated holding a gun, but he needed that GI bill to pay for college, so he buckled down and did
what he was told. He only needed four years, then he was gone for good. The men in his unit
became his family, brothers, all except Eckert, of course, and the racist radio operator. And his
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CO was more like a gruff uncle, but it was still family. They kept each other alive, until they
didn’t. Going on just over three years into Isaiah’s service, everything changed.
Isaiah sighed, stretching in his seat to work the kinks out of his back. The sky outside his
window was near dark now, he noticed, the day nearly done. It seemed the appropriate time for
him to write this story, as painful as it was. He flipped to a fresh sheet of notebook paper. The
pristine page seemed to almost glow in the low light. Isaiah flicked on the desk lamp and rubbed
his dry eyes. He grit his teeth; he would be quick about this, wouldn’t let the memory linger. It
had been quick in reality, impossibly fast it seemed, how the world had turned upside down.
The ambush was sprung in the middle of nowhere. The CO went down in the first spray
of bullets, and his squad broke apart, zigzagging for cover as the red sights of the enemy had
crawled all over them. They were outnumbered, and Isaiah could only watch the radio operator,
screaming into his equipment, was blown up into a tree by a grenade, sucked up into the sky as if
by a giant vacuum. Isaiah had taken cover behind a big banyan tree and was separated from
Seamus and Hernando by about ten yards. They, too, had taken cover behind a banyan. There
had been so precious little cover. The firefight intensified, and Isaiah knew they weren’t going to
make it. Any of them. Their CO was gone, the radio was up in a tree or in pieces, and there were
just too many of them, invisible in the trees. He didn’t know where Eckert went, and he didn’t
care. The bastard had probably run for the hills.
Isaiah hadn’t wanted to die alone. The thought had screamed across his consciousness.
He had to get to Tom and Hernando, no matter what it took. He’d add his firepower to theirs and
they’d go out in a blaze of glory, together, all their dreams in flames. There was no other way.
Isaiah couldn’t see a way out and had accepted it in seconds. Seamus would never become a
firefighter and Hernando would never own his own horse and he’d never go to college and
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they’d all die here in the middle of nowhere Nam. It would all end here. He’d never see his
family again, his mama, sisters, brothers, Pap. And, oddly, as Isaiah watched his two best friends
give those faceless Vietcong hell from their forward position, everything was okay. The world
was green and red, bullets blazing by as fast as thought and Isaiah saw a lull in the red, a bubble
of time, and he stepped toward it, bracing to run.
But a clawed hand grabbed him by the throat and yanked him back behind the banyan.
Isaiah choked and twisted in the hold, fumbling to get his M-60 up and take out the VC bastard
who dared lay a hand on him – but the sneering yellow face behind him did not belong to any
Gook. Eckert took advantage of his surprise, catching him in a one-armed chokehold and
dragging him like a ragdoll deeper into the bush. Isaiah clawed at his hand, fighting to breath. It
was only as leafy branches started snapping back behind them that he realized he was being
dragged away from the firefight, from his friends. He redoubled his efforts to escape, earning a
vicious punch to the head that left him dazed. Eckert was freakishly, inhumanly strong. He had
arms like steel, and all the while he was being dragged away Isaiah fought him and tried to call
out to his friends as they faded into the trees. Every time he tried to shout, he got another punch
to the head. Eckert started whispering in his ear, breath rancid as Isaiah struggled vainly, hissing
and crooning about how Seamus and Hernando were already dead, how he couldn’t save them,
that their only chance was to get out now, save themselves. Eckert told him he was chosen, that
he had picked him for a reason, praising his strength as he kicked and twisted and writhed in his
steely grip.
Tears began running down Isaiah’s face, and it wasn’t until he punched his way through
the sheet of loose leaf that Isaiah realized he was crying outside his own memory. He gasped in a
breath, wiping his face and angrily flipping to a dry page. He should have been stronger, should
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have fought harder, should have died beside his brothers. But that fate was stolen from him by
Eckert. He was chosen. Chosen to be Eckert’s meat shield. To alternate sleeping shifts. To be a
second set of hands and arms and legs. To shut his pathetically whining food hole and do what
he said. If Eckert could have found a way to steal and make use of his organs, he probably would
have mentioned them as well.
All those years ago, Isaiah had gone limp in Eckert’s hold, moaning pathetically until
Eckert had dumped him on the ground. They sat soundlessly beside each other beneath a banana
tree someplace where they couldn’t hear gunfire. Beside each other, but not together, never
together. They were gone. His friends. They had talked about girls over a shitty ration breakfast
only that morning. Twenty-two-year-old Isaiah couldn’t breathe. He was rocking back and forth.
Eckert made a frustrated sound and shoved his canteen in his face. “Drink,” he ordered.
“I need you up and walking yesterday.”
Isaiah had slapped the canteen aside and half-dodged a cuff to the face. Isaiah hated
Eckert in that moment like he had never hated anything or anyone before, more than those
bullies on the SLU campus or the whole of racism in America with a boiling, oily all-consuming
hatred. He drank some water the next time the canteen was offered, glaring daggers into Eckert’s
amused yellow eyes, and he continued to hate him for the two weeks, as they stumbled their way
through uncharted jungle. And he hated him when they were captured by the enemy at the end of
those two weeks, camped in the hut on the edge of a tiny Vietnamese village that had belonged
to an old man, an old man Eckert had strangled and shoved into the brush ten feet away from the
hut. Hated Eckert as they’d raised their hands in the air in unison as NVA stared at their dark
skin curiously over half raised guns. Hated him as their hands were bound and they were
marched to a POW camp he’d never even heard of, where he’d meet George and Karl and a
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whole bunch of dead men who he didn’t know were dead men yet, and all the while he hated
Eckert. Eckert who said he saved his life, who stuck to him like a leech, who never stopped
whispering in his ear, who told him he was a pathetic piece of shit and a monster equal to
Lawrence, and that he’d never go home. Not really.
And over months and months, Isaiah came to believe him, distancing himself from the
other POWs in preference of Eckert’s vile, steadfast company. It was preferable, at least at first,
compared to that of the three old southern boys who were forced to share their hut. They focused
on survival. They lived for themselves. They grew silent and strange and superior in the allconsuming dark. He shunned poor, pathetic George. He sneered at the dead and the dying. He
watched Eckert rip a bloody chunk out of Lawrence’s back in a scuffle he instigated and watched
the yellow devil smile like a benevolent god as he offered little pieces of it to a cautiously
crouched Karl in the night behind the huts they slept in. He watched him turn around in the
moonless night and wave to him. I’m watching you back.
Isaiah groaned, stopping his pen when it ripped violently through a damp notebook page.
He tossed the pen away in disgust. His vision was blurry, and it took him a second to realize it
was because he was crying. For a moment there, he thought it was his brain tumor. Big, fat tears
slid down his stubbled cheeks and he listened to the city breath through the walls of the hotel.
The distant sound of cars was soothing, but at the same time made Isaiah feel incredibly lonely.
He was truly a terrible person. He switched off the light and sat in the dark, notebook set aside,
his head in his hands long into the night, not even allowing himself the bliss of sleep, or
painkillers.
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CHAPTER 12

We get back to camp. The sky is golden. We lose our ropes and squat in the dirt, waiting
for the rice to be served. Soft talk buzzes like the ever-present mosquitos. Hector-fool, collaged
in colorful bruises, is sitting by George. I am alone. I am quiet. I am anticipation. The guards
stand casually around us. Some of them are talking in a group. I fidget. I look for the pot. I
scratch my fleas.
A guard comes up and pokes me with his gun. “Con chó người,” he says and jerks his
head back at the group of guards. I stand up and follow him. A man with a nice medal on his
jacket and his hands clasped behind his back nods at the guard. He screams at the other POWs
to get their attention. They all turn to look at him. The medal man points to the men who were in
group 6 and starts talking loudly. I catch some words of his longwinded gibberish: ‘slow,’
‘roots,’ ‘no food.’ He stops talking and glances at me.
“Group 6 slow. Not enough roots. No food.” I say and go back to my spot in the dirt.
Group 6 grumbles. They get moved off to the side by some other guards. The medal man nods
and walks off to command-hut, saying something to one of the rice-cook assistants as he walks
by.
I can feel the eyes of Group 6 on me. Hatred rolls off them. Lawrence-fool is among
them. He glares at me with cold dark eyes.
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Food. I lick my lips. I wait patiently for the pot. It rolls forward slowly. I jump into line. I
am fourth, but the rice-cook assistant gives me my bowl first. I can feel eyes on me. I do not
question. I squat in the dirt and shove the fluff into my face. I think that there are even a few
extra spoonfuls of rice in my bowl.
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CHAPTER 13

They had given him peanuts and vodka. George sat in his window seat with a plastic cup
filled with spiked cranberry juice next to a very large bag. Some sort of musical instrument
maybe. He didn’t get a good look at the young man who owned it before he slung it into the seat.
It was for the best. George wasn’t in the mood to make small talk.
Lawrence’s leather journal sat unopened on his knee. There were big, fat gray clouds
outside the window. The forecast had called for a storm, but it hadn’t hit yet. George didn’t like
storms. They reminded him of Vietnam, of booming artillery and endless sheets of rain. He
couldn’t sleep when there were storms, so it was a good thing he wasn’t planning on catching
any winks for a while. He ran a hand over the uneven cover of the journal. It was unmarked.
There was no indication of who it belonged to or what it contained. George slipped a finger
beneath the cover’s edge and slowly leveraged it open.
L. A. B. was scratched into the top left corner of the inner cover, large and jagged, as if it
had been gouged in with a pocket knife. Lawrence A. Bergman. George didn’t know what the A
stood for. He ran his thumb over it. The last time he’d held this book he had been in his thirties
and his thumb had been smoother. The inner lined pages had yellowed. The first twenty or so
were blank, or close to blank. There were a few angry looking scribbles on a few of them, some
so deep you could see the indent on subsequent pages.
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George flipped through them slowly, flattening out each page. He guessed that Lawrence
had received this journal shortly after he was discharged from the military. Medical discharge.
George hadn’t known about it then, though he’d had his suspicions when they were together in
the camp. They’d been taken to separate hospitals in Japan after they escaped. George tried to
look up Lawrence and Isaiah after he was stateside a few months, after he started dating Katie.
The phone numbers he was given belonged to family. Neither knew the whereabouts of the men.
Lawrence’s family had been glad he was gone. Isaiah’s had asked George if he knew where
Isaiah was. He wasn’t sure if the woman on the other line was disappointed or not when he said
no.
George had half-heartedly contacted a dispatcher and asked to be kept informed about the
two, but as months of silence ensued, he put them behind him, focusing on his new life with
Katie, on being a good boyfriend and befriending little Karly. He even became close friends with
Karl’s parents. They were very understanding and thought it was a great thing he was doing,
being there for their son’s widow and her young daughter. They were hardly his responsibility.
Lawrence had come to Hai Lo, the big camp, alone and angry, a captured lieutenant,
several weeks after George. As far as George knew, Lawrence had served honorably, if
ineffectually. They’d both been there to see Karl’s last failed escape attempt before he was carted
off to the little camp in the mountain that months later George and Lawrence and a few other
unfortunates would inhabit. Lawrence thought Karl a traitor, thought he gave in under torture and
told military secrets, which Lawrence had loudly declared he would never do.
Lawrence was livid when he came to the little camp and saw Karl as the lone survivor of
a jungle fever that killed every other POW, having lived his captive life previously happily
thinking that the traitor had died a traitor’s death in the stinking jungle. Isaiah had been there
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upon their arrival, but George soon learned that he was a recent capture, not one of the original
occupants. There were three sleeping huts in the camp, and Lawrence resolved to stay in the hut
that was the furthest away from Karl and George’s out of spite. Isaiah’s hut was in between
theirs and served as a buffer, much like Isaiah himself.
Shouting was Lawrence’s preferred way of speaking, and George could almost hear the
dark words interspersed with the angry scribbles in his journal. Most of them were swears. And
everything was in all caps. He moved like an elephant about camp, pissing off everyone,
bringing the guards in to beat the noise down with clubs at least once a week. He made no
friends. George only realized the sonofabitch was a mostly deaf sonofabitch when he came up
behind the man as he sat on the wall looking toward the ramshackle hut where their rice was
made. Lawrence didn’t respond to his name until George was breathing it in his ear, which
startled him and prompted a wild swing that knocked George on his ass.
George was 5’7” and hopelessly outclassed by Lawrence, who had been a big-boned six
and a half feet tall. Even starved he could floor just about every other single man in the camp,
except Karl, because Karl fought slippery and smart, and Isaiah, who used spare words and fists
to great effect. Whenever Lawrence got too out of hand, usually because he wanted to kill Karl
over something or another, George had a talk with Isaiah on the wall about reigning him in.
Isaiah had been so calm all the time, unfeeling even, his eyes empty and watchful. He was
intimidating to talk to, and George had felt like he was talking to the wall half the time for the
amount Isaiah participated in the conversation, but he never failed to knock Lawrence down a
peg, and was essential to helping George keep order, packing a mean kidney punch and good
throttling hands. He hoped Isaiah had become less intimidating with age; he’d certainly been
very talkative over the phone the last time they spoke.
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George flipped slowly to the first page of text. The top few lines made him smile.

Diaries are stupid. This is not a diary. Four-eyed psycho-whatever doesn’t know shit about me. I
don’t need to write down my feelings like some chick. Got nothing wrong with me. Fuck this
place. They won’t let me leave.

His penmanship was terrible and his spelling atrocious. George wondered how Lawrence
ever managed to graduate high school. Maybe the school just got tired of him. George could see
an angry seventeen-year-old Lawrence clearly, surly, hunched over a too small desk at the back
of a Literature class, holding a pencil in a fist grip like a knife, or perhaps holding a real knife,
carving “stupid” into the desktop. He could laugh at this Lawrence.
His smile faded as he read on and Lawrence starting talking about killing Gooks and
“getting them back.” He got rather graphic in places, suggesting on a later page that the army
should reclaim the mountain camp and put captured Gooks in it so they can see how real POWs
lived for a few months before shooting them live on local television. He even drew
accompanying unflattering and gory pictures. He was as shit an artist as he was a person.
The “diary” was obviously some psychologist’s attempt to help Lawrence deal with his
issues. It was probably given to him while he was still in the hospital, possibly when he was
being kept somewhere after failing a psyche evaluation. It seemed obvious that Lawrence was
unsuited to go back to active duty, or any duty really. His hearing loss qualified him as disabled,
which Lawrence vehemently denied over and over again. And then accused the doctor of lying to
him about its severity and his lack of treatment options. He tossed a chair out a window. He
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broke a mirror with his hand. He put his foot through the new communal television when he
couldn’t hear it on high from the couch.
There was so much anger in Lawrence. George could see why his discharge medical staff
and any VA staff who saw him would have recommended him to see a psychologist. Lawrence
was a scary man when he was skin and bones in the POW. He felt bad for the staff wherever he
had been. George could only imagine how intimidating he was fleshed out, throwing things off
reception counters and screaming to be reinstated to the army. Which, according to his journal,
was apparently what he actually did once. George flipped to a page featuring a chart with two
messy columns.

What I Want

What I Need

to get out of here

food

Dr. Munch to leave me the hell alone

water

my pocketknife

pants

the Gooks to get what’s coming to them

sleep

’69 Camaro (bolero red)

to go back to Nam

pin up of Anita Ekberg

hearing

a Charleston Chew
dinner

George sort of pitied Lawrence, when he wasn’t reading insulting things about himself in
his journal or remembering spending any amount of time with him. He refused to believe that his
damaged hearing, caused by the blast that scattered his company prior to his capture, could keep
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him out of combat. He was physically fit, capable of knocking hospital staff members out with a
single punch. Or so he boasted. He detailed the workout regimen he kept up in his assigned
bedroom or in solitary confinement. When he was finally released out into the public, for reasons
unknown, he won all his bar fights and recorded them meticulously in his journal, like he was
one day hoping to present his exploits to someone who mattered.
Pages of denial turned into self-hatred as Lawrence became accustomed to living on the
streets, unable to find a job. He spent months riding trains across the US and eating out of
garbage cans, and soon his writing took a contemplative turn. George sipped his cranberry and
vodka and he watched Lawrence think more about Nam, at times almost wistful, believing
himself to be some sort of unsung hero, the defender of honor and valor and the American way.
It was obvious that he missed the order of the army, the chain of command, that inflated feeling
of importance, and the false idea that he was doing something that mattered. Lawrence seemed
lost in the middle section of his journal. Lonely. Sad. George wondered if he could have ended
up like Lawrence, showering in public restroom sinks and stealing from Goodwill, without his
Katie. Lawrence did not look for help, and George could hardly blame him with the experience
he had in that first treatment setting. He seemed to actively avoid VAs, but he liked to sit in on
veteran talks and protests when he found them. Lawrence didn’t do a lot of sitting at protests,
preferring to stand somewhere near the mic or speakers and argue, shouting obscenities and
telling people about the “real Nam” and the “glory of the American military.” He’d even prep
short speeches in his journal sometimes, and they weren’t half bad. When he got wrestled away
from the mic he’d start swinging, but he’d go quietly. Lawrence rarely went to jail during that
time, and when he did, he enjoyed the lodgings and demanded extra food for “being a grizzly of
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a man.” He hated anyone who opposed the war, but he was willing to “educate” them. Of course,
it was 1972, and no one was for the soldiers anymore.
Around this time, in halting sentences, Lawrence related his early days in Nam,
something he’d boasted about in camp. The ease with which he integrated after enlisting. His
meteoric rise to lieutenant. His writing got better. When he wrote about his capture, George
could almost taste the bitterness, the betrayal. It was an impassioned, human response to being
abandoned by his own squad, his subordinates, as they bailed into a Huey only a handful of yards
away from him, staring him down as they left. A day later he fell in a hole, and it rained for three
days straight. He was up to his waist in water by the time the NVA found him, raving about
being an officer and having rights. At Hai Lo, Lawrence was interrogated using water torture for
two days, but he told the enemy nothing. He was proud of that.
Somewhere in 1973 Lawrence started getting angry again. His speeches became the
ravings of a madman, and he broke faces at protests. Cops, security guards, men with long hair,
women wearing tie-dye… they were all suddenly fair game. “I was robbed,” Lawrence said
almost every other page. “Someone needs to pay. Someone owes me. I gotta teach them all a
lesson.”
Fuck these people. Fuck everyone.
George knew where this was going. his stomach churned as the plane rocked and then
freefell for a heartbeat. His red drip lurched in his hand, nearly spilling down his front. Someone
shrieked back in economy. They had to be over the ocean now, a few thousand feet above the
churning black waves. George was not the strongest swimmer, and he closed his eyes a moment,
reaching into his pocket for some sleeping pills. They’d calm his racing heart, and by the time he
finished Lawrence’s journal he’d be ready for a nap. He wasn’t sure if that was a good idea, but
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washed the pills down with some cranberry vodka anyway. He didn’t like this next part, but he
owed it to Lawrence, bastard he was.
Turning back to the journal, George skimmed his least favorite passage. Here, Lawrence
had somehow gotten himself a slot to speak at a hippie protest in California. George had no idea
what Lawrence was thinking was going to happen, wondered if he was even thinking at all.
When he got on stage and started his speech about the respect the American citizenry owed their
soldiers he was booed. As he continued to rant, jabbing his accusing finger at the crowd, a group
of women in army helmets snuck up behind him on stage and threw three gallons of red paint all
over him as they shouted “baby-killer.” The whole venue went dead silent for a moment as
Lawrence stood too shocked to move, dripping on the stage, his only set of clothes ruined. Then
everyone broke out into applause, cheering the women as they ran into the crowd with their fists
raised in triumph. Lawrence was escorted off the stage in a daze and wandered in a nearby
woods, getting leaves and sticks stuck to himself as the paint dried. That evening, Lawrence had
gotten a hold of himself and snuck into town, needing to take out his humiliation and rage. He
saw a woman, a girl really, exit a bar alone to smoke and identified her as the enemy by the army
helmet and her frizzy red hair. She was a little thing, and he grabbed her in the alley behind the
bar, muffling her screams as he dragged her into the dark. Lawrence’s recollection of the event
following were fuzzy and tinged with a red haze. He seemed confused as he wrote about what he
did to the woman that night. He remembered dragging her to the woods, smiling so much his
face hurt as she begged him to let her go, and beating her until she stopped moving. Stumbling
away an hour later, he didn’t bother to check if she was alive, and he caught the next train east,
giving the old bum he found curled up in the corner of his train car his own beating before
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stealing his clothes. Lawrence went further downhill from there, suicidal tendencies cropping up
galore in the following pages.
George felt ill as he flipped through the next few pages with barely a glance. He had
thrown up at this point in the journal the last time he read it in his late thirties while on his
second ever read-through of the cursed thing. Karly had been about the age of the woman with
the red hair then. His first reading had been cursory, done the day after he first picked it up and
took it home. He had been too shocked then to fully comprehend the horror he held in his hands,
so he’d stuffed it in the back of the closet under his winter sweaters, folded ever so neatly by his
new wife. Word of Lawrence’s suicide a week later had shaken George, and he felt a guilty sense
of relief as the military dispatcher gave his condolences for George’s loss of a brother-in-arms
over the phone, knowing that the wreck of a man didn’t exist any longer. That he couldn’t come
after him.
Lawrence had gotten deep into drugs, muggings, petty theft after his flight from
California. He’d wake up in cities he didn’t know the name of under concrete bridges snuggled
up against strangers. Sometimes they weren’t even people – they were corpses. His writing, if he
wrote at all, was erratic, and the scribbles were back. Black whorls and black tornadoes bleeding
through from page to page to page.
Their time together at the camp appeared in disjoined paragraphs. Isaiah never appeared
by name, always identified as “the nigger.” George only ever saw his name appear in quotes, like
Lawrence believed it was a fake name. Most of the time he was “chink.” His eyes drooped and
he lurched forward. George shook himself, trying not to drift off. A distant rumble of thunder
buzzed though his bones. The journal slipped in his hands, and George fought to hold on.
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Fuck that nigger. That nigger thought he got me good. Karl’s mine. Mine to kill. Rice was
mine. Bastard. Ain’t no hero. “George” is a fucking liar. Saw Karl-shit sniffing around the
corpse. Scared him off. Corpse eater. Won’t let me kill him. No one fucking believes me. Why.
Nigger and the chink talking. Chink and the Gooks talking. He’s in their hut. He’s one of them.
What did they say. Who’s talking. I want to get out of here. I want to get away.
His drowsiness was becoming too much. George fumbled the journal closed, stuffing it in
the carry-on at his feet, the world spinning and going dark around the edges. The last words he
read flashed though his head as he slumped back in his seat and drifted off.
We got out. Us three. Chink and nigger and me. We got out.
George’s last thought before sleep claimed him was that he was very glad Lawrence was
dead. He dreamed.
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CHAPTER 14

After dinner, I look in the dirt for missed pieces of rice in the last light of the day. I find a
few and stuff them greedily into my waiting mouth. I notice Lawrence-fool lurking around, but I
do not acknowledge him. I am about to head back to my sleeping-hut after sifting through the
food-spot dirt when I hear a low whistle. I jerk my head up at the sound.
Two guards stationed by the command-hut are looking at me. The one is smiling very
widely in the weak light coming from the hut. The other whistles low again and pats his leg
smartly with his one hand. I stay in my crouch, but move cautiously over. I stop several paces
away from them, eying them warily.
“Con chó người,” the one guard calls. He says something to his friend. His friend smiles
wider. The guard pats his leg again. I don’t come any closer. The guard pulls a slice of pale
orange mango from his pocket. I am immediately alert. He waves it around in front of him. He
starts babbling again. I pick out the word ‘come.’
“Con chó người! ‘Come!’” I move closer cautiously, crouched, eyes flicking from the
guards to the mango. Smiling guards. Mango. Guards. Mango. Mango. Mangomangomango.
It waves in front of me. So close. So close…
“Con chó người…” he waves it in front of my nose, then holds it in the palm of his hand.
I hear his friend snicker, but I ignore it. I have just pulled my hands up to snatch the mango
when the guard suddenly throws it. “‘Go,’ con chó người, ‘go!’”
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I whip around and scramble after the precious mango. I grab my pale orange prize and
squat as I stuff it into my mouth, devouring the sweetness with wild abandon. The sweetness! The
sweetness! Never such sweetness! I lick the juices from my chin. My chest falls. It is gone.
It is never enough.
I hear hysteric laughter and turn my head toward the strange sound, still squatting. The
guards are laughing and pointing at me. They are trying to smother their laughter, but failing.
The one who did not give me the mango looks like he is about to fall over.
“Con chó người, con chó người!” he keeps saying over and over again.
I turn, stand up, and walk away from them. They are fools. I got mango.
I head for my sleeping-hut. It is now very dark.
I see Lawrence-fool loom out of the darkness near the sleeping-hut entrance. He looks at
me with beetle eyes. He quietly snarls, “Bitch,” before going into the sleeping-hut. I glance in
the direction he emerged from. I know where he has been. I know what he has been hiding.
Saving. He is a fool. I will show him this. Soon.
I go into the sleeping-hut, one of three in camp. George is talking quietly to the others,
patting someone’s shoulder. I curl up in my spot on the ground, my belly almost full. I will not
dig for grubs tonight. Sometime later, Hector-fool begins to cry.
I do not sleep well.
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CHAPTER 15

Isaiah sat with a cardboard sign for George Filipowski on a bench just outside the
security checkpoint at Noi Bai International Airport. He was early, and he couldn’t stop shuffling
his feet and buttoning and unbuttoning the top buttons of his blue Oxford shirt with twitchy
fingers. He hadn’t bothered getting any new casual clothes, preferring to spend his money on
jungle worthy supplies and stationary in the past few weeks, so he was stuck with Roy’s
obnoxiously professorial or cheesy touristy wardrobe. At least he had the sense to toss the
bowties. Who the hell thought a clownishly large plaid bowtie was good for anything? Should
have been dumped in a Goodwill bin back in the States. Or burned.
Isaiah watched a group of Asian business men with matching suits and watches and
leather suitcases powerwalk by, obviously on their way somewhere important, somewhere
sensible. He knew this was crazy, this whole damn venture. Here he was, fifty-five, dying,
gearing up for a hike to find a dead man with an old war buddy he hardly knew who just flew
halfway around the world on nothing but a few photocopied images and his word. He didn’t
know what to expect. What if George wasn’t well enough to handle an extended hike? What if he
himself wasn’t? What if George flat out said no when Isaiah brought it up over dinner? What if
he was 300 pounds, or diabetic, or dying of something of his own? George had not mentioned
any health conditions over the phone, but neither had Isaiah, and he was dying.
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A somewhat short, scrawny pale man with dark hair and sad, narrow eyes flashed across
his vision, and Isaiah winced at the sudden throb from his temple. Headache meds wearing off.
That had been George, thirty years ago, looking tired and beaten in more ways than one. Most of
the POWs had looked like that, like defeathered chickens stretched too thin. Isaiah reached in his
pocket for his pills, popped them dry.
George had been a medic, he recalled, and tended to the POWs in their camp as best he
could, which was admirable but futile given the situation. Isaiah remembered pitying George,
dispassionately watching the man silently cry by the wall at sunset the day Hector died.
Something in George went dark that day. And it was the same day Karl stopped talking for good.
Isaiah hoped George hadn’t become a doctor. If he did, he might catch on to what was
wrong with him before Isaiah had gotten where he wanted to go, done what he wanted to do. The
old George, the one from the camp, would be concerned, all fluttering hands and furrowed
eyebrows, wanting to mother-hen him to death, trying to make him eat clay and ground up leaves
in an attempt to fix him. Some of the younger men in the camp, when they got especially
delirious on the hottest of days, would lay on their backs in the dirt and burn like bacon, smiling
and calling him “Mom” as George tried to get them to drink from a battered tin cup he’d pulled
out of the sky. What he was trying to get them to drink Isaiah didn’t know, because the guards
weren’t handing out water. Maybe it was sweat. Or tears. Or piss. Isaiah never saw anyone
accept a drink, so the cup might have just been empty, as big a mirage as the whole shimmering
afternoon.
An exhausted looking Vietnamese woman with a crying toddler hurried through the
security check point. Isaiah winced at the noise, his pills not yet doing their job. He had never
had time for kids, or for a wife. Roy had kept himself extraordinarily busy doing shit that didn’t
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matter. School had mattered to the both of them, but it seemed like the only thing Roy had, that
Roy was, like the man had been a skin stretched over bone, the taxidermied shell of something
that had once been alive. Women had drifted into his life every now and again, but Roy had
slipped like sand through relationship after relationship. They stood unimportant in his
memories, one blurring into another. There was a woman with short hair and glasses who he
vaguely remembered. She had broken up with him over coffee in his solarium. The pink of the
early morning sun had glinted off her glasses as she looked at him through the steam rising off
his mug. She had not thought him hollow. She had been some sort of poet, and she said in a
sadly wistful way, as she mapped out his face for the last time, that she wished she had actually
gotten to know him over their time together. It may have been months, or years. Isaiah didn’t
know, but he remembered how she said that there seemed to be an entire ocean hidden beneath
the ice inside him, teeming with life that she had never seen. She had had a spoon in her coffee,
and she had wanted to be the one to break through, to swim in his ocean, to run her fingers
through the cool, dark sand at the bottom of his abyss. But it was not to be. The steam from her
coffee had fogged up her glasses, and Isaiah did not know the color of her eyes, and her name,
even now, remained as lost to him as the dawn.
Isaiah knew she was right in a way that Roy hadn’t. Her words didn’t slip off his back
like they did back then. He knew he had hidden so much of himself from the world: his family
troubles, his time in Nam, his deepest fears and hopes and joys. He had not shared them with her,
had not shared them with anyone. And only now, he thought, was the ice beginning to thaw,
melting as he stood once again in the Vietnamese heat. He had used Roy to protect himself, he
knew now, to start over, but he was Roy no longer. Isaiah shed him like skin. He was writing
now, as he had never before, about himself, reflecting as he had never had the chance to do. It
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was exciting, this rediscovery of himself, the portioning off of himself into the different
compartment of his life. The understanding it brought him. Perhaps he’d share a bit with George,
these personal things he had never shared with anyone. He had no one else left to share such
things with. His mother and father and elder sister gone. Mama and Pap were dead, and no
matter who he asked in the crowd, no one had been able to tell him anything about Ruthie, only
that she was no longer there. His younger siblings had been strangers, new grapes gone raisin in
the sun when he had returned to the place he had once called home, only months ago. It seemed a
lifetime ago.
Roy, for he had still been Roy then, had worked up the courage, or perhaps just felt the
obligation, to tell what family remained that he was dying. Isaiah hadn’t spoken to family since
he ran out of his own welcome home party back in ’71. Those memories, that which made him
leave, he’d not ever been entirely able to block out, even as Roy. When they had returned if full
force here, in Hanoi, Isaiah’s chest had constricted, betraying him, a python around his lungs. He
had torn out chunks of his hair and gnashed his teeth like he only imagined his mama’s Bible
characters did. That he had, in part, forgotten his mama, his sister, yet another whole section of
his life, it cut like an icepick through his skull. His party was especially painful, and the whole of
it came to him in jarring snippets.
Some of that pain, a sliver of it, had been there as he, as Roy, had stood before his
mama’s skinny brick house, leaning like it was drunk and sealed up like a coffin with cheap
wood nailed over the windows. It had been the Fourth of July, and the street had put on a
barbeque, and if Isaiah looked away from the ruined house he could almost imagine he had never
left the place, that he was again a boy on his boyhood streets. There was the smell of cooking
dogs in the air, the crackling of fat as someone fried up some chitterlings, and he saw little
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children running with sparklers in the late afternoon, too excited to wait for dark. There was an
assortment of tables, all odd ends and awkward heights draped in red and blue table cloths and
filled to bursting with potato salad and mac’n’cheese, and as he walked deeper into the party he
was filled with a nostalgia so strong it threatened to pull him to his knees in the middle of the
street, in front of all those strange faces. And they were strange faces. Not a one of them he
knew. Through the crowd he’d catch a glimpse of an old pal, but when he looked closer, he was
disappointed. He had grabbed the shoulder of a boy running by to inquire about his family being
around and had jerked back, speechless, recoiling upon seeing his face as he had turned around,
for his face was not his own. It was the face of one of the neighbor older girls he had once
known, the one who wore pigtails in high school and had pockets full of licorice and bubblegum
and no front teeth. The boy smiled warily at him, and he too had no front teeth, and Isaiah was
hit with the overwhelming smell of licorice on his breath. It was all wrong, and in the gummy
stretch of silence between them, Isaiah watched the boy’s smile falter, and saw the boy himself
fade into the crowd, swallowed by equally bizarre bodies.
Roy had had to sit down on the Miranda’s old stoop. Only belatedly did he realize it was
no longer theirs when he glanced through their big front window and saw an old Asian woman
asleep in a chair watching the Jewelry channel on mute. He hastily stood and leaned himself up
against a lamppost in no man’s land, a safe distance from the party and his mother’s brokendown house.
The last time he was on this street it had been half past dawn and he’d had his suitcase
with him. He was heading to the bus stop, going to catch a ride to the pick-up site for basic. He
hadn’t known what to expect, but he’d known exactly what he was leaving behind. He’d gotten
up in the dark on that last day in his rat trap of an apartment and walked his way down to his
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mama’s house under the light of the fading stars and flickering streetlights. He had let himself in
with his spare key, knowing it would be the last time he held the little bit of brass, intent on
handing the last piece of his life over to his mama in person. And there she sat, as if she were
waiting for him, in her armchair in the living room, her Bible open on her lap. He had startled
when he saw her, though he knew it was likely she’d already be up, getting in her reading before
making breakfast for all the little ones still living at home and going to school. She had slid her
braided bookmark in between pages and looked up at him, eying his suitcase like it was the Devil
himself. He had swallowed the cotton in his mouth and sat himself down on the sagging couch,
their knees almost touching. He had told her he’d enlisted in the Army. He told her he’d cashed
out on his apartment. He told her he’d sold his things to friends and quit his job as a bricklayer.
And she said nothing as he prattled on, telling her all about his careful preparations, about how
he’d send her part of his Army check every month, about how she didn’t have to worry.
He had put off telling her until the day he had to leave because he knew she, or his sister,
or someone, would try to stop him. And he didn’t want to be stopped. Isaiah knew his family
didn’t approve of the war or the place of people like them in it, poor hardworking black folks
who this country ain’t done nothing for. His older cousins had burned their draft cards, and his
elder sister, five months pregnant, had held a sign at the protest just the week before down in
front of the government buildings. The sign had read: You ain’t taking my husband LBJ! That
man’s mine!
Isaiah had helped her make that sign, had brought the red paint to the back of his mama’s
house and had all his younger brothers and sisters help make it, each painting one or two words.
He couldn’t face his oldest sister now, knew he wouldn’t be there to see her baby born. He’d
come to terms with the fact that he wouldn’t be there to see his younger brothers and sisters
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through school, would miss out on tutoring them in the evenings. And his mama would have to
make do with his Army check, which was a few dollars less than what he made laying bricks.
Things were tight, but they’d always been tight. And Pap wasn’t around to help out.
His pap was in jail again for being somewhere he wasn’t supposed to be at night. His pap
meant well, but he was not a smart man, couldn’t hold a job, and he kept bad company. Isaiah
wasn’t about to leave his mama high and dry, and he wanted her to know that.
Halfway through his speech about how the GI Bill would pay for college, and how it was
his one true dream, and not to worry, Mama had grabbed his hands and said, “Isaiah, baby, my
wonderful boy, my smart boy, I won’t stop you. I know you feel like you got to. I know you’ve
had this dream since you were a little over knee-high and I know you’d do just about anything to
walk your way into a big brick and marble school with your head held high and back out again
with a black hat and a white piece of paper. But don’t tell me not to worry. I love you. Your
sister, Ruthie, loves you, though she gonna be hating you a long time for what you’re about to do
and for doing it behind her back. All your brothers and sisters love you. Your pap loves you, as
stupid as he is. You just come back, you hear me? You do whatever you need to do to come
back, baby. I love you, and I think it’s wrong that this the way it’s gotta go for you to get your
college dream, but I understand. I do. Just don’t let us lose you. Ruthie will forgive you, as long
as you come back, baby. Please come back.”
Isaiah had started crying without knowing it sometime as his mama was talking. He knew
he was breaking her heart, breaking everyone’s heart. He knew she wanted him to be happy
laying brick and staying in the neighborhood, but she knew he wanted more, that not even the
copper skinned girl working at the local library would be enough to keep him there, that not even
Ruthie could. His mama opened up her arms and he hugged her like he’d never hug her again
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and he promised he’d come back. He’d do whatever it took to come back. That he’d keep his
head down and not try to be no one’s hero.
He had forgotten about that promise when he’d been behind that banyan, watching
Seamus and Hernando shoot back at their death and wanting to join them. In that moment, he
had known his mama would forgive him, and that he would never forgive himself if he turned his
back on his brothers, even if they weren’t his by blood. But Eckert had stopped him from being a
hero, stopped him from making friends thereafter, made him see the world all mean like he did.
He stopped him caring, chipped away at his humanity worse than the VC or NVA ever could.
Eckert had flat out told him he wouldn’t survive the place human.
Isaiah had come back home because of Eckert, but even when Eckert was gone, he
couldn’t stop his whispering in his ear, seeing the jungle around every corner. Ultimately, he had
come home to a place that was no longer home, a place sacrificed for his dream. It seemed more
like a nightmare. His old friends had new words for things, new clothes, and an old hatred for the
war. His family had welcomed him back, but they would never understand him again.
They had thrown a surprise welcome party for him. It bled out of the house and onto the
street, alive with neighbors and friends. They clapped when he and Chad, his brother-in-law,
Ruthie’s husband, came round the corner from the bus stop, and it had sounded like gun shots.
Eckert’s grinning face had flashed in the crowd, like he had known all along what was about to
happen and had followed Isaiah just there to watch the show from the fringes. His malignancy
disappeared in the crush of bodies as Isaiah was pushed forward. There were too many hands
upon him. Big ones and little ones, young and old. It was like the whole world had turned out to
love him, but they didn’t yet realize he was a thing undeserving, nothing but a slug in fetid soil,
as Eckert had so eloquently whispered to him one night when the moonlight poured through the
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slats in the palm frond ceiling of their hut. Leech. Parasite. Poison in the veins was he. Isaiah
couldn’t breathe. The world was swirling colors, a buzz of noise, an inverted negative. And it
was too much for Isaiah. There were too many grown faces he didn’t even know anymore. It had
been five years.
He had run into the kitchen trying to get away and his mama had turned around from the
big pot she was tending full of his favorite barbeque with a wooden spoon covered in red sauce
and he’d knocked it from her hand and wrapped his fingers around her thin neck and squeezed. It
had taken four men to pull him off Mama and she had been gray and wheezing at the end of it.
Isaiah had not known his own hands.
He found himself in his old bedroom staring at them on the bed that was once his and
now belonged to one of his little brothers. He found he had forgotten their names. Isaiah sat there
rocking, trying to remember, plucking the hair off his forearms. There were whispers and
arguing coming from out in the hall, and, in time, Ruthie came in and closed the door and stood
there looking at him, five months pregnant again.
Isaiah had looked up at her, and it had hurt to gaze upon her. She appeared just the same
as the day he’d left, same fiery eyes and high cheek bones. Had it really been five years?
Looking at her just then, he could almost imagine he’d never left for Nam. That it was 1966 still,
and he had just popped on by the house to visit and help with homework and run a broom round
for Mama. When Ruthie came to sit on the bed by him, he’d flinched away, and she’d frozen,
stuck between sitting and standing, her belly a bowl beneath her breast. He knew she was angry
and sad and wouldn’t understand and he just couldn’t look at her anymore. She’d named her first
child after him. Isaiah turned his face away. A poster of Wilt Chamberlain smiling and palming a
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basketball stared back at him. Someone had drawn him a big curly beard with blue and green
markers. Someone had drawn pink stars around his head. He could not stay here.
He’d flung open the bedroom door and knocked his brother-in-law out of the way. He
had to get out of that house. Had to get away. Somewhere. Anywhere. But Ruthie had grabbed
onto his arm with a grip like steel and he couldn’t shake her. There was shouting, but he could
barely hear anything over the blood pounding in his ears. He’d gotten to the stairs, still dragging
Ruthie, and then he was falling and no end was up. He felt like he was tumbling down a steep
bank in Nam, that he was headed for a river. He landed at the bottom of the stairs in a heap and
he remembered how deadly quiet things were for a handful of moments, like the jungle after an
airstrike, when all the animals forgot how to breathe. He pushed himself up and only then did he
notice he’d taken Ruthie down the bank with him, and she laid there at the bottom of the stairs
too still and quiet and breathing shallow as a bird with her fiery eyes lidded.
Isaiah had run from the house as the screaming started. The wailing chased him down the
street, and he didn’t stop running until it was long past dark. He stepped up to the first bus stop
he found and didn’t stop riding buses until he saw the Atlantic Ocean. Then he found the first
military-related government office, got his GI schooling figured, and legally changed his name
all in the same day. He walked onto Rochester University’s campus a few weeks later a
completely different man. And he was Roy Randalls from then on. And when he strolled past his
mama’s old house and waltzed into the Fourth of July barbeque going on on his old street in St.
Louis thirty-odd years later with a bowtie and pressed Oxford shirt, asking if anyone knew the
Johnson’s, he was still Roy Randalls.
The grown folks he got introduced to as his siblings were strangers, and they did not
know him. Their children and their children’s children had run around them like so much muddy
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water as his youngest siblings held hotdogs in too large hands. Isaiah let the water swallow him
and spit him out at the end of the block, beyond the purview of their blank eyes. He beat it before
the fireworks started. In a month, Isaiah was in Egypt, taking pictures of the Pyramids with all
his affairs in order and no one in his will but literature and cancer charities.
A young blonde-haired man with an over-large instrument case of some kind walked by
from out of the security check point, and not five minutes later, an older man with salt and
pepper hair dragging two large suitcases and a carry-on bag made his way through. The short
man paused outside the gate, looking rather worse for wear after his undoubtably long flight. He
looked at his watch, then looked around. When his eyes met Isaiah’s, flicking down quickly
toward the sign he held, there was no doubt as to who he was.
George had arrived.
Isaiah stood and slowly walked over to the man, putting on his best smile.
“George?” he asked, looking into red rimmed overnight flight eyes that watched him
warily.
“Isaiah?” he asked.
Isaiah nodded, his own name sounding foreign after all the years as Roy. Even Chi had
called him Roy. He’d never managed to correct him, as he had signed as Roy Randalls on his
initial papers. It had seemed a silly thing to fix. But it was like a breath of fresh air to hear his
name again, like coming home. Isaiah held out his hand in greeting. He hardly knew what to do
with himself, his plans momentarily flown from him.
They shook.
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“Nice to see you again, Isaiah. It’s been a while,” George said, the ghost of a smile
flitting tiredly across his lined face. He looked wrecked. “I don’t suppose you’ve got a mattress
lying about? I slept like shit on the flight in.”
“I’ve got more than just a mattress, George,” Isaiah said, turning to lead the way out to
the waiting taxis. “I’ve booked you a room.”
“That’s not necessary-”
Isaiah smiled as he cut him off, watching him haul his heavy bags while he remained
unburdened. “What are friends for?”
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CHAPTER 16

I hear a scrabble of tiny stones to my right. A pair of legs swing themselves over the edge
of the perch-wall. Hector-fool. Again. Even earlier than last time.
“Hey, Karl! I heard you’re a captain, you little shit, you!” he says, “George told me last
night.” My eyes dart to him and his alien smile. He is still covered in fading bruises from his
beating in the fields some time ago.
“Don’t call me that.”
“But—”
“I am nobody’s captain.”
“Oh,” he says, smile falling, averting his eyes. He chews his lip and picks at the wall
stones with a single dirty fingernail. “Is it because you don’t want Them to know your rank?” he
asks finally.
I scoff at this as I watch the steam curl out from the window of the rice-cook-hut, twisting
and twining itself into bowls of rice and different bowls of rice and other bowls of rice besides
those.
Hector-fool turns to look at me and tilts his head like a retarded puppy.
Fool. “They already know everything.”
That silences him for a while. He, too, watches the rice-cook-hut, but it is not with
hunger. I can almost feel the gears turning inside him.
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I shift my feet. He is too fool to know anything. George would not have told him. George
should have told him to stay away from me.
Hector-fool is a fool for not listening.
“At least you have your rank,” he continues, “you’re the highest one here, I think.
Someone will come for you, I just know it. You’ve been here so long, it just can’t be long now.
Right?”
I grunt noncommittally.
“I’ve been here two weeks now, you know.”
I say nothing to this.
“It just seems like a lot longer than that to me. I mean, doesn’t it seem that way to you?
But I guess you’ve been here so long that maybe it wouldn’t. I’ve just been getting a bit antsy.
It’s nothing really. I wonder if anyone’s ever gotten out of here…” he laughs quietly after his
babbling and looks down at his feet. His smile fades. “…I’m just a private. I’d only been in this
shit country around two weeks before they caught me. I’m pretty much nothing. My old man and
my ma back in Kansas are the only ones that will ever miss me.”
I don’t say anything to this and continue watching the steam shapes: a pile of warm rice;
a spoonful of fluffy whiteness; a single, giant grain forming in the swirling clouds. My mouth
begins to water.
“Do you have anyone back home?”
“Not anymore.”
“Oh…”
It is blissfully quiet for a while. The steam continues to rise and shape and coil. The rice
boils. The pink marches up into the clouds. Not very long now.
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“Hey, Cap?”
“Don’t call me, ‘Cap!’” I snarl.
“Alright, Jesus, don’t bite my head off. What do you want me to call you then? Karl?”
“Don’t call me anything.”
“Alright, Karl. …Is there anyone in your original unit here?”
“No.” I shift in my uncomfortable crouch and scratch one itchy foot with the other.
“Did they make it home?”
I turn my head and stare at him until he starts to squirm.
He sags and goes quiet again after that. He picks away at the wall with his nail.
“The other camp I was in had cells.”
He pauses.
“Your old camp had cells, too, right?”
“…Yes.”
“My camp was some tiny place. George said you were at the biggest one. George says—"
“George says too much.”
Hector-fool stares at me for a few moments, but I say nothing more. I don’t want to talk. I
don’t want to remember.
He shrugs, “Anyway, they held me there for a bit, figured I didn’t know shit and then sent
me here. Did that happen to you, too?”
“…Something like that,” I say, and a sudden searing pain shoots across my shoulders. I
can almost imagine them being pulled up, up, and away from my body. I bite my lip to hold back
my growl. A deep hunger snarls in my belly.
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The heavenly pot rolls out and Hector-fool becomes like a distant buzzing in my ears and
I become nothing but food and hunger and vulture and panting and the giant rice pot that rolls
out from the rice-cook-hut just before the sun.
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CHAPTER 17

The taxi ranks outside the airport were busy. George stood uncomfortably with his
luggage as Isaiah called them a cab. George watched countless Vietnamese walk by without so
much as glancing his way. It was strange, not being the center of attention for these people, as
he’d so often been when he was last here. Maybe it was the lack of uniform.
He had not thought it would be like this, that he would be such a nobody here. He thought
he’d get accusatory glares and maybe knifed in a dark alley for being what he was, what he had
been. George knew the people were not happy with US soldiers when they left. He’d been their
prisoner for a year and a half. All these Vietnamese, businessmen and women, families, lovers,
tourists… they were alien to him. It was bizarre to see a teenage girl kiss her boyfriend goodbye,
to see a mother and son exchange a farewell embrace. It was ordinary in a way he had not
expected.
Isaiah called out to him cheerily, gesturing toward the taxi now pulling up to the curb.
George wasn’t sure what to make of him yet and eyed him warily. He loaded his suitcases into
the trunk as Isaiah began conversing with the driver. He wasn’t cold or unfriendly, didn’t seem
inclined to any violence. He seemed fit and well-taken care of. George wondered if he was
married as he stifled a yawn. It hadn’t come up over the phone. A lot of things hadn’t come up.
It felt like midnight to George, though it was only noon. What rest he’d found on the
plane had been thoroughly disturbed. He found himself struggling to keep his eyes open and
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follow along with Isaiah’s babble. He slumped into the backseat of the taxi, wrinkling his nose at
the smell of stale cigarettes and what his exhausted brain falsely identified as Chinese food.
Isaiah slid into the car from the other side and further instructed the driver. George didn’t catch
everything he said, already beginning to nod off against the door. He couldn’t fight it.
He saw green and red. Blood on banana leaves. A cluster of ripe rambutan. Karl’s eyes.
Karl’s blood speckled hand stopping him from tying a tourniquet on a dead man, an eighteenyear-old baby-faced Greenie who hadn’t even lasted a week beside them. A young Vietnamese
girl in a red wrapped dress, heart wrenchingly beautiful, floating through the jungle with a
woven basket full of goji berries. A papa-san in a mountain village holding the body of a little
bullet-ridden boy, screaming at the sun. The sunset bleeding through banyan leaves, dying a
muddy river crimson. The crisscross of green sights and red sights, ours and theirs, the moment
before a firefight. Like Christmas. Finger on the trigger.
George jerked awake when a hand grabbed his shoulder.
“We’re here,” Isaiah said as he moved to exit the taxi, reaching for his wallet to pay the
fare.
George rubbed his eyes, disoriented. Looking out the window, he saw that they had
indeed traveled, how far George was uncertain, but the taxi now sat before a rather grand hotel
entrance. George clambered out of the car and stared at the large Buddha statue smiling at him
from a landscaped garden plot. A small fountain full of foreign coins burbled nearby, the water
aqua in the bright sunlight. Thank god it wasn’t the rainy season.
The sudden pealing off of the taxi startled George and he whipped around, watching it
speed through the hotel parking lot with half a mind to chase him down for his luggage.
“I’ve got your bags,” Isaiah said.
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George blinked dully at what was indeed his luggage sitting on the curb. His dream had
shaken him, and the lack of sleep was not helping his reaction to this new, yet familiar place. He
trudged over to his bags, knowing he must be making a very poor first impression. Isaiah must
think him some kind of idiot, or a jumpy basket case. It was not the image he wanted to present.
He frowned, hefting his bags into the lavish lobby. This hotel was going to be a problem too. It
didn’t look like he could afford to stay here for very long. Just what did Isaiah do that allowed
him to stay in a nice place like this? He didn’t seem to have any particularly strong talents or
inclinations when they served, but it wasn’t like they’d ever gotten to talking about their life
goals in the camp.
Walking to reception, George was again uncomfortable. Three different Vietnamese
people in fancy red hotel outfits with golden buttons and crisp collars smiled at him, one woman
and two men. He flushed, unsure which he was supposed to address as he fumbled for his slender
wallet.
Isaiah again came to his rescue, sliding a colorful money note across the desk toward the
younger of the two men. “This man is checking in for the second room reserved under Randalls.
Would you mind taking his luggage up for him?”
The young man, presumably a bellhop, gave a slight bow as he accepted the tip. “Of
course, sir,” he said in perfect English, moving to prepare a gilded luggage trolley.
As the man began loading his luggage, George turned to Isaiah. “Second room?”
Isaiah smiled. “I already reserved your room. It’s a few doors down from my own, close
as I could get, I’m afraid. I’ve paid up for the next few days, so don’t worry about it.”
George bristled, feeling as if he’d somehow been slighted. “I can pay for my own room.”
Did Isaiah somehow guess that he didn’t have a whole lot of money on hand? He certainly
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wasn’t poor. George was proudly working class, which didn’t leave much room for lavish exotic
vacations.
Isaiah waved his indignance away. “I insisted on you coming out, so it’s only fair I pay
for at least part of your stay. You’re doing me a favor, after all. What sort of man leaves a friend
high and dry in a foreign country? I know this hotel is a bit much, but I like my comfort. So, to
keep my comfort, I’ve decided to fund part of your stay. Don’t try to fight me on this, George.”
George’s expression was sour, but he didn’t disagree. Let him waste his money on marble
floors and fake gold crap if he wanted. If he wanted to pay for George to shack up in some fancy
suite, well, fine. It was his money. He was handed a key card for his room by the smiling woman
and quickly filled out some basic information with the remaining man behind the desk. By the
time he set his pen down, the bellhop had made off with all of his luggage.
“We’re on the 4th floor,” Isaiah said. “You’re in 412. I’m in 407 if you need me, but for
now, how about I buy you a drink? I don’t know what kind of man you are, but the hotel bar has
a great gin and tonic.”
George began to refuse, pleading tiredness.
“I know you must be dying for a nap – I can see you swaying on your feet – but I just
want to talk for a bit before sending you off,” Isaiah said, sounding earnest. “I can’t just let you
go like that on our first day coming face to face in what, 30 years now? Has it really been that
long?”
“Sure doesn’t seem that way.” George sighed, knowing things would be less awkward
between them sooner if they’d say more than the few stilted phrases they said at the airport. He’d
probably sleep better too, knowing that he hadn’t gone halfway around the world for a mad man,
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or some kind of bizarre serial killer. “Fine, let’s talk for a bit. See if this high falooting place has
some decent scotch.”
They sidled over to the bar, passing some ostentatious jungle murals along the way. One
depicted an overlarge tiger and George smirked. Bernie would get a kick out of that. He’d have
to pick up a disposable camera somewhere and snap a few shots of this place. Katie would be
jealous of his no doubt five-star hotel room. The bathroom was probably bigger than their
bedroom back home.
“I hope I’m not remiss in calling you my friend,” Isaiah said as they sat down, ordering
their preferred drinks.
Isaiah talked like a professor, and it put George off. He had not spoken like a professor in
the POW camp, hardly spoke at all, in fact. George was only able to recall a handful of
conversations he had with the man.
“You can call me whatever,” George said, watching the bartender pull a mid-shelf scotch
out. A beat later he added, “Friend, George, whatever. I suppose there’s really no one else left
who really knows what this place was like. Being a POW and all.” He didn’t want to come off as
hostile. He needed Isaiah on his side, needed to find out if he was the kind of man who would go
along with a lie. If he was some goody-two shoes media chaser he could be in trouble, if this
whole Karl story was real. He accepted his drink with a nod to the bartender.
“Wasn’t there that other guy who made it out with us? Big, mean, racist son-of-a-bitch.”
Isaiah said, glancing toward George.
The question surprised George, and he fiddled with his drink. He didn’t think he’d be
talking about Lawrence this early into his time in Vietnam. His journal was still so raw in his
mind, and he felt like this was the wrong time to bring it up, if he did at all. “He’s dead.”
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Isaiah hummed and tapped his fingers on the bar top. “Do I want to know?”
“No,” George said, letting the conversation drift to silence. “So, what have you been up
to, old friend?” George finally asked, playing along.
Isaiah hummed, eyes distant as his gin and tonic was slid in front of him. “I went to
school when I got back. Became an English professor at Rochester College. That’s in Rochester,
by the way.”
“I know where Rochester College is,” George snorted, palming his scotch. No wonder he
sounded like a professor. Condescending like one, too. Probably thought he was better than him.
“You like teaching?”
“Yeah. I loved it. The kids in my classes were good, for the most part. I taught poetry,
British and American Literature, some classes on great American novelists. I had a good career.”
“Had?” George inquired, raising an eyebrow and sipping his drink.
“I recently retired. Decided to travel around while I was still fit.”
“You make good enough money as a professor for that?”
Isaiah smiled. “Not too bad, but I also saved judiciously. What’s your line of work?”
“I’m a reporter.” So he knew how badly this could all blow up, if Isaiah even breathed
about Karl being alive to anybody.
“You didn’t go into the medical field?”
“No.”
A bit of awkward silence stretched as they jiggled the ice in their glasses.
“You got any family?”
“Wife and three daughters.”
“Paid for any weddings yet?”
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“Two,” George said. “My youngest two. You have any kids.” Did Isaiah not know about
Katie? Was he not trying to blackmail him? What was his angle?
“No, kids,” Isaiah said, looking into his half-empty glass. “No wife either. Never got
around to the marriage thing. Married my work, I guess. Even wrote a few novels.”
“Anything I would have heard of?” George wasn’t much of a reader, but Katie was. She
was always raving about some new book or another. His Katie.
“Nah. It was a series for teens. Came out in the 80s. Didn’t do too well.”
“Too bad,” George said, swishing the amber liquid in his glass and rubbing a tired eye. “I
guess your traveling brought you around to Nam.”
Isaiah nodded.
“What got you thinking about Karl? What made you think you found him?”
“I saw this tour booth,” Isaiah said, swirling the liquid around in his glass. “There was
this picture of Karl – the one I sent you, the one with the eyes – and it just brought me back. I
had to check it out, knew I wouldn’t be able to forgive myself if I just walked away.” He drained
the remainder of his drink.
George glanced down and found his own to be near empty.
“Look, I know you’re tired, and talking about everything I’ve found so far is going to
take a while, so why don’t you go sleep, and the next time we see each other we’ll talk more, all
right?” Isaiah said. “By the way, the bar tab’s attached to my name, so don’t just think you can
go crazy.”
George snorted and downed the last of his scotch. It really wasn’t half bad. The scotch.
Isaiah. This whole place. Whole damn country maybe. With any luck, he’d be in and out with no
skin off his back and go happily back to his family and his god damn forgettable life.
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Both men stood to leave. They walked in silence to the elevator and George could feel
himself dragging. The alcohol wasn’t the best idea, but he was at least glad to know a little bit
more about Isaiah. He really should have asked him a bit about himself over the phone or by
email, but it hadn’t come up. He’d been too busy trying not to panic about this whole Karl
business to really care. Now that he was a handful of rooms away from the man now, he was
glad to know Isaiah hadn’t become some sort of criminal element in the thirty year interim.
As the elevator took them up, George remembered the exchange over the front desk.
“Hey,” he said, “why’d the man at the desk say you had two rooms under Randalls? Your last
name’s Johnson.”
“Oh, that,” Isaiah chuckled, running a nervous hand through his stiff hair. “That’s a funny
story. Maybe I’ll tell it to you sometime.”
George wanted to press, but he was very tired, and just then the elevator doors opened. A
cleaning woman with her cart nodded at them as she took their place in the elevator. George
watched the golden doors slide shut over her round, small eyed face. That anyone had thought he
looked even remotely like that was absurd.
“Get yourself some rest, George. If you’re up around dinner time, meet me in the
restaurant downstairs.”
“What will you be doing?” George asked to Isaiah’s retreating back, mildly curious, but
already beginning to imagine the softness of a bed beneath him.
“Writing,” Isaiah called over his shoulder.
“I thought you said you were a professor.”
“Didn’t I tell you I retired?”
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George shook his head and made his way to his room, sliding his key card home.
Something about Isaiah was off. George could tell he was lying, or at least keeping things from
him. He wasn’t sure if that was a good sign or not.
The room was just as extravagant as he imagined. His luggage was all there, looking
shabby surrounded by all that splendor. The luxurious king bed looked like a queen in the overlarge room. The floor was bamboo, polished and stained the color of gold. There was a television
on the wall as big as he was. The bathroom was done up in what looked like real marble, and it
had a giant tub separate from the shower. The shower alone looked like it could fit a squad of
fully equipped soldiers. George shook his head at the ostentation. There was even a second
mystery porcelain bowl beside the toilet with soft looking towels draped like toilet paper on a
gold-plated rung next to it. He could have drowned himself in the god damn monster of a tub, but
instead he collapsed onto the cushy mattress after toeing off his shoes, slipping into the blessing
of a dreamless sleep.
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CHAPTER 18

The rooftop restaurant was luxurious, each silk laden table arrayed with a tasteful orchid
centerpiece. Roy would have been excited about the orchids, had been, when he’d first arrived at
the hotel, but Isaiah couldn’t care less. He sat alone at a table for two with a plate of untouched
sweet rice dumpling before him and a half-full glass of red wine. A backpack sat at his feet and
got disapproving looks from the waitstaff, but Isaiah could not be parted from it; he kept his
notebooks on him at all times. He told himself it was in case he had a sudden epiphany or
memory, but the level of comfort of having his life close could not be put into words. To lose the
notebooks now would be like losing a piece of himself, and Isaiah was done losing things. The
Hanoi skyline glittered just out of reach, and Isaiah wondered how much longer George would
sleep. He’d been at the table for almost two hours. Perhaps they wouldn’t talk further until
tomorrow. He hated to waste time. At least the evening was pleasant, and he didn’t have a
headache for once.
Just then, George shuffled into the dining space, hair unkempt and in the same shirt he’d
come off the plane in, only more wrinkled now. He spotted Isaiah immediately and took the
other seat at the table.
He ran a hand down his face and apologized for coming so late in the night. “I was more
tired than I thought,” he chuckled. “Does this place have good food? I’m starving.”
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“The duck is excellent,” Isaiah replied, sipping his wine. “I had it earlier tonight. Care for
a dumpling?”
George eyed the plate of dumplings. “They look like eggs.”
“They’re pretty good.”
“Or eyes without pupils. Or irises.”
“I assure you, George, they are not.” Isaiah pushed the plate toward him. “I’m not
hungry.”
George shrugged and dived in, foregoing utensils entirely. He wolfed the dumplings
down in record time and licked the sweet stickiness off his fingers. Isaiah called for a waiter.
“He’ll have the duck,” he said. “Would you like something to drink?”
“Do they have beer here?”
“We have Saigon Lager and –”
“Lager’s fine,” George said, waving the waiter off. “Now,” he drawled, “what is it you
want to talk about, Isaiah?”
Isaiah straightened up, all business as he related all the information he’d found on Karl,
the supposed “rock ape of Hao Binh.” George listened to him with narrowed eyes, hands folded
beneath his chin. The bottle of lager sat yet untouched. Isaiah wasn’t sure if the man believed his
story yet, even after jumping in a plane to fly however many hours to get to Vietnam in the first
place. “I have the articles in my room if you’d like to take a look later. I also have your backpack
for you.”
“My backpack?” George said, cocking his head to the side and reaching for the lager.
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“Yes,” Isaiah said, nodding as he polished off his wine, “I did mention we’d have to go
hiking. I took the liberty of buying some of your gear. Figured the sooner we can hit the jungle
the better.”
George snorted and looked out at the palatial skyline, beer in hand and condensating
glistening fat drops onto the expensive patio tiling. “I’m sure Karl will keep long enough for us
to come up with a plan.”
“I’ve already thought of everything,” Isaiah said. He had been planning this trip for
weeks now. It already felt too delayed.
George snapped his head back toward Isaiah and raised an eyebrow. “Don’t I have a say
in it?”
Isaiah smiled. “I’ve been looking into this for a while, and I’ve spent a good amount of
time in the jungle already, but I’d appreciate your input.” Not like there would be much George
could possibly add logistics-wise. He would mainly be a second pair of eyes in the bush, looking
for landmines and any tell-tale signs of human habitation. Isaiah thought George might be able to
help pinpoint locations Karl might frequent based on his close interactions with him in camp, and
the time he spent with Karl before their capture. But these were not the most important reasons
Isaiah had for summoning George. He had questions, and he wanted answers.
“I definitely want to see these plans you’ve got,” George said.
“I’ve got maps strewn across my room and a packing list already prepared. We’re
looking at a two-week trip.”
“Two weeks!” George said, setting the beer down with a clunk on the table.
“Yes. There’s a lot of territory to cover.”
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“But two weeks,” George said, looking flustered, “in the goddamn jungle.” He mussed his
hair up further in what Isaiah recognized as a nervous tic.
“We spent far longer than that in there when we served. And we won’t have a CO
breathing down our necks. We can set our own pace.” Isaiah paused. “Our own reasonable
pace.”
“I’m not twenty years old anymore.”
Isaiah furrowed his brow as he played with his empty wine glass. “Are you medically
incapable of going on such a hike?” George did look somewhat pudgy, having grown a bit of a
beer belly, but he didn’t look completely unfit.
“No, no,” George assured him, waving his hands in front of him like he could wipe the
very notice of incapability away. “I can do it. I just have some reservations is all. It’s been
awhile, and I don’t know where we’re going.”
“Well, you’ll know soon enough,” Isaiah said, watching the waiter set George’s steaming
duck dish on the other side of the table.
“This looks delicious!” George said, rubbing his hands together. He glanced around the
table in confusion.
“Looking for this?” Isaiah asked, brandishing an unused set of chopsticks.
George made a face. “Do I have to use those?”
“You’ll have to manage with these,” he said, handing the utensils over into George’s
uncertain hands. “The kitchen doesn’t have forks.” That was a lie, but Isaiah didn’t feel like
flagging down the waiter again.
George broke the chopsticks and poked ineffectually at the delicious smelling orange
glazed duck. “I’m going to pay you back for this.”
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“That’s not necessary.”
“I’m not letting you pay for everything,” George said, finally ripping off a piece of duck
flesh. “I have my own money.”
Isaiah shrugged. He didn’t care about money. The faster he used it up the better. He
wasn’t likely to get through it all before he kicked the bucket. He estimated he had about two
moths left before he really had to worry about finding a place to be for the end.
He tapped his fingers on the silk tablecloth as he watched George eat. More than one
piece of duck fell onto the pristine white cloth. Pristine no longer.
“I’d like for you to look at something,” Isaiah said, drawing George’s attention away
from the duck. “Something I wrote.”
“Oh, yeah,” George said, setting down the chopsticks, “you’re a writer. You mentioned
that earlier. You writing a novel or something?”
“Or something,” Isaiah mumbled.
“What?”
“It’s a story of sorts. It’s kind of like fiction, but not really. You see, I’ve been writing
about my experiences in Nam recently, and I got to thinking about Karl with all this Karl stuff
going on, so… I just started writing.”
“Writing what?”
“About Karl.” Isaiah shrugged. “I got this idea in my head to write about Karl in the
camp. I’ve written a few pages, but I’m not done. It’s not going to be anything very long, but I
just felt like I had to write Karl.”
George was staring at him intensely, a piece of duck held in his chopsticks frozen in
midair. It made the hair on his arms prickle. He was not a big man, but the way he sat so still,
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just staring him down, was unnerving. Isaiah rubbed the back of his neck, trying to shake off the
feeling.
“What are you writing about Karl?”
“Just stuff that went on in the camp. Look, why don’t I just show you.”
Isaiah reached down and plucked a notebook from his backpack. He flipped to the right
page and handed it off. He’d spent a good deal of time writing this section of story, and was
excited to see a reaction.
George’s dark eyes shot from one side of the page to the other, completely ignoring his
dinner. Isaiah leaned back, content to wait for his response. This is what George was here for.
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CHAPTER 19

My bad shoulders, Hector-fool’s terrible root harvesting, and Sam-fool cost us our rice
tonight. We have to sit and watch the others eat. I am glaring hatred at them, watching glorious
spoonfuls of golden rice fly into their filthy mouths. My stomach clenches and writhes in agony.
Hector-fool keeps saying he’s sorry. He is crying. Sam-fool is curled up in a ball, his breathing
shallow. Hector-fool talks quietly to him, apologizing over and over again. Sam-fool doesn’t
respond. He has been quiet for many days, now that I think about it, sitting hollow eyed in the
food-spot, drawing George’s attention. I turn to look at the skin-creature.
Sam-fool has been here for some time, but not yet a year. He always seemed more like a
boy than a man and unusually frail to me. George was foolish to think he would last. He will be
gone by morning.
I go back to watching the sunset-gold rice. Hector-fool keeps crying. The noise is
annoyance.
George and some of the men who ate very quickly soon carry Sam-fool off to his
sleeping-hut, murmuring words. While the others are still finishing their rice, I sneak off in the
falling darkness as if going to the sleeping-huts, but I instead creep away toward one of the
guard-huts. It is a big one with only one door. There are guards out front, but I head for the
back. I slip my hand in a small hole under the bamboo in the right corner and I am rewarded. I
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hold a dirty sock. I smile wolfishly. It is filled with hard, dry rice. I scamper off behind a halfcollapsed storage-hut and devour my spoils.
I bury the sock. Only a fool saves up. I live only in the now.

George paused in his reading to look over at Isaiah, who was lounging back in his chair.
“You remember that night?”
“How could I forget,” Isaiah said, a strange little smile pulling at the corner of his lips as
he ran one fingernail beneath another. “It’s not like we got a lot of excitement in camp. I liked
listening in.” His dark eyes flicked up for a second before darting back down to his hands.
George turned back to the notebook. He thought he knew where this was going, and he
had lost his appetite already. This was the night Karl got in a big fight with Lawrence. He wasn’t
sure the other huts had been close enough to figure out what was going on, but nothing Isaiah
wrote as Karl – which was somewhat disturbing to him – had seemed like a lie so far. He spooled
his mind back and everything seemed to make sense, seemed like something Karl did, or might
have done.

I slink back to my sleeping-hut in the darkness.
Only a few of the men are back. They are sitting and whispering together. They look up
when I enter, but ignore me and go back to whispering. I grab my sharpened bamboo twig and
begin digging for grubs in the corner of the hut. I am rewarded. The others slowly trickle in as I
am occupied.
George and Hector-fool come in later. Hector-fool’s face glistens with tears. George pats
him on the back. Hector-fool comes over and sits by me. His stomach rumbles.
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“I’m sorry about today,” he says, “I’m pretty shit at digging those things.”
I grunt, preoccupied with digging for grubs.
“Sam’s dying,” he says, “I feel like it’s my fault.”
Fault. Fault. Fault.
I look into his still-glistening eyes. I almost see myself reflected there.
I turn away.
I hear George and the others whispering.
Heavy footsteps approach. The hairs on the back of my neck stand up and my eyes flick to
the sleeping-hut entrance.
Lawrence-fool materializes out of the darkness. He fills the doorway with his largeboned, sunken frame. His beetle eyes zero in on me. I stop digging for grubs. The whispering has
quit. I can hear the wind whistle through the bamboo.
“You little bitch,” Lawrence-fool says in a low, dark voice. And then he lunges at me.
I scramble to the side, tensing on all fours, as he stumbles over Hector-fool.
“You fucking animal! It was MINE!” Lawrence-fool almost yells. He pushes himself off
Hector-fool and tries to grab me. I slither out of his grasp and crouch by the wall, heart
hammering.
George tries to shush him. Useless. He shoves George away.
“I saved it for three months!” He nearly screams, glaring hate at me, shaking with rage.
“Three FUCKING months! I slaved every night to find those precious little invisible shits in the
night, taking only the driest so they’d last, and you go…and fucking…EAT them all! Do you have
anything to say, you filthy traitor?”
I snarl at him, baring my teeth.
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“I’ll kill you!” he bellows and barrels at me with a hard right hook.
I lunge under it and bite his withered calf, ripping out a chunk of flesh.
He roars and lands on top of me, cussing me out, throwing punches as I bite and scratch
and growl. The others jump out of the way as we roll around screeching. George is yelling
something.
Suddenly guards are swarming on us, pulling us apart, hitting us with their guns and
clubs. I go limp and play dead. Lawrence-fool is dragged off me, still trying to kick me and throw
punches. The guards are yelling in gibberish. One goes to hit me again, but another says ‘stop’
and jerks his head at me, more gibberish, then a “con chó người” and the other guard leaves me
alone. He instead goes to restrain Lawrence-fool who is still trying to fight them, growing
weaker.
“Nothing to say, you dog?” Lawrence-fool screams at me from their many arms, spittle
flying, thrashing, “Just going to roll over like a good pet, huh? Won’t sing unless you’re strung
up, huh? I wouldn’t have talked even if they’d ripped my arms off! You traitor! Murderer!
Murderer!”
The guards drag Lawrence-fool out still screaming. His screams don’t fade out
completely for some time.

George made the mistake of looking up, only to see Isaiah watching him with a blank
face. He had a new glass of wine in hand.
“What part are you on right now?” Isaiah asked.
“Why do you call everybody -fool?” George countered.
“Karl’s calling everybody -fool.”
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“Karl didn’t call people that.”
“Yes, he did. You’re misremembering. This is how it was.”
George shook his head, irritated, and took a sip of his beer. He didn’t remember any of
the -fool nonsense, but it had been a damn long time.
“Why am I not -fool in this?”
Isaiah sighed, swirling the red around his glass. “Because Karl liked you. Even in the
end.”
“He didn’t like anyone in the end.”
“He liked you,” Isaiah insisted.
George let it drop, shifting uncomfortably. He knew what Karl was like back then. The
only thing he had on his mind was food. Things were moving very quickly between him and
Isaiah, too quickly. George wanted to slow things down, get to know this man on his own
schedule, not on Isaiah’s timeline. This already was not the Isaiah he knew; he was too chipper,
acted too familiarly. Where was the cold, calculating man he once knew? The man who fought
Lawrence on the regular and won?

I sit up, bruised and aching, but not so hungry. I will lick my wounds tomorrow. The
other men are huddled together against the far wall, staring at me. I stare back.
I dust myself off as best I can and go curl up in my corner.
Silence.
George comes over to me.
“Are you alright, Karl?”
I don’t say anything.
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He goes back to the others, who are starting to whisper.
“What was that all about?” Hector-fool asks, “I feel like I’m missing something.”
I hear George sigh. The others stop whispering.

It was odd, reading about himself saying things. George remembered the night well,
could hear the sharp whir of the crickets, the ones they all caught and ate, following Karl’s
example of course. Even now, he could see the dirty faces of the other men in the hut peering in
the dark, looking to him like mosquitos fixated on a porch light. Had Isaiah been able to hear him
all those years ago? Were the walls so thin? The huts so close?

“It’s a long story,” George says, “and I don’t know if I’m the right one to tell it… but
since I’m the only one who knows, I guess it’s got to be me.”
More silence. George sighs again.
“I know some of you know some of this, but… here’s the whole thing. So, Karl…” he
begins and I can feel him looking over at me, but I don’t move, pretending to be asleep,
“was…is…my hero. …He was a lot of people’s hero once. Great soldier. Great captain.
Deserves a fucking medal.”
More silence.
“He got captured some 4 or 5 years ago covering his platoon’s escape. They sent him to
Hoa Lo, the big camp. They tried to break information out of him that first time, for three days,
but it didn’t work. He was no squeaker. He started living in the camp and rallying the men. A
real leader. He organized his first escape attempt 16 days after he was first released into Hoa
Lo. He was found out before he and another POW could get past the last gate. He was confined
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for two days in a cell with no food or water. His next escape attempt was 8 days later. He and
two other guys made it to the jungle, but got captured after two hours. They all got beat bad for
that. I was told that he strutted out when they released him back into the main camp. He inspired
hope.”
The cheep cheep of a cricket.
“I got captured right around then and taken to Hoa Lo. He did his third attempt with the
same two guys from before and they were out for 6 hours that time. We were all sure that they
had made it out, but Karl and one of the others got dragged back. They didn’t bother bringing
the other body. They strung him up for that by his arms, beat him, demanded names, information.
But he still didn’t break. Karl was a bit quieter after that, I admit, but he didn’t stop planning.
He talked with everybody, made sure we were all good, helped the sick, did some pretty bad
ventriloquism with a dead monkey he found. Something about guards and coconuts, I don’t
know. He threw rocks and shit at the guards when they weren’t looking and filched us extra
clothing. I ate lunch with him every day. He tells a real good story.”
George pauses again. He chuckles, remembering, before continuing.
“We all knew he was planning something big, though. The guards must have known it,
too. They upped security, but that didn’t stop Karl. He made his last escape attempt on a Friday.
He and seven other guys escaped in the back of a laundry truck. They were gone for almost 24
hours. Hoa Lo was going crazy. We were all celebrating and the guards couldn’t get us to shut
the Hell up.”
George stops talking.
“Well, go on!” Hector-fool urges, “What happened?”
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George starts talking again, quieter this time, “They got caught. They only brought Karl
and two others back alive. They were covered in blood and leaves when they were marched back
in the gates at gunpoint. One of the other two had a bad limp. They locked them in the tiger
cages for everyone to see. No food, no water. They needled them with spears, threw shit on them,
pissed on them, spit on them. We walked by them every day. We yelled encouragement. We heard
Karl talking to the others about escaping and staying strong that first day, but he ended up
watching the other two die. The one with the limp went after the first day. The other held on for
almost three. Karl stopped talking after that. He was still alive on day 5, God knows how. The
guards dragged him out. They took him deep into Hoa Lo.”
Silence.
“Now, no one but Karl and those machine gun-toting fuckers know what happened over
the next week, but I imagine it involved torture. Horrible, horrible torture. He must have ended
up telling them everything. Half his platoon got captured a few days later. And Karl came out of
the depths, barely able to raise his arms, pale as death. …I saw him come up. He was taken
away to the camp we’re in now with a group of around 30 from another POW camp. I didn’t see
him for about a year and a half. We still told stories about him at Hoa Lo. He was still our hero.
Our indestructible hero. I eventually got sent up here with some other guys, about 12 of us
together. When we got here, Karl was the only one left. The others had starved to death or died
of sickness. He wasn’t the man I held so high all that time I was in Hoa Lo anymore. There
wasn’t much of a man left after they got through with him. He’s just a shade of himself now. I
tried to talk to him when I first came. I was excited. But he didn’t want to have anything to do
with anybody but himself. All he wanted was his rice. In all his years here, he hasn’t even tried to
escape once. All of you came later, of course. No one from my 12 but me is left. But that’s how it
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was. And that’s what happened. …He was there, too, Lawrence was, in Hoa Lo, right before that
last escape. But he never really knew Karl. And that’s why he said he’s a traitor and all that
other stuff.”
A pause.
“He isn’t though. Not to me. Never to me,” George finishes quietly, in a whisper.
It’s quiet for a long time after that.
“Shit, Jesus,” Hector-fool says.
I stare at the bamboo wall of the sleeping-hut long after the others have drifted off to
sleep. I don’t want to sleep. I don’t want to remember.
Hector-fool cries.

George flipped to the next page, but it was blank. He stared at the blank page for a
minute, then closed the notebook, sipped his beer, and watched the blinking lights of a plane fly
far overhead in the dark.
“So,” Isaiah said slowly, drawing out the word, “what did you think?” His glass was
empty and his hands were steepled. He looked like one of those university deans in the movies,
like he was giving some sort of secret academic test across the top of his desk that George didn’t
know the answers to.
“I remember it,” George said. “I didn’t know you heard all that.”
“Was it accurate?”
“Yeah, pretty much. I guess,” George said, rubbing his eyes, suddenly tired. “Why are
you writing it?”
“I’m a writer,” Isaiah shrugged, smiling. “It’s what I do.”
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“But why Karl?” George pressed.
“Why not?”
George sighed, slipping the notebook back across the table. Some people were just
difficult. “Look, it’s been a long day,” he said, “I still have sleep to catch up on. I’m gonna head
on in. We can talk more about your jungle safari plans and whatever tomorrow.”
He knew he was copping out, but he didn’t care. He sensed that Isaiah was disappointed
in him as he stood, feeling his shrewd eyes like twin needles on his back as he retreated. Truly,
George was disturbed by the story, not for what was in it, but for how it was presented to him.
He saw no way Isaiah could know so much about Karl. Most of it was just imagination,
probably, but why would someone make that shit up? Why was Isaiah pretending to be Karl?
And why was he doing it right now?
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CHAPTER 20

The dinner with George went less well than expected, but Isaiah shrugged it off. The man
had had a long day, and it wasn’t like a little bit of criticism was going to stop him from writing.
Something about George was suspicious. Isaiah had noticed the shiftiness of his eyes on more
than one occasion. He was holding something back, and he seemed observant enough to be able
to tell that Isaiah wasn’t telling him everything either. They made quite the pair.
Isaiah sat on the restaurant balcony a while longer, staring out at the dark mass of jungle
that hunched on the horizon, the body of a great beast, painfully separate from the lit spires of the
city spread below. The duck and wine did not sit well in his stomach. When he returned to his
room he vomited. The doctor said that would happen more too, the further along he went. He
was running out of time. He needed to get them in the jungle yesterday. As he popped a few
pills, he flipped to the blank page that George had come across this evening, feeling inspired.
Uncapping a pen, he continued where he left off.

I get up in the dark very early the next morning. I perch on the stone wall, gingerly,
careful to avoid aggravating my bruises from last night, and stare at the dark food-hut. A young
guard is dozing in his chair down below, his gun clutched tightly in his sleep. This is what you
get with an NVA training camp next door. Young men. Punishment. Discipline. –Punishment.
Young men. Discipline. –Discipline. Young men. Punishment. –Over and over.
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I watch the stars fizzle out. I imagine that the stars are rice and that they are going out
because I am eating them.
George comes out to the wall and squats next to me. We are alone. He says nothing.
I growl low in my throat, “You had no right.”
“They needed to hear the whole thing.”
“You think I wanted to hear it?”
“I thought you were asleep.”
“Bullshit.”
A strange bird cries far off in the dark jungle.
“It’s a nice morning,” George says.
“What do you want?” I snap.
“You’re still my hero, Karl.”
“I’m nobody’s hero.”
“…That Hector boy really seems attached to you.”
“Look, he came to me.”
“I know. I told him not to. I’ve told all of them not to. I know you want to be left alone.
But I think that he may be good for you.”
Silence.
“He needs someone. He’s not stable.”
“It would be useless. He’s not the type that lasts.”
“Everyone can last, Karl.”
“If that was true then everybody would.”
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George goes quiet for a bit, staring off at the grey line of light starting to form far away
on the horizon.
“…You can be that man again, Karl. I know you can. The men need you. I need you. I
can’t keep doing this alone. I’m going to crack.”
“…You’re foolish.”
“That may be, but we still need you.”
“He’s GONE, George! He died a year ago!” I snarl, “It’s better this way!”
“Why?”
“So no one’s involved.”
“Karl, nothing is your faul—”
“Everything is my fault. I should have died.”
“But you aren’t dead. Maybe God has a plan—”
“God? That old bearded man in the sky? Where was He when we were in the jungle?
Where was He when we were in the cages? When I was hanging from the ceiling, feeling like
Jesus?”
“Karl, God is…God is…I don’t know. But you’re still here. God is still with you—”
“No. Your God is not with me, but I know where my god is.” I look pointedly at the ricecook-hut, where the light has just flickered on.
“Karl, please. I know you don’t really believe that.”
I turn to him and screech in his face and bare my teeth
George looks at me with his sad brown eyes. Then he gets up and walks away.
I turn back to the rice-cook-hut.
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Hector-fool does not come to me today. I don’t speak another word to anybody. The
guards shoot someone out in the five mile fields. His body is left for the vultures and wild dogs.
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CHAPTER 21

“How’s Vietnam? Did you have a good flight? Did you meet up with your veteran
buddy?”
“Flight was fine. Long,” George said into the cord phone sitting on the nightstand beside
his king bed. “I met up with my buddy yesterday. It’s been great here so far. I went sightseeing
earlier, though I’m still feeling pretty jetlagged.” Half-truths. George knew going to the shops
and buying hiking gear didn’t really count as sightseeing. “My buddy really knows his way
around.” That part was true. Isaiah had apparently been living in Hanoi for weeks.
“I’m so glad you got in okay. Are you doing alright otherwise?”
It was a leading question, but George wasn’t going to take the bait. He had tried to be
upbeat about the trip before he left, but Katie understandably still had concerns. “I’m doing fine.
Everyone’s really nice here. More so than I was expecting. Hanoi’s really bustling, lots of
tourists.”
“What are your plans?”
George bit his lip, unsure how much he could tell his wife. If something happened to him
on his two-week excursion into nowhere he wanted someone to know his basic whereabouts. He
didn’t want to die here.
“My buddy and I are thinking about going on a jungle tour,” he began. “Into this area
called Hao Binh. It’s like a park.” If ‘like a park’ meant government property not open to human
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habitation or public entry. George had seen the maps. The area was right around where their old
camp had been, roughly. There was nothing around it for miles.
“Sounds like fun.”
“Oh, yeah,” George couldn’t stop his bark of laughter even if he wanted to. “We think
we’ll be out about two weeks. I won’t be able to call you.”
“That’s a long time. Are you sure you’ll be all right? Do you have a guide?”
“We sure do,” he lied, “wouldn’t go without one. We’re just getting the logistics figured
out. We’ll be setting out not tomorrow, but the next day.”
“That’s really soon.”
“We’re prepared. The tour guide company has all this equipment that they provide.”
George thought back on the wide array of hiking crap and provisions he’d seen stockpiled in
Isaiah’s hotel room this morning. The man was ready to go. George had no idea how anyone
could be so eager to stomp through the jungle. He’d hated it even when it had been his job.
“Do you have bug spray?”
“Yes.”
“Sunscreen?”
“Yes, Katie.”
“What’s your buddy’s name?”
“Uh, Randall, erm, Parker,” George fumbled, twisting the cord around his finger.
“And how do you know him?”
“We went to basic together.”
“Why haven’t I heard about him from you sooner?”
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“He’s been living abroad. He’s a real travel nut.” Isaiah had talked his ear off about all
the places he’d been in the past few months. Egypt. China. France. Nigeria. Who had the time for
that? Or the money? It was just another thing to add to the pile of strangeness and contradiction
that was Isaiah.
“The girls say ‘hi.’”
“Send my love,” George paused. “Have you found Buck?”
“No.”
“I’m sorry, Katie.” George was sorry, About a lot of things. Isaiah showed him additional
research he’d done looking into “rock ape” sightings after they got back from shopping. Several
of the accounts described human shaped footprints and the stealing of rice and other small
essentials from villages surrounding the area he and Isaiah planned to trek through. It was
apparent that a human was living in the uninhabited area and had been for many years. George
was still skeptical of it being Karl, but he wasn’t willing to chance it. No way was he leaving
Karl to Isaiah, either one way or the other.
“I don’t blame you, George,” Katie sighed. “Just… take care of yourself. Have fun. Find
some time to relax. All that.” George could imagine her waving a well-manicured hand through
the air. “What time is it over there?”
“It’s 9 at night.”
“It’s 10 am here. It’s raining. I can’t believe you’re so far away.”
George hummed in agreement. He and Katie had never been this far apart in all the time
they’d known each other. Once Katie had gone to visit Karly in Colorado, when Karly had first
gone over there for work, fresh out of college. She’d gone all by herself and George had been left
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home with Buckaroo. She was gone only five days, and when he went to pick her up at the
airport, she’d run into his arm and held him like she was afraid he’d be the one to fly away.
“Hey,” he had said, grinning after she’d finished kissing him, “you were the one who left
me.”
She’d sniffed and wiped the corner of her eye. “I know. It’s just… I don’t like when we
aren’t together. I missed your eyes. I missed your smile. The guest bed in Karly’s apartment just
seemed so big. I haven’t had to sleep alone like that since…” She shrugged, laughing a little,
forcing back the twitch of a frown. “It’s silly.”
George had put a hand around her waist and took her suitcase. “There’s nothing silly
about it,” he’d said, kissing her hair, and Katie had clung to him all the way out to the car, her
head on his shoulder. They didn’t spend a night apart for the next ten years.
“I miss you already.”
“I miss you, too,” George replied, shifting the phone against his ear. “I’ll be back before
you know it.”
“I already know it.”
“I love you.”
“Love you more,” Katie fired back, sending him a kiss through the phone.
They said their good byes and George hung up.
“I doubt it,” he whispered into the empty room.
With a sigh he collapsed onto the bed and ran a hand through his hair. He was
overwhelmed. Isaiah kept pestering him to read his shit and shoving maps and articles into his
face like they were going out of style. The press of people in the shops, so many of them
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Vietnamese, had been unnerving. George had sweated through his shirt, trying to remind himself
that no one here was undercover for the NVA. Everybody was a civilian.
He’d studied a group of tourists with mini Japanese flags tied to their backpacks who
passed him by going the opposite way down the street. There was a flicker of something familiar
there, the shape of a face, the thick dark pin-straight hair. Perhaps his mother had looked a bit
like them. It was hard to say.
George thought his mother would have liked Katie. They were both good cooks, though
their specialties were very different. Katie made a mean steak and potatoes, but George had yet
to find anyone who could make rice as fluffy or fish as tender as his mother did. Perhaps he was
idealizing the meals of his childhood. His family started living off take-out when he was about
ten, when his mother was too weak to stand so long beside the stove and went to bed before
dinnertime.
Katie had hands like George’s mother, good for putting on Band-Aids and adjusting ties,
darning holes in socks and getting wrenches into places their husbands couldn’t reach. Katie was
the plumber in their house for a reason, though George didn’t like to admit it. George’s father
had not been a man of his hands either, and one of George’s earliest memories was of his father
covered in grease in the garage, sitting on the cement and scratching his head as his mother
laughed from beneath the belly of a beat-up early ‘40s Pontiac Streamliner, only her spotless
bright red polka dot pants and bare feet visible. She spent hours working on that car with either
him or his father fetching her tools, always rewarding them with a blinding smile, hair in a messy
bun as she worked. As George grew up, that car transformed alongside him, getting a mint green
coat of paint when we was six, and custom white leather seats when he was seven. One sunny,
stifling July, just before he turned eight, he’d screwed in the new steering wheel, hand over hand
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with his mother and then beeped the big horn to his mother’s bell-like laughter. All three of them
had sat on the gleaming hood that day with a tray of his father’s hand-squeezed lemonade to
celebrate before going for a drive, all the windows down singing “Round and Round” along with
the radio. The car had been gone not even a year later, sold off in the driveway by his father to a
fat man with a balding head as his mother held his hand in the shade of the porch, her eyes sad
and her long dark hair already losing its luster.
There were too many ‘what ifs’ in George’s life, and he ceased thinking about most of
them long ago. About his mother, and father, and Karl, and Katie. What was the point in
torturing himself with ghosts and impossibilities? His mother did die. His father became a
jobless drug addict. Karl died. And he married Katie.
He’d married her in the spring of ’73. Their first dance was to The Beatles’ Here Comes
the Sun. They’d smashed chocolate cake into each other’s faces. He hadn’t thought he’d ever
marry her.
George went in uniform, starched pants and jacket, to the house of Karl’s parents. It was
a cheery yellow Victorian in Richmond, Virginia with a huge wraparound porch. It was May,
and the flowers were all in bloom, the bees buzzing and birds chirping, blue skies for days. The
mood was all wrong for that he’d been about to do. He’d stepped onto the shady porch and took
his hat off as he knocked. Mrs. Kristoff had answered the door in an apron, a smile on her face,
her head of caramel curls, which would be bronze in the sunlight, was exactly Karl’s shade, and
George had choked on the words he had prepared. They’d looked each other, saying nothing, and
in those moments of nothing but chirping birds and buzzing bees, George had seen the smile fade
from her face.
“He’s not missing anymore,” she said, beginning to tear up. “Is he.”
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George had only been able to shake his head.
She’d waved him inside with a sob and they’d walked into the house. It had smelled like
cookies. George perched himself on a pink couch as Mrs. Kristoff called for her husband and
offered George snickerdoodles and pink lemonade. They were delicious. They sat quietly as they
waited for Mr. Kristoff. Mrs. Kristoff was sniffing and patting her eyes with a handkerchief
when her husband wheeled himself into the living room. George had felt even worse seeing
Karl’s disabled father, and the WW2 bomber jacket he wore.
When Mr. Kristoff saw George, he’d sighed, shoulders slumping as he maneuvered
himself alongside his wife. His eyes were the same green as Karl’s. The couple had held hands
as George introduced himself and told them why he was there. He relayed Karl’s bravery; his
skill and compassion as a commanding officer, George’s commanding officer for a time; his
shrewd mind; and unflagging spirit even in the most dire of conditions. Karl had been George’s
hero, a pillar of moral strength and authority, a guide for his shaking hands. Karl had been the
one to revitalize him after George’s initial platoon was decimated and he was reassigned under
him. Under Karl, George had felt like he was making a difference, that all he did wasn’t in vain.
Karl had given him and so many other men hope, and George had tried to carry that hope with
him, even after Karl’s initial capture, when he served as a distraction, allowing the rest of his
platoon to flee.
Karl had been his friend, his brother, George said, Mrs. Kristoff’s hand somehow
wrapped around his own, and he had loved him like a friend and brother. “At times he seemed
superhuman,” George had said from the pink couch, “his nickname was ‘Superman.’” He told
the truth for the most part, in the beginning, and let Karl’s family grieve. They tearily spoke
about their son, a man who never gave up, who would never leave a man behind, who refused to
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quit the service while his brethren still served. George found himself crying, words spilling out, a
glittering waterfall of praise. He told Karl’s parent of his heroic escape attempts and his attempts
to bolster camp morale. He left out the gory details, the horror. He skipped over Karl’s
deterioration in Hai Lo, and told them nothing true about his time in the little camp. George only
told them that their son was a survivor, a good man, and the instrument of his own escape, and
the freeing of two others. They had seemed proud. They didn’t need to hear about the Karl who
ate worms from the floor of the sleeping hut or lost the ability to communicate, his vision
tunneled to survival of himself alone and willing to kill for a bowl of rice. Isaiah had written Karl
well, George grudgingly admitted to himself as he punched a fluffy pillow into a better shape as
he laid abed, thirty years away from Mr. and Mrs. Kristoff’s lacy pink living room and the smell
of snickerdoodles.
Just as he had been finishing up, feeling like a weight had been lifted from his chest, he
had heard the Kristoff’s front door creak open, a sheet of sunlight streaming into the hall. A little
girl, about three years old, raced in, a purple blur.
“Grandma, Grandpa!” she had cried, jumping up and down by the arm of Mr. Kristoff’s
wheelchair, her bronze curls bouncing. “Guess what mommy and me saw at the store today!
Guess!”
Mrs. Kristoff hastily wiped her eyes and gave the little girl a watery smile. “Karly, how
about we get some cookies from the kitchen?”
As she led the girl away, George’s eyes had followed her. Karl had mentioned a daughter
but seeing her in person was another thing entirely. He was distracted from the girl by an
exasperated sigh and the closing of the front door. A blonde woman breezed in who could only
be the little girl’s mother. George’s mouth went dry. She was even lovelier than her picture. Karl
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had not done her justice when he’d taken out her photo in the foxhole him and George had been
sharing and told him about his wife.
“Sorry,” she apologized, straightening her windblown hair, “she’s had an ice cream.” She
caught sight of George sitting dumbstruck on the couch. “Oh, hello,” she’d said, tucking a strand
of golden hair behind her ear. “Were you and my father-in-law talking?”
“Katie,” Mr. Kristoff had said, rolling toward her slowly, his voice gentle, “sweetheart.”
Her eyes had flicked from George to her father-in-law and back. George saw the exact
moment when understanding began to dawn.
“Katie-”
“No!” she’d said, dropping her purse and putting her hands over her mouth. “He’s
missing!” She began to shake.
“Katie, please,” Mr. Kristoff had said, laying a hand on her arm. “We knew the
possibility that this would be coming.”
“No!”
Mr. Kristoff shushed her, gesturing toward the kitchen, where her young daughter was.
“No,” Katie had whispered, shaking her head as she sunk down to the hardwood floor,
tears slipping down her pale cheeks. “He can’t be dead.”
“I’m sorry,” George had said, rising and walking over to her, unsure what to do, but
deeply desiring to reach out to her, to bandage what he knew was broken. If only he had the
skills to fix a broken heart.
“Who are you?” she had demanded from the floor, giving him a teary glare. “Some poor
sap who got suckered into telling good people their husbands and sons and brothers are dead?”
“Katie,” Mr. Kristoff had admonished, squeezing her shoulder.
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“Something like that,” George had said softly, lost in her glistening pale blue eyes, his
arms hanging like dead things at his sides, his hat lying forgotten on the couch behind him.
“This young man served with Karl,” Mr. Kristoff said, trying to diffuse the tension
between them. “He was in a prisoner of war camp with him. They were close, Katie. He came to
tell us Karl died a good death, a noble death, in service to this great country.”
Katie had sniffed, still sitting bonelessly on the floor, her white skirts in disarray. “What
am I going to tell Karly?”
“Exactly what I just said, sweetheart. Tell her how great her daddy was. And how proud
we are.”
“Is there going to be a funeral? Was there a body?” Katie asked, looking to George with
pleading eyes.
“A funeral can be arranged,” he had said. “Most of the men in the camp didn’t make it
back.” He shuffled uncomfortably under her gaze.
“Why don’t you sit on the porch outside and tell Katie what you told us,” Mr. Kristoff
suggested. “I’ll tell Maggie to bring out some lemonade in a few.”
Katie nodded, and George reached out a hand to help her up. She stared at it a long
moment before accepting his help. Touching her hand had sent a little electric jolt through
George, and he escorted her out onto the spacious porch. They sat in matching wicker rocking
chair, neither moving to separate their joined hands. George had never held the hand of a woman
as beautiful as she was, and he felt like his face was burning as told her everything he dared,
everything positive, everything heartfelt or funny or fucking brave. He grew Karl into a god on
that porch all afternoon, Katie’s rapt attention ever focused on him.
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They talked for hours. By the time they noticed the sun was beginning to set, George felt
like he’d hardly scratched the surface of who Karl was to him. After the first half hour of his
babbling, Katie had begun to smile and share her own stories about Karl. How he’d learned to fly
a biplane on the sly their senior year of high school so he could fly it with a banner behind it
asking her to prom. How he’d run into a burning building not even a week later to save a kitten.
How his green eyes had lit up the first time he saw Karly. How he didn’t let his daughter out of
his arms for two whole days, falling to sleep in an armchair so he could hold her through the
night.
They were pieces of Karl George never knew he was missing, and as he learned more
about Karl from Katie, the more he wanted to learn about Katie herself. After getting over her
initial shock, she accepted her husband’s death with dignity. She was a nurse at a local veterans’
hospital. She snorted when she laughed too hard and it embarrassed her. She talked with her
hands when she got excited. George needed to know more.
Never in his life had George wanted to make someone smile, make someone feel like it
was all going to be okay as much as he did that day with Katie, and then it was the same thing a
week later in a little diner across from his motel. They talked and talked and when he ran out of
nice things to say about Karl, he started to make things up, just little embellishments at first,
followed by outright lies, and sipping a shake across from Katherine Kristoff he found he didn’t
ever want to stop. A few days later he met Katie and Karly at a park. They’d sat down on a
playground bench and they both told the little girl about her daddy. They told her how wonderful
he was in an ice cream parlor, and how courageous in the flower splattered children’s section of
the local library. George let her know her brave daddy went to heaven when he distracted the bad
guys and let all the good guys get away. She understood as well as a three-year-old could. And
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George watched her become a four-year-old. When she was five, she served as lead flower girl at
his and Katie’s wedding. And the rest was history.
Or was it? If Karl was really out there, what would happen to George and Katie’s vow?
George didn’t know anything about the laws concerning bigamy, and he hoped he’d never have
to. Because Karl was dead. And if he wasn’t, well, George would have some tough decisions to
make. He prepared himself for bed, running the most likely scenarios he could think of through
his head. He would be prepared for any eventuality.
Logically, when they entered the Green Hell they were most likely to find less a man and
more a broken savage. George could work that angle. Someone like that could not be suited to
returning to a life amongst people, was better off left to the jungle. After all, if he’d survived this
long, the jungle was probably even preferable to him. Isaiah could be made to believe his
reasoning. If Karl was beyond reason, this point would be obvious, and even if he could speak,
he could probably be reasoned with so that he’d agree as well.
As George bedded down, luxuriating in the expensive sheets, he hoped for another
dreamless night, bolstering his chances with some sleeping pills. Prevention was key, after all.
The last time he slept and dreamed was on the flight in, and it had not been pleasant, featuring
Lawrence prominently. As he drifted off, he told himself what he used to justify reporting Karl
as deceased thirty years ago: someone like that was better off dead to the world. It was a decision
he’d made in another, less comfortable bed in a Japanese hospital, a decision based on what he’d
seen Karl become leading up to and following Hector’s death, and perhaps a bit of addled
wishful thinking. He could hardly be blamed for it.
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CHAPTER 22

The taxi driver was miffed. Isaiah had to pay him double to get him to take them to an
empty stretch of dirt road a few miles outside their target zone. The car was kicking up dust as
soon and he and George had unloaded their packs. Isaiah had checked and rechecked both of
them early this morning.
Both packs were near identical, only differing in a few items. George’s had the med kit, a
small radio, and the cooking equipment. They were planning to eat simply and use the land for
provisions when available, so he was only equipped with the bare necessities for meals: a metal
pot, a large metal spoon, two forks, and two small metal trays. He also had the insect repellant
and sunscreen, which Isaiah knew he’d probably use more than him. He’d gotten used to the
jungle already, and bugs never seemed to like him very much, especially if there was a more
preferable target nearby.
Isaiah’s pack held the machete, extra canteen, map and compass, lighter and waterproof
matches, tarp, disposable camera, his medications, a handful of pens and pencils, and all of his
notebooks. He would not be separated from them, and took care to place them in a waterproof
case deep in his water-resistant backpack. It was not the rainy season, but he knew from
experience that the jungle could get humid, and there were rivers and smaller tributaries to
navigate. It payed to be overprepared, at least where his notebooks were concerned. He planned
to continue writing as he went.
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They both carried a sleeping bag, a single person tent, a personal canteen, a pocket knife,
a flashlight, more or less similar provisions, water treatment tablets, and their two-weeks’ worth
of clothes. They both had extra socks. Isaiah would have liked to get his hands on a pistol, but
that hadn’t panned out. They were each carrying a bit under forty pounds.
He felt giddy as he stood in the deserted road and slipped the map from a pocket in his
pack. It was finally happening. Him and George. The jungle. Karl. His dreams recently had been
getting more and more vivid. The air felt right here, already getting heavy though it was only 8
am according to his watch. He smelled something tantalizingly fruity on the breeze. The hum of
the tiniest denizens of the jungle was soothing, the occasional cry of a bird or frog or monkey a
welcome addition to the symphony. Isaiah appreciated the break from the noise of the city. He
found the beep of car horns and the revving of engines, not to mention the squall of human
voices, grating more and more of late. It was refreshing. His headache right now was
manageable, a low buzzing in the back of his brain, nothing overly concerning.
George looked much less comfortable in their new setting than him, wide eyed and
jerking his head about at every sound. Isaiah smirked to himself. He was going to be in complete
control of this mission.
“You ready?” he asked, stretching for show and pasting a big smile on his face.
George threw a nervous glance his way. “Sure.”
Isaiah couldn’t resist playing with him, still annoyed at him for ignoring him all of
yesterday, refusing to come out of his room. At least his childish behavior had meant Isaiah had
gotten more time to write, so that was something. “You don’t sound very sure. Maybe you
should sit this out. Go back to the hotel. Sit by the pool. I’ve got the rooms reserved for the next
two weeks.”
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“Fuck you. You’re not getting rid of me that easily. I’m doing this!” George said,
adjusting his pack on his shoulders, a new determined set to his jaw. “Let’s go already.”
He strode off to the left-hand side of the road, shoving low hanging branches aside as he
went. Isaiah waited a breath or two, smirking to himself.
“Hey, George.”
“Yeah,” he called from only a few feet into the brush, but already hardly visible.
“We’re supposed to go this way.” Isaiah pointed to the right-hand side of the road.
George immediately stomped out from the jungle red faced to stand beside him. “You’ve
got the map,” he said gruffly, not meeting Isaiah’s eyes. “Why don’t you lead.”
“Great idea, friend.”
George gave him some side eye as they started off in the right direction. They didn’t
speak as they humped it. Isaiah handled the map and compass for the first hour, but they soon
came upon a dense thicket of vines and he was forced to take out the machete, handing off the
compass to George. He hacked his way through, sweating and grunting, panting by the time he
cleared the obstruction. The jungle reminded him of his age, and he made a face as he rechecked
the map, trying to slow his breathing. At least he wasn’t as sweat drenched as George.
They kept up as decent a pace as two fifty-odd-year-old men could be expected to go
under the circumstances, watching their feet for boot snagging roots and other trip hazards. The
next thicket of vines was even more dense than the first, and Isaiah decided to go around rather
than hack through this time.
After taking a quick pitstop for lunch under a ripe mango tree they kept moving. Isaiah
checked in with George, who had started huffing and puffing a bit before lunch, but he said he
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was good to go, sir. Isaiah had rolled his eyes at the sass and jokingly told him that the next time
he took that tone with him he’d have to drop and give him twenty.
George had snorted and the tension between them had lessened. Isaiah was sure they’d
get into a better rhythm and rapport as the trek wore on, so he wasn’t concerned with George’s
close-lipped silence and occasional trip. He wondered what George was thinking about, if he was
recalling memories good or bad from being back in this place. Isaiah was currently in a good
mood. The sun was shining, coming down in a mottled array through the canopy. They hadn’t
run into any snakes or giant spiders yet and he was feeling optimistic. Today reminded him of
the good old days with his squad, them versus the world when the world was empty and clean
and so many shades of green he lost count of them.
His partner slapped a mosquito against his skin and swore, grumbling to himself under
his breath. Isaiah heard him fumbling for the bug spray behind him and applying it liberally. He
wrinkled his nose at the chemical smell but said nothing.
Chi would be talking a mile a minute, saying, “Roy, look here. Roy look this. Roy look
that” with enviable enthusiasm. He had once dragged Isaiah all the way across a clearing to show
him a pile of crap, literal crap. He’d spoken animatedly about the crap, pointing at the ground
and then up high into the trees, for fifteen minutes before leading on. Half of what he had said
was untranslated Vietnamese. Isaiah was still unsure what was so important about that particular
pile of crap or which animal it had come from. As long as it wasn’t on his boots or getting
thrown at him from the trees, Isaiah didn’t care.
He hadn’t bothered to pack toilet paper. It took up too much space and wasn’t a necessity.
Leaves would be good enough for the both of them, and he was glad he didn’t have to explain
this to George. They’d both done it before, they could do it again. It wasn’t like they had anyone
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with them who’d call them out on it, like Isaiah had had that one disaster of a tour with Chi. It
was the last trip Isaiah took with other people accompanying him and Chi. An overweight
American woman and her teenaged son had come upon him squatting and shitting under a
picturesque palm tree, banana leaf in hand. The woman had screamed, covering her “poor
baby’s” eyes from “that awful animal of a man” and didn’t walk away until about the eighth time
Isaiah yelled at her to look the fuck away and clear out. She gave him grief the whole rest of the
tour. People sucked, and Isaiah was glad to be rid of the majority of them.
He’d gotten used to the occasional whispered words and pointed fingers as he’d
navigated Hanoi. It had been worse the first time around in this country. He was a novelty to
certain people here, and he could hardly complain. At least he wasn’t being spit on. Being black
may have even saved his life a few times here, years ago. He and Eckert had certainly been
curiosities at the POW camp where the newest VC recruits would stop by their hut at all hours to
shine flashlights on them and whisper about them in a language he didn’t understand. His skin
might have been the reason the NVA who found him and Eckert in the dead old man’s hut didn’t
shoot them on sight. He’d been a bit of a novelty at Rochester University as well, or Roy had.
There were only a handful of black students on campus, and none of them were majoring in
English Literature. He was the first black man at the school to graduate with a doctoral degree in
English Lit. Things were better by the time he got hired on as a professor there in 1982 following
a short and disappointing stint teaching high school students, but he’d learned to be alone by
then.
Dinh Chi had not treated him any differently than anyone else, and Isaiah could
tentatively call him his friend by the end of their business partnership. He’d broken off that
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relationship a week ago at a noodle shop amicably, and for the best. He’d ordered a noodle soup
that he remembered having some trouble with.
He had stabbed a mushroom in it straight through, tired of chasing it around the bowl. He
was fairly sure chopstick stabbing soup was against some sort of etiquette rule, as Chi, his lessthan-helpful tour guide for the past six weeks at the time, winced in the seat across from him at
the cheap noodle restaurant table. Isaiah’s enthusiasm for the venture had run low by this point,
frustrated by the lack of evidence of “rock apes” or one “rock ape” in particular.
“I’ve been on fourteen tours now, Chi, six with obnoxious tourists, and we’ve found
nothing. You said it might take a while to track this guy down, but we should have seen
something if he’s been around. That mama-san in Bat Trang village didn’t even know what I was
talking about when I asked about an American soldier living in the jungle.” The people in that
village had been very unhelpful, staring at him with blank faces and nervous hands.
“Roy, that because you no ask about rock ape,” Chi said, picking up a piece of pork from
his own noodle dish.
The name grated against Isaiah’s consciousness, but again he stopped himself from
correcting the man, knowing the risk of confusing him was too great to bother with it.
“It no man. I tell you this, Roy.”
Isaiah had stared down the speared mushroom on the end of his chopstick, no feeling up
to having the rock ape versus man talk again with Chi. The guide was adamant that he was
chasing a living myth and disturbed by the idea of a feral American POW living in the jungle for
thirty years. He had scoffed at the idea when Isaiah brought it up on their first tour after fighting
his way through the gaggle of jabbering Chinese tourists with home video cameras and panda
backpacks.
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“Well, does this rock ape of yours even exist or are you scamming me and wasting my
god damn time?”
Isaiah had been feeling cheated for a while, getting charged seventy-five US dollars per
tour, be it him and Chi or with a tour group, but beyond that he was frustrated with the lack of
evidence of Karl, a rock ape, whatever, existing. He only had so long to live with his cancer and
if Karl wasn’t out there then he had better things to do, mostly writing his Vietnam-centric
autobiography that he was making great headway on by that point. He popped the stabbed
mushroom in his mouth and chewed, nearly gagging at the unexpected heat level. Isaiah
swallowed and pushed the bowl of Bun-something away. He wasn’t going to order whatever it
was again.
Chi stirred his own noodle soup with agitated chopstick strokes. “Rock ape is real. Father
not lie.”
Isaiah set his chopsticks down with a click. “I know you aren’t telling me everything.
Where did you get the pictures of the green-eyed man?”
“Father take,” Chi said, “and I tell you no man.”
“Then why haven’t we found anything?” Isaiah said, running a hand over his unkempt
hair. It was moving into afro territory now. He’d never worn his hair so long over his teaching
career.
Isaiah hadn’t even been able to find any other leads on Karl, on this story, in all his time
looking. He’d found a few old articles on rock apes at the local library, but precious little else.
Most people he’d managed to talk to who spoke English either looked at him like he was crazy
when he described a probably naked mid-fifties white jungle man or waved off rock apes as pure
legend. He had managed to get a few interviews and eyewitness accounts from some local
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villages, but it didn’t add up to much, and many of the claims had seemed outlandish. A hulking
shadow two meters tall. An entire stockpile of rice disappearing in a single night. He was
beginning to believe it was all bullshit, not that Karl hadn’t existed once, but perhaps that he
didn’t exist anymore. It was also possible that he was misremembering something. Maybe Karl
did die all those years ago when they escaped the camp. Maybe he was in the helicopter with
them. Maybe he was lounging at the pool beside some country club eating cocktail shrimp right
now, the bastard.
Chi sighed and set down his chopsticks. “I take you where Father go long time ago. On
tour we see all places where rock ape like to be. Little people. Much trees. Father go many places
in jungle. Big jungle.” The small man shrugged helplessly.
“When and where did you last see the rock ape?” Isaiah asked, exasperated at his guide’s
obtuseness.
Chi fidgeted and they sat in silence for a few minutes watching their soups cool. Just
when Isaiah was about to start raising his voice to get some answers, the guide spoke. “I see rock
ape fifteen year ago,” the Vietnamese man said, not meeting Isaiah’s eyes. “Father see ten ago.
Take green eye picture.”
Isaiah groaned and leaned back in his seat, placing a hand over his aching forehead. He
couldn’t tell if his building migraine was due to his annoyance or his cancer. “So he’s dead. Is
that what you’re saying?”
Chi shook his head wildly, waving a hand like he could smack the very idea out of the
air. “No, no! Rock ape no die! I see big foot print five year ago outside Hao Binh. I hear of rock
ape from friend two year ago. Rock ape no die. He go deep.”
“What do you mean by ‘go deep?’”
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“I mean he go deeper into jungle. Villages get bigger, new villages. He go deeper. Go
where people not go. Not allowed to go. That where he is.” Chi nodded his conviction, meeting
Isaiah’s gaze.
“Then why haven’t you taken me there?” Isaiah asked, still feeling like he was being
given the run around.
“Government no want people to go,” Chi said. “Dangerous area. War place. Things in
ground that go-” Chi made an explosive hand gesture. “-BOOM.”
“Unexploded ordinances,” Isaiah said. An area like that would definitely be a good place
for a man to hide out for thirty years, provided he knew what he was doing. And Karl certainly
had known what he was doing. Isaiah had yet to mention the unexploded ordinances specifically
to George. He figured he’d mention it if they ran into something. It had seemed like a pointless
fact to relay – either they’d hit something, or they wouldn’t. Just because Isaiah knew of the
possibility of the things didn’t mean he knew where they were.
“So why can’t you take me there?”
Chi looked at him like he was nuts. “Have you no listen? Dangerous. Government no like
people there. A people die there two year ago. Man and woman.”
“But don’t you want to find your rock ape?”
“I am not my father,” Chi said, glancing away, his face closing off.
An awkward silence stretched between them and a pretty but harried looking waitress
came by to ask if they wanted something to drink. Chi ordered sake and Isaiah a Coke. Only after
their drinks arrived and Chi had downed some of the sake did he speak.
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“My father die,” Chi said, holding the delicate sake cup between his hands, “looking for
rock ape there. It is a bad place. I no go.” After another shaky sip of sake he said, “No dream
worth death.”
Isaiah quietly mulled over his words. So the place was dangerous. Fine. It would be
worth it if he could find Karl. He could deal with danger. He’d been in the same sort of places
before, worse places even. At least in 2005 he wouldn’t have to be looking over his shoulder for
Vietcong or dodging bullets. And it wasn’t like he had long to live anyway. His brain might as
well be a bomb encased in his skull ticking down, down, down.
Isaiah looked back over his shoulder as George who was humping along with a stubborn
look on his face. They had two more hours of daylight to kill before they made camp, hopefully
by some kind of water source. They needed to boil more water for tomorrow. They were making
good progress. Tomorrow, they’d be crossing over into the restricted zone, and the search for
Karl would begin in earnest.
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CHAPTER 23

I do not know what day it is when Hector-fool comes back to me on the wall like a moth
drawn to flame, but he comes and doesn’t leave me. He has not given me even one morning
alone to enjoy my rice rituals. He has become my shadow around the camp. I do not like it.
“…It’s been 42 days, 15 hours and 23 minutes as near as I can figure shit,” he says, an
odd brightness in his eyes. He laughs without humor, picking away at the wall with a dirty
fingernail. He stares off into the distance. “So you were quite the escape artist.”
I stare at the light pouring from the rice-cook-hut.
“Lawrence still wants to kill you. He’s over in Sam’s old hut. George was worried that
he’d try to strangle you in your sleep. He’s been keeping him away from you.”
I grunt.
“Has anyone ever escaped from here?”
I stay quiet.
He stops picking at the wall and stares at his fingernail. He leans in close to me and asks
again with that strange light in his eyes, “I said, has anyone ever escaped from here?”
I would be a fool not to answer him.
“No.”
“Has anyone ever tried?”
“Yes.”
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“What happened to them?”
“They died.”
“…Jesus.” He pulls away from me.
“…Why?” I ask.
“What?” he asks distractedly.
“Why are you asking?”
“Why do you think? I want to go home. I want out of this shithole, don’t you? Or are you
too in love with your rice? Out of everyone here, I bet that you could make it out there in the
jungle. You know all there is to know about food around here and no one and nothing can seem
to kill you.”
The silence hangs thick and heavy in the early morning air. In a barely audible whisper I
hear Hector-fool say, “Don’t you even think about escaping anymore? Just running off into the
jungle? To Hell with the guards? The guns? The guard dogs? Don’t you dream about it?”
Hector cannot begin to imagine what I dream about.
He is silent for the rest of the day. He swings his blunt knife erratically at the manioc
roots, slicing white cuts on their dirty skins. I stay as far away from him as possible. The dark
jungle seems to call me in a way that it hasn’t called in a very long time. My eyes wander to the
trees as I work. The pain in my shoulders calls me back.
The rice is warm and sticky and waiting when we return to camp. Hector seems to be
glued to my side, but as soon as I start eating my rice, I forget about Hector and the jungle and
everything else.
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CHAPTER 24

A bright red dragonfly flit in front of George, seemingly attracted to the bright orange
color of Isaiah’s backpack. It dipped and dove, more agile than any Huey could ever hope to be.
As George wondered if helicopters were designed to mimic dragonflies, he tripped over a vine
and landed flat on his face in a pile of rotting leaves.
Isaiah turned and chuckled. “You all right there, George.”
George spit a leaf out of his mouth and pushed himself up. “Just fucking peachy.”
“At least you didn’t get a spiderweb to the face.”
“Ugh, don’t remind me.”
George had been having a miserable time in the jungle the past few hours. It was only the
first day, and he was feeling off-balance and out of his depth. Everywhere he stepped seemed to
be crawling with vines or pitted with holes. He didn’t know how Isaiah managed to walk along
so smoothly, gazing at the little white flowers that speckled the brush without so much as a
glance at his feet.
Grimacing, he stood up and dusted himself off, readjusting the string of his khaki bucket
hat. Katie had gotten it for him for his 53rd birthday, and it had been his loyal companion on
short canoe paddling trips and leisurely hikes through the woods back home. Isaiah had stifled a
laugh when he popped it on his head this morning.
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“Ready to keep going?” Isaiah asked, machete strapped securely to his pack even since
they’d broken through to this relatively clear path, the initial intimidating defenders of the jungle,
the thickets of vines, lying in pieces miles behind them.
“Sure,” George said, starting after him, keeping his eyes glued to his feet. Was that a
butterfly flitting off to his right? He’d never know, because he was watching his goddamn boots.
They weren’t even in the area Karl could be in yet. Isaiah said George would find his
stride within a few days, but he wasn’t so sure. But he also wasn’t about to call it quits. George
wasn’t a quitter. He didn’t run from things. He told himself he just had to get used to the place
again. And that itself was a scary thought. As he laid in that too white room in the Japanese
hospital begging for the nurse to give him something for the pain caused by his newly splinted
ribs, George had thought he’d never have to familiarize himself with the jungles of Nam ever
again. Snippets or this and that were slowly coming back to him the longer he and Isaiah humped
it through the dappled sunlight. That was a mango tree. That dark purple berry was poisonous.
Stay the hell away from spiders and snakes. Little stuff like that.
George remembered less useful things too. Bright red blood on neon green moss. How to
make a banana leaf hat. The consistency of blood fouled mud. The different clinks his dog tags
made when he ran, or leaped, or rolled.
He was not looking forward to sleeping here. The jungle was far creepier at night. Things
growled and squealed and clicked in the dark. Nameless things. Things that only melted away
with the dawn, drawing back into whatever hole they crawled out of. George could handle the
jungle in the sun, but the moon… That was another thing entirely. Even when he’d served he’d
never quite gotten used to the sounds of the jungle, jerking awake in the middle of the night, not
knowing what roused him but capable of imagining it into monstrosity. He would not take
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sleeping pills here, would not risk the thrall of deep, uninterrupted sleep in the enemy’s territory.
His sleep had been rarely interrupted without reason in this place.
He’d slept like crap last night. Twisted up in his fancy feather bed with too many layers
of sheets, he’d had a nightmare. In it, he’d been walking through the jungle, and with every step
he took the vines got denser, until he could hardly move or see or breathe. And then the vines
started moving, writhing against him like wooden serpents, wrapping themselves around his
arms and legs and throat. The blood had rushed to his head, sounding like rushing water in his
ears as the world went dark. He’d woken screaming and drenched in sweat. At least there hadn’t
been any dead bodies in the dream, except maybe his own. Most of his dreams, at least back
when he was in the States, before all this Karl business went down, had featured the broken
bodies of the men he couldn’t save. He’d drown in rivers of blood some nights. Get followed by
glassy, disembodied eyes as he ran down an endless stark white hallway. Or pack body parts in
boxes in impossibly huge airplane hangers with the grim men who he knew must have handled
his failures and sent them home. He fully expected the return of those types of dreams here.
But his dream on the plane had been something else entirely. George hadn’t had a dream
like that in many years. It had been hyperreal, more a memory than a true dream. In the dream,
he relived his final encounter with Lawrence.
It had happened after he made a big speech in Richmond in 1975 to celebrate the official
end of the war. He had praised Karl and men like Karl who had given their lives in service of
their country, honorably, bravely. Noble men who served a noble cause. Bled of all meaning by
the end and extraordinarily misguided, he thought privately, but certainly, if viewed through the
right lens, initially noble. George had still been drinking heavily at the time, and had gone out to
a bar with some fellow veterans following the end of the celebratory event. Katie, his wife, had
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been pregnant at the time and had decided to stay home in Charlottesville, so he had been free to
make a fool of himself without consequences.
He had stumbled out into the alley behind the bar to vomit, stood there panting with his
forehead against the cool brick, eyes closed who when he was yanked from the wall it had felt
like falling.
Bloodshot eyes had greeted him, inches from his face. Huge. Pulsing. The pupils blown.
George had cried out before he was silenced, dragged to a darker section of the maze of alleys
under a stinking arm. The man had reeked. Questionable stains decorated the winter coat he still
wore in May. George was tossed against a wall beside a rusty industrial garbage bin. The smell
of rotting trash was sweet.
“What do you want? I don’t have any money,” George had said, grabbing onto the
garbage bin to pull himself to him feet.
“Oh, I don’t want money,” the man’s twisted voice had purred, and there was something
familiar in it.
“Who are you?”
“You don’t recognize me?” his attacker had sneered loudly, a hulking dark shape
illuminated by a single bare bulb half a building away.
George shook his pounding head, leaning back against the wall, his hands on his knees.
He’d taken a fist to the face and crashed back down onto the sticky ground.
“Remember me now, ‘Mom?’ No? Chink up and forgot a face? Maybe those squinty eyes
of yours need some more light.”
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George had groaned, clutching his face as he rolled onto his back, only to be dragged
toward the one measly lightbulb. Lawrence’s face had been made clear to him then, his large
crooked nose, his beetle-like eyes, his sneering lips.
“Lawrence?”
“In the flesh,” he said, throwing his arms wide, the smell emanating from him causing
George’s eyes to water. He seemed a goliath when viewed from the ground, his manic face all
sharp edges and shadows in the weak light.
“What are you doing here?”
“I came to hear your speech. I was in the neighborhood, and heard you’d be stopping by,
so I camped out under the pavilion the night before and squatted right beneath your feet as you
ran your mouth.”
Lawrence flashed a smile at George’s cowering form. His teeth were crooked and a toxic
shade of yellow.
“Aren’t I clever?”
“What do you want,” George had asked, scooting so his back was up against the wall as
he cradled his throbbing face. Katie would throw a fit over his black eye for weeks afterward
when he told her he’d gotten in a bar fight.
“Do you get off spewing that shit.”
“What.”
“Lying about Karl.”
“I wasn’t lying-”
“Yes, you fucking were,” Lawrence hissed, planting a vicious, bruising kick on his thigh.
“You called him a hero.” He laughed, a broken, high-pitched cackle. “That man was no hero.”
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Lawrence grabbed the front of George’s shirt and yanked him clear off the ground.
“I was a hero! But no one ever says anything about me. They call me ‘baby killer.’
People see me walking down the street and go the other way. Teenage boys throw rocks at me
from the tops of bridges and then run off like cowards. They wouldn’t have lasted a week in
Nam! I was there four years!” He shook George so hard he felt his teeth rattle. “But no one ever
talks about me.” He brought George so close to his face he could smell his rancid breath. “You
didn’t. You. Talked. About. Karl. The fucking. Cannibal. Over me!”
“Lawrence, Karl wasn’t-”
“Shut up! You even had the gall to tell them he was dead. Oh, ho, you’re a naughty,
naughty boy.”
Lawrence tossed him to the ground.
George coughed. “What are you talking about?”
“Don’t try that shit with me! We both know Karl-shit got out before us and ran like the
dog he was into the jungle.”
“He’s dead.”
“Nuh-uh.” A nasty smile spread across Lawrence’s face. “How about I go down to the
VA just off broad and tell them what we both know. Think they’d give me a medal for that,
huh?”
“Karl’s dead, Lawrence,” George said, shakily pushing himself to his feet, regaining his
courage, “if he didn’t die right then then he’s long dead now. The war is over.”
“It will never be over.”
“And no one will ever call you hero. Least of all me!”
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George was blindsided with yet another blow to his face and crashed into the wall.
Lawrence had pistol whipped him, and he was now pointing the gun at his face.
“Say that again, little man.”
George swallowed convulsively, keeping his eye on the gun as he cowered at Lawrence’s
feet.
“Everything I did I did for this country. Everything I did!” Lawrence’s voice broke.
George watched his lip begin to tremble. “I survived. I came home after everything and I was
supposed to be a hero. But no one wanted me. Nobody. I should have died over there! They
should have sent me back!” He sobbed, wiping his face with his grimy shirt, his hand holding the
gun violently shaking.
“What do you want from me,” George whispered.
“What?” Lawrence asked, pining George like a bug against the wall.
George repeated himself, louder.
“I don’t even know,” Lawrence sniffed, coughing into his sleeve. “I just thought…
maybe…” He shook his head, looking away, suddenly seeming so much younger than he was.
“Do you need money?” George asked, wincing at his hurts as he propped himself against
the wall. “What do you need?”
“Are you going to shoot me?”
“What?” Lawrence asked, jerking and tilting the pistol in his hand, staring at it like he
didn’t remember smacking George with it. “No. No, I… I just… This isn’t for you.” He tucked
the gun back into his waistband.
“Who’s it for then?”
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“I’ve got to go,” he said, backing away, a wild, shifty look in his eyes. They watched
each other as he backed into the darkness. Within seconds he was gone.
George stood with a hiss, a hand to his swelling face. At the edge of the light from the
single bare bulb he saw a thin, dark rectangle. He picked it up, noted what it was, and walked
away, stumbling off into the night. He had jerked away on the plane, startling the stewardess
who had been reaching for his empty cup.
He nearly tripped over a root, catching himself just before he fell. George swore, cursing
himself for allowing himself to be distracted. Isaiah was a sliver of orange in the trees ahead of
him, and George hurried to catch up, hyperaware of the already failing light.
He supposed he had had bigger things to be afraid of than the dark, or the small, snuffling
things that lived in the dark, making their lives in the leaflitter and the soil. He was still afraid.
He could admit that to himself, in the private echo chamber of his own skull. His fear sat like a
leaded ball in the pit of his stomach as he walked, perhaps smaller than it had been before, but no
less present. His boots, grayer and roomier than his regulation set had ever been, trampled
delicate springs of new growth, leaving a clear path of minute devastation behind him. George
wished he couple trample his fear beneath his boots so easily, wished this enemy of his had a
body that could be killed or a will that could be broken.
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CHAPTER 25

It was day three, and they had breached their target zone. Isaiah had a tight zigzagging
search pattern planned and they’d been able to follow it very closely so far, keeping a lookout for
any sign of human habitation. They’d seen nothing unusual so far.
Isaiah could tell that George was still skeptical about this whole thing, once sarcastically
asking if “that rock ape” could be Karl, pointing to a curious blonde monkey perched high in the
trees. Isaiah had made a snarky Curious George comment back at him that shut him up. He’d
noticed that George was getting much better at navigating through the undergrowth. He’d made
pretty impressive progress in only three days, settling in with only the odd nervous twitch during
the day or muffled shriek cutting through the night, presumably following a bad dream. Isaiah
hoped the batteries in George’s flashlight would last the two weeks. Isaiah did have two extras,
but George had been spending way too much time with his flashlight on at night, not that Isaiah
could really talk. He wrote most nights by the light of his flashlight.
Today the plan was to work their way up along a gentle rise and cross over a small river
tributary. The ground was getting rockier, the trees more spread out as they made small increases
in elevation. The higher they went, the worse Isaiah’s headaches got. He’d been popping pills
nearly every hour today to try to manage it. He’d taken one not even forty minutes ago,
according to his gold-plated Rolex, and he was already tempted to sneak another. His head was
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pounding something fierce, so fierce he saw the trees in front of him pulse in time with his heart.
He needed to take his pills.
“Why don’t we take a water break,” he said. “I swear I’ve sweated out a damn liter
already today. And it’s not even noon.” He shook his head, but that only made him dizzy.
George agreed to a break, and they came to a stop under a young banyan tree, replete
with little darting birds of all colors in its branches.
Leaning up against the tree, Isaiah broke out his canteen and took a sip of its warm
metallic water. They’d filled up at the stagnant pool they’d camped at last night, and Isaiah’s
canteen was well below half full. He would ration his water more, but he knew that would only
make his headaches worse.
George was rummaging through his pack. Isaiah surreptitiously extracted his pill bottle
from his pocket and swallowed two pills down on his next swig while George was distracted.
“This place isn’t half-bad sometimes, isn’t it,” George said, standing in a sunbeam,
nibbling on a protein bar. “Birds chirping and everything.”
“It’s a pretty country,” Isaiah replied, watching a large orange butterfly float by, large
purplish circles on its wings looking like eyes.
“You gonna eat something?” George asked. “I didn’t see you have breakfast.”
“Maybe later.”
“What’d you say that bad fruit was you ate the other day – the one that had you heaving
in the bushes?”
“Longan. It’s yellow and sort of round. Must have picked a bad one.”
“Yeah, never heard of it. I’ll probably just avoid those altogether.”
“Good for you,” Isaiah said. “Probably smart.”
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He’d lied about the fruit making him sick, of course. He’d been violently ill after lunch
yesterday, his body attempting to throw up even after it was empty, his stomach spasming. Isaiah
had had to sit on his pack with his head between his knees for thirty minutes to make it stop
spinning stop afterward enduring awkward pats on his back from George. It irked him that he’d
been the one to slow them down, so he’d attempted to pick up the pace today to make up for lost
time. They were covering ground, but it was costing him. He hadn’t known how much his
stomach upset and dizzy spells were slowing him down previously until he got himself on a set
pace. Cancer sucked. If his symptoms got much worse, he wasn’t sure he’d be able to keep
George from noticing.
They could not turn back now.
“Hey, George. While we’re waiting, would you mind looking over the newest bit of my
Karl story. I’m on this part where-”
“I don’t want to read it, Isaiah. If I’ve told you once, I’ve told you a hundred times,”
George snapped, finished with his snack, crushing the wrapper in his hand. “Besides, I’ve
already lived it. I sure as hell don’t need to read it.”
“I just thought you’d be interested-”
“Well, you thought wrong,” George let out an exasperated huff. “Let’s just get going
already. We’re burning daylight.”
“It’s not a race.”
“Tell that to the sun,” George said, shouldering his green pack. “The faster we go, the
faster we can leave.”
Isaiah rose to his feet and took up the lead position, brooding over George’s reluctance to
even look at his story. He wasn’t doing anything wrong, was he?
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Isaiah listened for George’s increasingly silent feet behind him. Something was off with
him. Yes, he’d come all the way to Nam, agreed to accompany him on this trip, but something
was missing. He rubbed his temple, his train of thought interrupted by a violent pulse from
within his brain. George didn’t come off as a man determined or excited to reclaim a lost
teammate, a lost friend even. So what was he here for?
Looking back behind him, Isaiah saw George humping along, eyes on his feet, the skin
between his eyebrows pinched with concentration. Isaiah thought George would be the key. That
maybe, just maybe, if Karl wouldn’t come out for him after all his weeks of searching, he would
for George. For the man who tried to bring him back from the edge and failed. Who himself got
wrecked when Karl fell to his most primal urges at last, losing hope at last, going quieter and
quieter following Hector’s death.
Something flashed about fifty yards behind George, and Isaiah’s steps faltered. He’d
thought he saw… No, it couldn’t be. Not out here.
He didn’t realize he’d come to a stop, craning his neck back to get a better look until
George tapped him on his shoulder.
Isaiah jumped. “Don’t do that!”
“What’s going on? Did you see something?” George asked, trying to follow Isaiah’s
sightline. “There are tigers out here with us.”
“It wasn’t a tiger.”
“Then what was it?”
“Nothing,” Isaiah said, briskly walking, determinedly facing forward.
He gave in to the urge to look back ten minutes later. The same brown flash caught his
eye, closer this time, so close he could see the edges of a bladed smile. Isaiah picked up the pace,
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telling himself his eyes were playing tricks on him. Because there was no way Eckert was out
here with them.
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CHAPTER 26

They were four days in, and they had yet to find any sign of the illusive “rock ape.”
Isaiah remained optimistic, chipper even, telling George they still had a lot of ground to cover,
but George thought he was bullshitting. He said nothing of his concerns to Isaiah.
They made camp that evening under a big crooked cypress and George plucked some fat
grubs out from under a rotting log. He walked down the slightly sloping bank of the river they
trekked alongside, leaving Isaiah to build up a small fire, one that wouldn’t catch any unwanted
attention, and to begin setting up the tents. George was glad to get away from Isaiah. Things had
been tense between them, and he wasn’t sure what Isaiah had experienced a few days ago had
really been food poisoning. He was pretty sure he was sneaking off to vomit sometimes when he
suddenly called out for a bathroom break and disappeared into the jungle for five minutes.
George wasn’t sure what was going on with him. He’d rebuffed all his attempts to ferret out the
issue, because if it was environmental then George could be in danger of experiencing the same
thing. Whatever it was, it was tiring Isaiah and starting to slow them down. He wanted to know,
but he didn’t feel like getting in another health-related argument tonight.
Once on the bank George used his knife to cut down a slender bamboo shoot, fished
some coarse string from one of his pants pockets, found a rusty nail half-buried in the sand, and
crafted himself a bamboo fishing pole. He smiled at his handiwork, testing the elasticity of his
pole and the strength of his string with satisfaction, pleased at how easily he’d slipped back into
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the motions of soldiering, and baited his hook. A quick, short cast sent the rig out into
midstream, and George settled down, finger on the line, waiting for movement.
Fishing hadn’t exactly been a sanctioned activity when the bullets were flying, but that
first pretty, sweltering day George found himself in friendly territory around lunchtime, he had
taken one look at his puke-inducing field rations and snapped. Looking back, he was surprised
by the size of his own balls as he’d thrown down the ration tin, tore his top layers off to his
grimy undershirt, and marched over to his CO. Captain Major was a disciplinarian hard-ass, and
he’d been lounging on the dirt in the shade of an overturned tank, smoking and poking at his own
rations. George had stood over him a full minute waiting for the man to acknowledge him while
the rest of their platoon had held their breath, waiting to see what was about to go down. A drop
of sweat rolled off George’s nose and landed in hard-ass Captain Major’s Ham and
Motherfuckers, what everyone called the much hated ham and lima beans.
Captain Major set his rations tin aside then, took a long, slow drag off his cigarette, tilted
his head up, slow as molasses, and said in his deep Southern drawl, “And how may I help you
today, Sweet Pea? You feel like cooking yourself and jumping on my plate? Cause it looks like
you’ve gone done and shucked yourself.”
Captain Major had liked referring to the Greenies of the platoon as different types of
vegetables when he was especially POed. But George hadn’t backed down.
“I’m going fishin’,” he’d said, crossing his arms over his chest and jutting out his lower
lip, feeling every bit like a stubborn boy he undoubted had still been. He had just turned twenty
the week before landing in Nam.
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Now, George kept his finger to his line, watching the water and waiting. He saw some
dark shapes, about a foot or so long, swimming through the murk about where he imagined his
bait was. Fish was definitely on the menu tonight.
“And how, pray tell, are you going to go fishin’, Lima Bean?” Captain Major had
drawled.
“I’m gonna make me a pole like I did with my dad,” George said. He hadn’t been lying
either. He and his father had made their own poles and fished down at the lake when they’d still
lived in a house, back before George knew he was being lied to, back when his mama still had all
her glossy black hair and was well enough to cook fish, to steam them soft and lay them over a
bed of pristine white rice.
“And what, Cabbage Head, are you ‘spectin’ to catch?”
“Fish,” George had said. It had just slipped out, and he had felt like kicking himself for
his own sheer lip. If he thought he was sweating a lot before, he knew he began sweating bullets
as he watched his CO just smoking, staring at him with narrowed eyes, not saying anything.
George had imagined he was thinking over how to punish him for his subordination in those
stretched out minutes he spent standing there. Maybe he’d have to dig at the next base until his
hands blistered, or run night patrol every night until he dropped from exhaustion, or be made to
march in place in the middle of somewhere with a bucket on his head for hours that everyone
would smack as they walked by. He’d heard that was something Captain Major had done to a
man who had pissed off a building onto his head.
But it wasn’t a punishment that spilled out of his CO’s mouth at long last. His hard face
had broken, split by a smile so wide it had made his eyes crinkle. The eternally stern Captain
Major had laughed, a ragged, hard-edged thing, but still a laugh.
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“Boy,” he had said, shaking his head, “fish sounds damn good right about now.”
George’s mouth must have fallen open at some point, because the next thing the CO said
was, “You look like a trout. Hoping to catch some big bait flies, Broccoli Noggin?”
He said it without his patented sarcastic sneer, almost like he was talking to a little
brother.
George had shut his mouth with a snap.
“Well?” Captain Major had said as George stood rooted before him still. He made a
shooing gesture and he lit a new cigarette. “Git. And take Hendrix and Buffo with you. I ‘spect
some catfish within the hour, you hear?”
George had taken off down to the river then, grinning like a fool, feeling like he’d gotten
away with something grand. Hendrix and Buffo had followed him shirtless, hooting and
hollering the whole way and slapping him on the back like he was some sort of hero. They’d
eaten well that day, and Captain Major, he learned, did in fact have a soft spot for catfish.
Speaking of catfish, George felt a swift tug on his line and saw the end of his bamboo
pole dip. With a flick of his wrist he had the foot-long catfish flying free of the river. It landed
with a wet smack on the bank, and George had whacked its squirming yellow body against a
rock and tossed it just behind him, dead, in a flash. On the next beat he was rebaiting his hook
and resetting his line. He probably had just enough time to catch one more fish before dark. If
Isaiah appreciated catfish at least half as much as Captain Major, he’d be happy.
George sighed as he watched his line drift in the current, dark against the river’s dusky
surface. He’d gone fishing several more times after that first sweltering day. Five or six times, he
reckoned, in the three months he was in Captain Major’s platoon. Buffo and Hendrix never went
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with him again. They’d bled out next to each other in a splotch of sunshine somewhere between
Hanoi and Halong Bay.
George felt a nibble on his line and tensed, waiting for the strike, but all was quiet. The
dark grew heavier as he waited. He never saw Captain Major smile quite like he did when he was
sitting there beside the overturned tank in the middle of the afternoon, or later that day when he
stuffed his face with the best slightly burnt catfish he’d had in years. A mine would take his face
clean off. It had been like a page out of George’s government issued anatomy textbook, all the
muscle laid bare, staring eyes and yellowed teeth. The blast didn’t even kill him right off; he’d
held George’s hands in a death grip when he tried to unroll the gauze, clicking his teeth but never
saying anything. He didn’t last long. The jungle was too dense to call for a chopper, so the
remainder of the platoon took turns carrying his body back to base. He was from a military
family, Captain Major. They must have known just what to do with the box.
George yanked the second catfish to shore with an unappetizing splat. It wasn’t as fat as
the first, but it would have to do. He grasped its wriggling body and smashed its head against a
rock until it grew still. Good eating, catfish were.
Hooking his catch through the gills, George abandoned his fishing pole on the bank and
walked back up to camp in the semi-dark. A small, cheery fire and two erect tents greeted him.
Isaiah sat upon a log dragged alongside the fire, feeding sticks to the low flames.
When Isaiah caught sight of him, he smiled, teeth ultra-white in the dying light. His eyes
didn’t crinkle.
“I see you were successful,” Isaiah said, gesturing toward the catfish dangling from his
hands.
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George grunted and laid the fish across his own log before the fire. In no time he had
them cleaned, skinned, and stuck through with sticks, roasting over the flickering flames. George
bustled about further setting his tent to rights and Isaiah watched over the cooking fish.
“Smells good already,” Isaiah said, rubbing his hands. “Much better than noodle soup
again. I don’t know about you, but that ramen stops me right up. Swear I shit a brick yesterday.”
George snorted as he unrolled his sleeping bag. He wasn’t a big fan of the cup ramen
either, but he wasn’t just about to out and say it. Or talk about his bathroom habits with a man
who was essentially still a stranger. Isaiah could be very forward sometimes. George couldn’t
imagine ever being that comfortable with somebody else.
“Hey, while we’re waiting,” Isaiah said, pulling a green notebook from his bag and
setting it on his knee, “would you mind looking over my Karl story? I wrote a bit more of it in
my notebook last night and I’d like your opinion on it.”
George threw down his sleeping bag with more force than was necessary and pushed it
smooth with rough strokes.
“I don’t want to read your Karl crap, okay? I looked at it before and I told you you should
just cut it out.” George stomped out of his tent and plunked himself down on his log as far from
Isaiah as possible, his mood soured. Isaiah had no right to write about Karl like he knew him.
George didn’t believe for a second Isaiah had gotten on so well with him when he got to the little
POW camp first. All the time he was there he’d barely even saw them talk to each other! Isaiah
hardy appeared in any of the crap he’d written so far.
“What is your problem?” Isaiah asked, giving George a hard look over the fire as he
reached out to turn a slow cooking catfish-on-a-stick.
“You shouldn’t be writing about Karl.”
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“Why not?”
“Because you don’t know him.”
Isaiah made a disbelieving sound half snort and half scoff. “Course I know him. We spent
months together in that camp. I watched him every day. I reckon I know him just about better
than anyone alive, except maybe you. Which is why I asked for your help on this, by the way.
You don’t have to be such a dick about it.”
“You’re right. I do know him best, and I don’t think he’d want you telling lies about him
in your stupid little notebooks.”
“When am I telling lies? I’m telling it just like it is. I was there.”
“No, you weren’t. You weren’t even in the same hut as Karl. How do you know what we
talked about in the night? Did you spy on us?”
“It didn’t take super-hearing to make out what you were saying through bamboo walls
from the hut next door. I don’t know where you’re getting your notion of privacy. Everyone
knew everyone’s business in that camp, and if you don’t believe that you’re fooling yourself.”
“If anyone should be writing about Karl it should be me.”
“Then why aren’t you?”
“Maybe I will! So, stop it! Stop writing about a man you hardly even know.”
“Well, we aren’t getting any younger, what’s stopping you? You know we could die out
here. You could die tomorrow.”
“Is that a threat?”
“No,” Isaiah said, rotating another catfish skewer. Part of the fish fell off into the fire.
“It’s the truth. We’re all dying a little bit every day. We don’t know what our lot will be. We
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could die tomorrow or next month or next year or fifty years from now. There’s no good reason
to put off a story.”
“But that’s all he is to you, isn’t he?” George said. “A story to chase. Some character to
put in your stupid book. No one’s gonna wanna read your stupid book.”
“People are going to want to read this.”
“Fuck off. Why you gotta write like you are Karl, anyway. Using ‘I’ and ‘me’ and shit.
Where do you get the gall to pretend to be someone else?”
“That’s what a writer does, George. That’s what a writer is. A writer can put themselves
in someone else’s shoes and live in them, if they’re good enough. They can make you see the
world a different way, break your heart and put it back together by the last page, or not. That’s
what the entire genre of fiction is all about.”
“Fiction means fake.”
“Do you even read?”
“You have no god damn right. You could never be Karl. He was ten times the man you
are.”
“Is,” Isaiah interjected.
“What?” George snapped.
“He is ten times the man I am. He’s still alive. You used the wrong tense.”
“Whatever, man,” George said, working his nails into the bark of the log beneath him.
“And if Karl’s alive out here right now, how do you think he’d feel knowing you were stealing
his voice, stealing his story out from under him?”
The catfish lay forgotten between them, slowly burning.
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“You and me both know Karl’s probably in no state to write his own story. We’re a dying
breed, you and me. Lawrence is dead. Everyone else is dead. It’s only us left. We have to tell our
story or it’s going to be lost forever. Doesn’t that mean something to you?”
“What the fuck have we done that’s worth writing about?”
“Everything,” Isaiah said, throwing his arms out to encompass the whole of the jungle
around them. The flames danced off his fervent eyes in the dark. “Can’t you see we’re living a
story right now? If I had time, I’d write about all this, revisiting the jungle, revisiting Nam.”
“Then why don’t you?”
“I don’t have the time, okay. I just started writing about myself and I just don’t have the
time.”
“You said we had the time so we should use it.”
“I am using it. I just don’t have a lot to spare.”
“Why can’t you just write your own shit?”
“Because Karl’s part of my shit, too. I would have gone crazy or starved if I didn’t have
him as my rock in that god forsaken place. He was the only guy there when I came in, walking
past the mass grave of every other guy who died there, and I needed something or someone to
hold onto, and Karl was there.” Isaiah’s eyes blazed, reflecting the flames. “Don’t tell me he
didn’t help keep you sane, too, give something for you to look to when there was nothing else.”
George snorted and jabbed a pointed finger at Isaiah. “You don’t know what Karl and me
were like. Karl was my CO. I fought beside him. He’s mine! He was my hero, not yours. I
married—” George cut himself off before he slipped up.
“Yes?”
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“I married his sister,” he said instead. I married his wife. “I know his family. I was at his
funeral. I got to know his kid.”
“Then why won’t you help me with this?” Isaiah threw his hands in the air, exasperated.
“For him. For them. For yourself.”
“Because no one should write about him, okay! One day you’re gonna turn your back and
that notebook is going to be in the river.” George glared at the little green notebook on the log
beside Isaiah. He knew he was overreacting, but he couldn’t help himself. It was this damn
jungle. It was getting to him, setting him on edge. And he hadn’t gotten a good night’s sleep one
night since he’d been in here. He kept seeing dead people and he fucking hated it.
Isaiah narrowed his eyes and snagged the notebook, clutching it to his chest. “Don’t you
even fucking try it.”
“Keep writing about Karl and I swear I will.”
George crossed his arms and stared Isaiah down. The set of the other man’s jaw was just
as stubborn as his own. At some unseen signal, they looked away from each, and George reached
for the now blackened catfish. He handed Isaiah his share and they ate in a silence broken only
by the heavy buzzing of insects. They snuck into their tents with their hackles still raised, glaring
each other good night. George imagined Isaiah clutching his notebooks to himself like papery
comfort blankets. He knew Isaiah looked them over, wrote maybe, by flashlight. He’d seen the
glow whenever he went to take a late-night piss. Vindictively, he told himself that that too was a
lie, that there was no writing going on in the next tent, that it was not occupied by an aspiring
author but a man secretly still afraid of the dark. When George finally slipped off to sleep, he
dreamed not of death, but of an infinite darkness stretching all around them, charring them
beyond recognition as they stumbled blind, waiting for a dawn that would never come.
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CHAPTER 27

Time passes like I imagine the dry rice does when it goes from bag to pot with a swift
rattling plunge. I sit like a statue on the wall.
“…I have to get out of here. I just can’t stay here any longer.” Hector. “It’s been 56
days, 14 hours, 32 minutes.”
I shift further away from him.
He lunges forward suddenly and shakes my bony shoulders, “If I stay here I’ll die! I just
know it! I don’t want to die!”
His blue eyes are bright and bloodshot. He doesn’t sleep. He cries every night, all night.
He’s making us all exhausted.
I push him off of me and stand up. He stands up, too, and holds his emaciated body with
his stick arms. He violently scratches his forearm, leaving angry red marks.
“How can you stand it? Day after day? Month after month? Year after year? What’s
wrong with you? What’s wrong with all of you? Aren’t we all soldiers? Where’s your fighting
spirit? Don’t you want to escape?”
“…No point,” I say carefully. I don’t want to talk about the jungle callings I’ve been
getting more and more frequently. The dreams about twisting jungle paths.
“So you’re content to just sit here and slowly starve to death?”
“Doing my best not to starve.”
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“I can see that!” Hector yells, waving his arms in the air.
I glance at the guard sitting by the rice-cook-hut. He hasn’t moved.
“But not everyone is as good at that as you, okay? Shit. Jesus.” He grabs his head and
walks in a few tight circles, “Shit. Jesus. Shit. Jesus. Shit. Jesus. I just want to go home. I have to
think of something. You have to think of something. I have to think of something.”
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CHAPTER 28

Isaiah slapped a banana leaf out of his face, his shirt sticking like a second skin in the
heat of the afternoon. He had a pins and needles feeling in his hands that he found disturbing.
Half the time he didn’t know where his feet were beneath him, and he wasn’t sure if the
weakness he felt was due to the cancer or his lack of sleep and inability to keep food down.
Maybe the last two were related to the first. At least he didn’t have a headache.
“God damn. Reminds me of that week we spend on the run, doesn’t it, George,” he said,
taking an exaggerated step over an exposed root to avoid catching his oddly not-there foot on it.
He hoped George thought he was trying to be funny. The last two days he’d been attempting to
repair the rift that had opened between them. Having a very pissed off person breathing down
your neck in a hostile environment was a great way to get yourself killed in your sleep and made
for a very dull day when that person decided to give you the silent treatment.
A monkey screeched in the distance.
“At least we have supplies this time around,” George mumbled from behind him, “and
we’re not running from anything that might get us killed.” He paused, sighing. “I wish we’d hit a
river soon. I’m getting tired of eating protein bars and those packets of dry ramen.”
“We should be coming up on one in the next few days,” Isaiah said. The sounds of the
jungle returned, broken by the crush of sticks and leaves beneath their feet. The silence between
them was more companionable than yesterday. Oddly, this strained relationship was still the
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closest he’d been to anyone since… well, his own squad. In moment of weakness Isaiah let
himself fantasize that he was twenty years old again, and that George was Seamus or Hernando
backing him up on a surveillance mission. Any moment now, Seamus would spout off some fact
about the New York Mets or the New York Giants or the Yankees, and Hernando would ask him
just how many professional sports teams were in New York, and Isaiah would say “too many”
and they’d laugh and slap each other’s helmets or shoulders or backs and hump another mile.
“How’d we make it through all that? I’m dying out here just humping along,” George
said, huffing behind him, wildly swinging at mosquitos or trying to ineffectually catch a breeze.
Isaiah stopped a moment to pluck two banana leaves from the ground after checking that
there wasn’t a snake or spider lurking on them. He handed one to George and kept the other for
himself.
George waved the floppy leaf in front of his face, ruffling the few locks of his hair that
weren’t glued to his head by sweat. They were both dehydrated, drinking from their canteens
only sparingly, getting up in the early hours to drink the humidity off the leaves to supplement
their water intake.
“We were younger. And very motivated,” Isaiah said, twisting his own leaf between his
tingling fingers.
“No shit.”
They humped it a bit farther before speaking again.
“You remember when we escaped,” George said.
“Yeah.”
“That was wild. I can’t believe I ran for a week with two broken ribs.”
“We were starving, too. Couldn’t find water.”
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“I thought Lawrence was leading us around in circles.”
“Lawrence,” Isaiah said, “was the single worst thing about that entire week. Ordering
everyone around. Pissed Eckert the hell off. Don’t even say his goddamned name. I’m glad the
sonofabitch’s dead.”
“What’s an Eckert?”
“Funny,” Isaiah said. “Let’s stop a minute. I need a minute.”
They came to a stop in the shade and he watched George pull a packet of beef jerky from
his pack and he laughed. George looked up at him guiltily.
“What? I’m hungry. It’s just about lunchtime.”
Any excuse to rest a bit longer was golden in Isaiah’s eyes. “You sure you want to eat
that jerky now? Shit’s salty.”
George ripped the bag open and stuffed a peppered strip in his mouth. “Like dry ramen’s
any better,” he said around the jerky strip.
“I thought we were rationing the jerky.”
“Last I check you aren’t my CO and we’re not in the Army. Or do I look like active
duty?”
Sitting there slightly pudgy atop his lime green pack, jerky dangling out his mouth, half
sunburnt, nose whitened with sunscreen and his graying hair plastered against his forehead
beneath his floppy bucket hat, active duty George was not.
Isaiah didn’t bother answering, instead dropping his own bright orange pack at the foot of
a fat palm and taking a load off right on top of it and pulling out a granola bar from a side
pocket. He didn’t think he looked nearly as bad as George, but he’d bet he felt worse. George at
least looked fairly alert, gnawing on his jerky as he scanned their surroundings. He might just be
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on the lookout for bugs though. He had nearly sat on a yellow spotted spider half-hidden in a pile
of yellowing leaves on the second day. It was now habit for the both of them to sit atop their
packs during breaks and to thoroughly check the ground, trees, and skies for unwanted critters
when setting up the tents. George had permanently taken up the important post of animal lookout
while they were on the move.
“We made great time when we were young,” Isaiah said, tonguing a bit of granola loose
from a back tooth. “Didn’t they say we went nearly a hundred miles in only a week, despite
everything.”
“Something like that. The sergeant who debriefed me was certainly impressed,” George
said, diving in for another strip of jerky. “He’s the one who gave me my purple heart.”
“You got that displayed somewhere?” Isaiah asked. The two medals he’d gotten had
disappeared somewhere in his twenty-five year stretch of teaching. Roy had probably thought
they were fake.
“They’re in a box in the attic,” George said, shrugging. “My wife wanted them up where
we put Karl’s everything, but my handful of copper looked pretty puny compared to that.”
“Did Lawrence get anything?” Isaiah asked.
“I don’t think he got much.”
“Good. That boy didn’t need a medal. What he needed was a good slap to the head.
Fucking bastard. Complained the whole damn week and refused to touch any crap I got my
hands on. Hope he burns in hell.”
“Yeah, he was a bastard,” George said, though without much enthusiasm, slowly chewing
his jerky.
“I had to stop Eckert from strangling him just about every hour. Damn.”
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George looked up at him, an odd look on his face. “You keep saying Eckert this, Eckert
that. Who’s Eckert?”
Isaiah rolled his eyes. How the hell could anyone forget Eckert. He was just about as
awful as Lawrence, in his own special way. “Mixed guy. Reddish hair. Yellow eyes. Mean as
snakes.”
George looked at him uncomprehendingly.
“Fought with Lawrence to keep him in line at the camp. You always asked me to talk to
him for you to help you with that.”
George now looked wary. He set his bag of jerky safely back in his pack. “You were the
one who kept Lawrence in line. Thanks for that, by the way.”
“No. That was Eckert,” Isaiah said, frustrated with how dense George was being. “I don’t
have that in me.”
“Sure seemed like you did,” George mumbled.
“Are you playing?” Isaiah stuffed his granola wrapper into his pack. “You keep looking
at me funny whenever I talk about Eckert and now here you are saying you don’t remember
him?”
George held up his hands defensively. “Hey now. It was just the three of us who got out.
I did the report on it. That’s all I’m saying.”
Isaiah shook his head. “Eckert was with us. He came to the camp with me. It was him and
me and Karl there when you came.”
“It was just you and Karl.”
“No, it wasn’t.”
“Yes, it was.”
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“This is getting us nowhere,” Isaiah said, throwing his hands in the air. “Maybe you’re
just misremembering. I’m sure keeping track of all two black men in a tiny POW camp must
have been difficult for you.”
“Hey, no. You don’t get to pull that. There was just you, I swear. Lawrence even wrote
about how much he hated you. You. Just you. Well, he hated me, too. And Karl. But that’s beside
the point,” George stopped, shaking his head and standing up from his pack. He started
rummaging around in it. “Look, I should have told you about this sooner. He kept this journal.
It’s pretty fucked up, fair warning. Do you want to look at it? Prove I’m not lying to you?
Because I’m not.”
Isaiah held out his hand, accepting the beat-up leather-bound volume to humor George.
He started flipping though, leisurely, then faster.
“It was just you and Karl in the camp. Three of us got airlifted out of the jungle.”
Isaiah’s eyes flew from page to page. He wasn’t sure if the flip-flopping sensation in his
belly was due to the disturbing nature of the journal or his condition. His eyes zeroed in on the
passages with “nigger” in them. Nigger decked me good. Nigger had his hands around my neck.
The nigger and the chink are working together.
“We’d talk on the wall, just you and me. Mostly about Lawrence, but sometimes not. I
talked to you about Hector once. And Karl. You seemed kind of sage-like back then, so
unemotional. Calm. Serene almost. Strong in a way I wasn’t.”
Isaiah barely heard him, a high-pitched buzz coming to life in his ears and growing
louder with each passing second, each flipped page. There were no instances of “niggers.”
“I told you about how Hector was slipping,” George said, his words bumping into each
other as he sped through them. “This was after Karl screamed in my face. I didn’t know what to
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do. I remember you looking at me like I was a roundworm on the sole of your foot. And now you
call me a liar. I wouldn’t lie about something like this!”
George’s voice rose in anger as he paced around their small clearing, but Isaiah didn’t
give a damn about George. He began to hyperventilate, frantically flipping through the rest of the
pages, crumpling them and not caring.
“I was damn near on the verge of fucking tears and you told me to stop caring. Told me I
was stupid for trying with either of them. I hated you for that. I hated myself. Isaiah,” George
shouted, “are you even listening to me? I hated you!”
The journal slipped from Isaiah’s fingers and fell to the dirt.
“This can’t be…” Isaiah choked out. “Eckert was… I remember meeting him when I met
my CO. George,” Isaiah looked up at the man now frozen a few yards away, “I remember him.
He was in my platoon. I knew him for years.”
Something in his expression must have given away his panic, because concern and
another emotion he couldn’t identify battled it out on George’s face, beating back his red-faced
anger.
“Did you-” George swallowed and licked his dry lips. “Do you remember anyone else
address him? Interacting with him?”
Isaiah stared at his hands, the world going in and out of focus around them. Eckert did
not exist in Lawrence’s journal. Roy’s sharp eyes had scanned every passage with precision.
“People didn’t like- They didn’t talk- He was a bastard. You have to understand.”
“I’m trying to understand,” George said.
“I’m not crazy.”
“I never said you were.”
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We got out. Us three. Chink and nigger and me. We got out.
Isaiah had no memories of anyone in his squad ever talking to Eckert. He never received
an order from the CO or a personalized racial slur from the RO. He had been in Isaiah’s foxhole,
whispering hateful things in his ear, or alone. No one was ever willing to partner with him.
Because he wasn’t actually there.
Isaiah wanted to reject the idea on principle, but he couldn’t. Something niggled and
jumped and itched in the back of his mind and he couldn’t grab it and hold it down. He moaned
and put his face in his hands, digging his fingernails into his skull.
“Isaiah? Are you okay?” George asked.
No, he wasn’t okay, because if Eckert wasn’t real, then… If it was true…
A memory came back to him, of standing all alone in front of a strangled tree grown into
the shape of a man with reddish leaves and smooth yellow bark. He’d remembered a selfloathing so powerful it had seemed to burst from his chest, eating like acid though his very
bones.
Isaiah was shaking, rocking back and forth on his pack, holding himself and staring off
into space, green, green space.
“It was me then,” Isaiah said tonelessly. His voice sounded strange, hollow or muffled in
to his own still buzzing ears.
“What was you?” George asked warily, watching Isaiah from the other side of the
clearing, looking like an animal caught in headlights.
“Everything.”
George only stared at him.
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“He was like the devil,” Isaiah murmured. “He wasn’t me.” Louder. “He wasn’t me.” He
was shouting, standing, advancing on George with his fists balled. “He wasn’t me!”
George turned to run, but tripped over a vine snaking along the ground as he
backpedaled. Isaiah was on him in a second, his hands around his throat. “HE WASN’T ME!”
He saw the whites of George’s rolling eyes. Sweat or tears dripped down Isaiah’s face
onto his. There was a scrabbling beneath him, a struggle, but Isaiah barely felt it.
The world was ringing, and he was screaming, shooting and screaming, shooting blindly
at a wall of green. He couldn’t see Charlie, but there were flashes, like stars, through the
undergrowth, and he chased them with the spray of his bullets, ripping through the blank green
paper of giant leaves. He was angry. The CO was dead, gave up his soul on a sigh to the steamy
air and tumbled bodily into the knee-high ferns like he’d never been. Charlie was nowhere and
everywhere, but nowhere and everywhere right here, right now. They were not yet behind his
banyan, but they had not been in the buzzy, birdy world his squad had been walking in only
minutes ago, smiling and stepping in the prints of each other’s shoes. He was screaming and
shooting, trying to shoot out their stars, but they were making love in the dark places his bullets
could not reach, and it seemed every minute there was a new starchild born to light up the green
dark. He was afraid. The RO was staring up at him not three feet away, unseeing, his chest as
grisly as a soup pot full of pigs’ feet, blown open. He reloaded his clip with his last round and the
click was that of a gumball machine, swallowing his last quarter. He was shooting and
screaming. He gripped the M-60 like it was his own mother’s steel-strong hand. He didn’t want
to die. He was shooting. And screaming.
Seamus and Hernando were fifteen yards away, screaming their own curses to the nonexistent sky behind their own tree, shooting. It was just them three left. He could see himself in
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them, in the spaces between bullets, in Seamus’ wide, wild eyes and the grimness that set itself
over Hernando’s face, the shadow over a shadow, settling in the hollows of his eyes and the fine
lines already laid about his mouth. He told himself they were brothers, that the freckled boy and
the Mexican and himself would die here, together, like a family, to be tossed into some mass
grave by their victors. They had said they were a family, shared foxholes and chocolate,
reminded each other to change their socks, pissed the same color into the muddy rivers. Isaiah
loved his family, would do anything for them. Hernando had jerked him away from a striking
snake and Seamus had tackled him out of a spray of bullets. It had made them brothers. He had
paid them back, and they had lost track of owing each other, and Isaiah’s last clip ran empty as
he watched them unload it on the Charlie that wasn’t there. A bullet clipped Seamus in the
shoulder and he cried out, his face twisting in anger and agony, blotching as red as his hair, never
loosing his grip on his gun. Hernando was unfazed, jaw clenched, and Isaiah imagined they
might have won the battle, the war, if every man was Hernando or Seamus as he watched them
blaze, in that moment unstoppable. The fifteen yards between them stretched as he eyed it,
scored and stripped by the hail of bullets. It seemed an ocean on fire, a Pacific of flying metal
and tripping roots. Yet, in that moment, he had wanted nothing more than to run to them, to be a
part of something so unstoppable, to be, the three of them together in the end, and in the end,
when they all ran dry he imagined they would hold each other in the shade of the banyan like
boys in a blanket fort. He was waiting for his lull, ready to forget his mama and sister and
everybody else he had ever loved for them. He was. And he took a deep breath, getting ready to
run.
This was where Eckert had pulled him away, pulled him kicking and screaming from his
brothers. But there was no Eckert. George had said. Lawrence had said. He believed them. He
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hadn’t gone kicking and screaming. He had looked in the face of certain death and shrunk back,
step by step slipping like a shadow through the weave of trees, silent feet over ferns, until the
sound of the firefight faded, and he was all alone in the green dark. All alone and alive. He had
felt relief and hated himself for it. He had thought himself capable of being a hero in his story,
but he was not. Somewhere along the line he’d tricked himself into thinking he was some sort of
hero, one of the guys who came home with medals and stories to admiration.
He wandered. Delirious. Licked fog off banana leaves in the red mornings. Stumbled
across a village and strangled an old man in his bed in the middle of the night and slept beside
the cooling corpse, dragged it in the morning to a hole in the ground and sat with it in the hole
like it was a fellow soldier. He had not wanted to believe himself capable. Eckert had started as a
whisper in his head, awful, terrible things about the kind of person he was. Selfish, cruel, violent,
dishonorable. Never look his mama in the eye. He had grown from a strangled tree, from the dirt
of that village, from the yellowed corpse of the old man, from the last image of his brothers in
arms fading away into the green. Yellow eyed. Red haired. Mulatto. A mutt man. A mix of
everything. All his hate for himself personified into a sneering, sharp tongued demon who
stalked his every step, whispering in his ear, the face in a crowd when he slipped out of being
Roy. He had become Roy to escape his failure, his shame. He let Roy consume him because
when he was consumed by books and teaching books there was no place in the world for Eckert.
No place in the world for him. He was stupid. Violent. Want to save Karl to prove something to
himself, can be a hero. Won’t leave another man behind, even if it kills him. Karl was his whole
squad. Redemption of the highest degree.
The violent return of the memory took only seconds. Isaiah jerked back off of George,
who wheezed and rolled onto his side gagging and drawing in big gulps of air.
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“What,” he gasped, “the fuck was that for!?”
Isaiah sat back on his heels and numbly watched the color return to George’s face. He
was pissed.
“You nearly killed me! What is wrong with you. You schizo or something?”
George coughed and dragged himself further away from Isaiah, his dark eyes flashing in
the mottled light. Hateful. Afraid.
“Let’s set up camp early today,” Isaiah suggested, voice flat as a knife, mechanically
moving toward his orange backpack and unpacking his tent, setting it piece by piece on the
ground. Long pole by long pole. Short pole by short pole. One, two, three, four stakes.
He heard a rustle behind him. Looking over his shoulder, he saw that George had dragged
his pack to the opposite end of the clearing and was watching him out of the corner of his eye.
He had taken out his tent. Isaiah turned back to his own. Unraveled his twine. His head ache was
back, with a vengeance.
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CHAPTER 29

“Karl? Do you know how long I’ve been here? Do you know how long I’ve been here,
Karl?”
I shrug from my perch on the wall, my eyes on the rice-cook-hut. Hector is having one of
his quiet, sad-eyed, realistic days. I prefer this to his ranting.
“I’ve been in this shithole 73 days, 13 hours, 56 minutes.”
Hector picks at the wall with his fingernail, dragging it back and forth and back and
forth.
“Karl…? Karl…?”
“What?”
“Can you tell me an escape story?” Hector asks softly, “It doesn’t have to be our escape
story. Just please talk to me today. I need you to talk to me today.”
I turn and look at him, with his defeated bony shoulders, his dull blue eyes watching his
filthy finger trying to chip away at the wall, his one pathetic stick arm wrapped around his
knobby knees.
“Why should I tell you a story?” I ask.
“It doesn’t have to be a story. I just want to know.”
He goes quiet.
“…Know what?”
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“What hope feels like again.”
“I can’t do that for you.” I turn away from him. I don’t want to look in his eyes. I don’t
want to remember.
“Please, Karl. Anything. It doesn’t have to be about your past. Tell me about here. About
now. If we were going to escape from here, tell me how. How could we escape? Tell me! Even if
it’s only a dream. Tell me.”
I am quiet for a long time, watching the sun start to peek out from the edge of the
horizon, bleeding pink and gold into the sky. I hear the beginnings of a sob from Hector,
threatening to turn into a wail if I didn’t do something soon. I close my eyes and sigh.
“The fields,” I begin, keeping my eyes tightly closed as a sharp twinge painfully twists
my stomach. I do not know if it is hunger or something else I no longer have a name for. I don’t
know if I have the words for this anymore. I press on anyway, “when the guards aren’t looking.
Distraction. Take. Maybe. Guns. The knives…if all of us together…overwhelm…” I trail off and
open my eyes.
Hector is looking at me raptly, his eyes like saucers, as if I were reading him some great
enlightened text, clutching his knees with his filthy hands.
“Go on,” he says, “please, go on. Tell me about escape. About the dream. Jesus, please,
tell me. You know everything.”
I look back at the rice-cook-hut as I continue, half-listening to the familiar sounds. I
continue because it keeps him quiet.
“There’s the truck. The supply truck. We could take it. Or…no…too many. As a
distraction? Yes…yes. Run. We could run. Far away…”
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I go on like this until the rising sun has bled its colors deep into the sky and the steam has
stopped rising from the food-hut. I break off my words as the rice pot is being rolled up the
slope. I abandon Hector by the wall.
I don’t speak another word for the rest of the day, no matter how Hector looks at me. I
have run out of words. My thoughts run in circles, chasing their tails. The jungle calls me. I
don’t like it.
Hector looks at me with saucer eyes filled with an emotion I no longer understand, an
emotion that I know won’t last through tomorrow, when he will start ranting again. George
doesn’t know this. He looks at me and gives me a small smile like he understands. As if he could
understand. And there is a gnawing in my belly for something.
I eat my dinner rice in a lonely corner of the dirt-spot as the sun slowly dies in the sky. I
stuff my face with spoonful after spoonful of rice until I lose myself in the grains.
It only makes some of the gnawing go away.
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CHAPTER 30

Day eight of the excursion dawned rosy and hot, mist threading through the trees. George
crawled out of his tent, which was set up as far away from Isaiah’s as possible in the clearing of
wildflowers they’d claimed as their own for the night. After Isaiah had attacked him, George
spent that night wide awake pocketknife in hand, waiting for Isaiah to rip into his tent, eyes
blazing like they had when he’d tried to throttle him, brandishing the machete. George had just
been kicking himself for not taking the weapon from the madman’s pack when he’d turned
docile. But the night passed uneventfully.
When he hadn’t been jumping at every sound in the night, he’d been thinking about
giving this whole venture up, confronting Isaiah in the morning and demanding they return to the
hotel. Hell, he would have set off alone with the map if he could have pried it out of Isaiah’s
hands. Isaiah was obviously unstable, and they were going into the sixth day with no sign of
Karl, neither hide nor hair. George wasn’t even sure what they were supposed to be looking for.
When the sun rose, he’d gone to take a shit. And what should he find with his pants down, right
next to him in the mud. A footprint. A human footprint. He’d pulled up his pants and approached
Isaiah’s tent with caution.
Isaiah had awakened groggily and stretched, yawning hugely after George poked him
repeatedly in the leg with a long stick. Blinking owlishly in the early morning light, he had
seemed harmless. But George knew better. He kept his distance as he told Isaiah about the print.
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The man had sprung out of his sleeping bag like a jackrabbit when he finally processed just what
George was saying.
George watched him crouch over the print, comparing it to his own foot with excitement.
They were near the same size. Karl’s size. The shape of the feet differed though, or George
might have suspected Isaiah of laying the print and faking excitement at its discovery. The toes
of the footprint were longer, thinner, the heel more narrow than Isaiah’s.
George had argued that it was probably just some local, running around where they
weren’t supposed to be, much like they were. But Isaiah had scoffed, slipping his sock back on
and pulling out a disposable camera.
“The locals don’t have feet that big,” he’d insisted. “And why would they be barefoot?”
George grudgingly accepted that, and they had set up a fifty-yard search perimeter around
the print. They’d combed this area for other signs, or maybe even a trail, but found nothing.
George thought about this as they sat separately and ate a quick granola bar breakfast. They had
found no trail leading to the print or continuing after. That one spot was the only muddy area
around, so it was possible that any other prints just didn’t take, but George was suspicious. The
print looked fresh, maybe only a day or two old, and it seemed almost as if it had been planted it
seemed so perfect.
Was someone watching them? Was it Karl? Or an accomplice of Isaiah’s?
George had decided to tough it out with Isaiah to figure it out. Isaiah had been apologetic
and kept trying to be his buddy to make up for nearly killing him. Like that would ever work.
Did he really think George would forgive and forget, just like that? George sneered at his
pathetic jokes and refused to get within five feet of him, refusing his help in any and all things.
Isaiah seemed so calm now it was eerie.
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George didn’t trust him for a minute.
They slightly altered their path on day six to better follow in the direction of the print.
Isaiah noted this on the map and kept them at a leisurely pace to better be able to scan for clues.
The image of the Scooby Doo gang had flashed through his head and he’d felt ridiculous all day
because of it. They’d found nothing further.
On the seventh day, they had been besieged by insects in a section of jungle so dark
they’d had to use their flashlights all afternoon. George’s repellant barely put a dent in them, and
he’d ended up using the entire canister. He’d swatted at mosquitos and spiders and flies and
wasps and he had the red bites and bumps to prove it, even after treatment with a cream from the
med kit. Luckily nothing too poisonous decided to sink its mandibles into him, so he’d live to
day eight, incredibly itchy and irritable, but alive.
Day seven had been a bust all around, but they’d managed to find some haphazardly
broken branches and a scrap of course cloth earlier today, accompanied by what might have been
another smudged footprint identical to the first. Isaiah had taken a picture and they’d moved on
in the direction the print seemed to be leading, again altering their course.
Isaiah had started whistling in the late afternoons, and George hated him for it. He’d been
chucking small fruits at his head from a safe ten feet behind him to no avail. George didn’t see
how he could be in such a good mood. He’d gotten bitten up the other day, too, and he’d thrown
up again this morning. George was almost certain it wasn’t being caused by bad fruit, but
anytime he brought it up, Isaiah sidestepped the conversation and asked him to take a look at his
Karl crap on their next break. It was just one more thing to be suspicious of. He also thought he
saw him slipping a bottle of pills into his pocket earlier today.
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George grudgingly admitted that Isaiah’s notebooks had been tempting him since he
crawled out of his sleeping bag and nearly stepped on a Burmese python this morning. Not his
Karl story ones. The others he kept wrapped up in waterproof bags, taking up space in his pack.
If his autobiographical ones, which he bragged about, were anything like Lawrence’s journal,
there might be some clues to his erratic behavior. George was owed some answers.
Lounging against a tree after a disgusting dinner of half dry cup ramen, George watched
Isaiah stomp out the fire for the night, his bigger boots crushing the charcoal to a powder. Isaiah
had a good five inches on him and at least thirty more pounds of muscle. He wasn’t Lawrence,
but he was big. He’d told him there was a big river coming up, and George had a tempting idea
concerning it, depending on the size of the river. And the steepness of its banks.
It wasn’t like Isaiah had any family.
When the fire was fully out, Isaiah turned toward him. “I’m going to take a shit before all
the light’s gone,” he said, jerking a thumb toward the jungle. “If I’m not back in half an hour,
come find me.”
“Sure,” George said, having no intention of doing that.
He waited two minutes after he had disappeared into a sea of sharp-edged palm fronds to
sneak over to his tent. He gave himself twenty-five minutes, just to be safe.
The mouth of Isaiah’s pack gaped open, the plastic bags containing his notebooks easy to
access. George pulled them out and began flipping through hurriedly, squinting in the low light.
He blinked in confusion, his eyebrows pulling together. Isaiah had filled pages upon
pages, but now a good 80% of his entries were crossed out or scribbled through. Some whole
pages were so dark with pen they were nearly black, the words completely illegible, if there had
been any words there to begin with. Isaiah seemed to have been making corrections in the
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margins of these heavily marked passages. A crush of barely legible script flooded the edges of
the pages.
George set that notebook down and cracked open another, only to set it down in
frustration. He picked up another. And another. All of the notebooks had been doctored. What
remained seemed irrelevant to Isaiah’s current condition. It left a bad taste in George’s mouth.
Was this what Isaiah had been up to the past few nights? Destroying his own autobiography?
George bit his lip, replacing the autobiographical notebooks exactly as he found them.
Had… had what he said about Eckert being made up triggered all this? A complete revision of
Isaiah’s past? George hoped not. Just how deep was Eckert sunk in Isaiah’s psyche?
He checked his watch. He still had about ten minutes before he expected Isaiah back. Just
for kicks, he flipped open Isaiah’s Karl notebook and skimmed the latest entry before snapping it
shut and setting it back where he found it. As he did so, he noticed an unlabeled bottle of blue
pills shoved deep in Isaiah’s pack. He took it out and looked it over in the dying rays of the sun,
but he had no idea what they were for.
George slipped out of Isaiah’s tent and slunk back to his own. Five minutes later Isaiah
returned, none the wiser.
In Isaiah’s Karl story, Hector was counting down the days. And so was George.
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CHAPTER 31

“87 days, 13 hours, 13 minutes. …14 minutes…15 minutes…16 minutes…”
Hector paces along the length of the wall behind me. It is one of his ranting days. It
seems like every day is a rant-day now.
I watch him warily out of the corner of my eye and sit back well away from the wall in the
dirt, away from the edge. I get the strangest feeling, like he may push me or jump off himself if
we get too close to it. Falling 3 feet the one way wouldn’t be bad, but falling 15 feet toward the
rice-cook-hut and down the slope would be.
Hector makes the hairs on the back of my neck stand up today.
There is a growing madness in his eyes. Madness is a wild animal.
“17 minutes…18 minutes…19 minutes…20—hey! Shit! You know what?” he looks at me
brightly and smiles, “Why don’t we just grab one of these stones…”
He tries to loosen a stone from the wall. Useless.
He sits down suddenly with a huff, smile gone. He starts picking at the wall with a worn
down, bloody fingernail, staring off into space.
“We could just hit them all on the head and take their machine guns and get out of here.
Or sneak out at night. But their dogs. They’d hunt us down. Or maybe in the rice pot? Or their
clothes? As women? Whores? As the dogs? As Jesus? Jesus, Jesus, Jesus…”
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He jumps up and grabs my arm with his bony fingers, shaking me, his blue eyes intense.
“Tell me again about the fields. Tell me again about the truck. You make it all seem real.”
I peel his fingers off me and back away. “You tell me about them,” I say.
He starts jabbering and waving his hands about, walking back and forth in front of the
wall. Back and forth. Back and forth.
I watch the steam rise from the food-hut behind him.
I let him babble until they bring out the rice. He mutters random things all day long. He
occasionally breaks into violent bouts of laughter. It has earned him a few beatings. Only
George tries coming near him now. George gets more worried with each passing day and keeps
looking at me like he expects me to do something. I know what he wants from me. I can’t do it.
They have already killed me. But I have dreams now. Of twisting crumple-leaf paths through
dark jungles. They sneak up on me when I am too tired to stay awake.
Hector wails all night long. Beatings don’t make him quiet. When he isn’t wailing, he’s
thinking up impossible escapes and whispering them in my ear until I feel like he is a gnat stuck
inside me, stuck inside me, stuck inside me.
Some days, he doesn’t even touch his bowl of rice, but he never lets me have any.
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CHAPTER 32

Isaiah half-expected to be stabbed in the back by George as a preventative measure to
preserve his own life. The distrust was obvious in his eyes, and nothing Isaiah did made it waver.
He’d already apologized for his outburst and had been nothing but nice the past three and a half
days. He didn’t know what else to do. He didn’t want the man to hate him. It was bad practice
out here.
At least they’d been finding some clues that fit with Chi’s description of the “rock ape”
that was Karl. George had been lucky to find that first footprint, and they seemed to be on the
right track, finding the second footprint and a scrap of fabric. They were very good signs. Similar
to the ones Chi said his father found ten years ago, a few days before he took that blurry photo of
Karl that sat on the last page of Chi’s binder. If he made it out of this, Chi was going to be
ecstatic to have new “rock ape” pictures, at least. Finding Karl, of course, remained the ultimate
goal.
Isaiah felt cautiously optimistic on that front, but his health was deteriorating rapidly.
Besides his now constant headaches and dizziness, which he’d learned to live with, his outburst
over Eckert had been uncalled for, and he blamed its ferocity on the cancer addling his brain.
Personality changes were one of the symptoms of brain cancer that he read about in the booklet
his doctor gave him. He had thought he’d been fortunate enough to avoid that one, but perhaps
he was wrong.
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He’d also been reexamining his memories the past few days and adjusting his notebooks,
trying to view them with detachment. It hadn’t worked. He’d gotten frustrated with himself
several times, aggressively dragging his pen over passages that still bore the ring of truth. Tears
had rained down on several of the ink-laden pages, smearing things further when he uselessly
tried to wipe them away. Sometimes, late in the night, he’d flip through his marked-up notebooks
and feel completely separate from the person in those pages, cut adrift. At night, he imagined he
could view himself from outside his body, from a perch high in the trees as he read, his flashlight
a fallen star trapped in the confines of his small nylon tent. When he collapsed in exhaustion over
his notebooks in the small hours of the night, he dreamed. Sometimes he snuffled and ran
through the jungle as some kind of four-legged animal. Or flew as some kind of nightbird at the
cruising altitude of a Huey, stuck somewhere between the endless puffy green of the jungle and
the cold sharp blades of the stars. He was a man only sometimes; a filthy set of hands held
beneath the surface of a crystal-clear stream, a mouth held open in the rain, toes snuggled in
yellow moss and the richness of deep dark dirt.
Focusing on the here and now, stepping over roots, fulfilling his thirst and hunger,
tracking Karl, helped keep him calm during the day. But Isaiah knew it was only a Band-Aid
solution. His issues ran deep, and he did not think he had the time left to address them all. It was
a depressing thought that he tried to hold back with the sweetness of ripe mango, the bejewel
beauty of a blanket of caterpillars on the trunk of a tree, or the fieriness of the sunset sending red
and orange spears through the palm fronds. It wasn’t enough. It was never enough.
George trailed ten feet behind him right now, surly and scratching his bug bites. Isaiah
broke the silence that stretched taut and prickly between them.
“Think we’re catching up to Karl?”
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George grumbled under his breath.
“What was that?”
I said, “‘if it really is Karl, he’d be the one tracking us.’”
“You think so?” Isaiah asked, trying to draw out the conversation.
Isaiah went a few more paces before he realized George wasn’t following him. He
sighed. “Look, we can’t go back now. There’s only five days left. Five more days isn’t going to
kill you.” Not to mention the trail of footprints they were following. There’d been nothing new
today, but Isaiah was hopeful. He had to be.
“…It’s not that,” George said, eyes trained on a palm tree that had broken in half, the still
green leafy top on the ground, attached by only the slightest sliver of husk.
The tree was unusual, but it did nothing for Isaiah otherwise.
“This tree… it just reminded me of something is all,” George said, his eyes misty and
distant. “Sorry. Let’s keep going.”
Isaiah didn’t move, forcing George to stop moving forward or risk entering the perimeter
he’d implemented around him.
“What does it remind you of?”
George shrugged, shifting uncomfortably. “It’s nothing.”
“Tell me.” He wanted to know. Needed to know.
“Why? Why should I tell you?” George snapped. “You tried to kill me not even a week
ago and now you want to know my personal shit. Fuck off.”
“Who else are you going to tell?” Isaiah asked, raising his voice. “Who else is here?” He
gestured to the uninhabited land surrounding them. “No one. That’s who. So spill.”
George shook his head, lips pressed tightly together.
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“When’s the next time you’re going to have someone like me to talk to?” Isaiah shouted,
feeling his own mortality as he said it. “Someone like you?” As he said it, he realized he wanted
him and George to be close. To be friends. Before he died. “You can talk to me, George,” he
said, trailing off. “You can always talk to me.”
The expression on George’s face was unreadable as he looked into Isaiah’s eyes and then
away.
“…It’s just… No, it’s stupid,” George said, shaking his head.
Isaiah waited.
“The last time I saw a tree like that, my first platoon was camped under it.” George
smiled. “I can see Captain Major leaning up against it, smoking a cigarette. Buffo’s trying to
climb it and Hendrix is egging him on and I’m digging a piece of chocolate out of my ration
pack. It… it looked just like that. When they were here. Do you ever feel… see things like that…
out here?”
“Sometimes,” Isaiah said. “Usually it’s not something so innocent as you just described.”
“Yeah,” George said, scuffing his boot in the dirt, not meeting Isaiah’s eyes, “it usually
isn’t.”
“What was Karl like, when he was in the field?” Isaiah asked.
“He was amazing. Patient. Kind. Badass. Smart.” George sighed, lost in some distant
memory. “He was everything I wanted to be. No lie. I could talk about that Karl for hours.”
“Do you want to lead for a bit?” Isaiah asked suddenly, gesturing ahead of him.
“Why?” George asked, back to being guarded.
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“Just for a change of pace.” Maybe shaking things up would help fix some of the distance
between them. If George felt more in control of this mission, maybe he’d be more committed to
seeing it through.
George shrugged, walking past Isaiah.
“We’re heading due east.”
“I know.”
They walked quietly, maybe eight feet apart, George glancing over his shoulder
frequently.
“About Karl,” Isaiah said, breaking the silence a half hour later, “they called him con chó
người in the camp. Do you know what that means?”
Isaiah took George’s silence as a “no.”
“It means dog-man.”
“Sounds about right.”
“Does it?” Isaiah asked George’s stiff back. “That’s not what you just said.”
“I was talking about Karl before he got captured and tortured and whatever else the
Gooks did to him to turn him into a dog man. He was little more than a slave to his survival
instincts in the end. The Gooks treated him like a pet, slipping him extra food for ‘tricks’ and
good behavior. You know that.”
“I suppose I do.”
“They killed him,” George said, his voice shaking. “They killed his spirit.”
“The war killed everyone.”
“Only everyone who mattered.”
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An explosion knocked them on their asses. Flames bloomed, not ten yards in front of
them.
“What the hell was that?!” George asked, scrambling to his feet.
“How should I know?” Isaiah said, clutching his head, which was currently detonating its
own explosion behind his eyes.
“I’m going to check it out,” George said, moving into a crouch. “Cover me.”
George advanced toward the smoke, the flames already sputtering, choking on the
succulent greenery. A few palm fronds still smoldered sluggishly. Isaiah followed, inching
toward the smoking crater.
“Holy shit,” George said. “It was a mine.”
Isaiah hovered alongside George at the edge of the lightly charred area. Dirt had been
displaced from a foot down or more by the explosion. He whistled lowly, “Chi wasn’t kidding.”
“What?” George asked, whipping his head toward him.
“Chi. My tour guide. Glad we didn’t walk into that. Wondered what set it off. Do you
think something fell on it?”
“You mean good thing I didn’t walk into that.” George’s voice was low and dangerous
beside him. “It was ten yards straight in front of me. I would have died.”
“But you didn’t.”
“Are you trying to kill me?”
Isaiah realized George was serious. “No!” he said, shaking his hand wildly in the void
between them, feeling their hard-won tentative comradery burning away right in front of him.
“Did you know about the mines. Yes or no.”
“Yes, but-”
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“So you are trying to kill me. Or you’re just suicidal. Which is it?”
“Chi’s said nobody’s died here in years. I thought the risk was worth it!”
“So, the ground could explode at any time and you didn’t think it was important that I
knew that before coming in here,” George said, dripping sarcasm. “‘Be the leader, George,’” he
said in a poor imitation of Isaiah’s voice. “’I don’t mind.’ Fuck you, Isaiah. What else aren’t you
telling me?”
“George, you’ve got this all wrong.”
“Really?” George said, crossing his arms and leaning up against a palm tree. “How do I
have this wrong? You’ve almost killed me twice in three days.”
“You weren’t even close to the stupid mine today! And that other time was an accident.”
“Sure,” George snorted. “And I’m the Easter Bunny.”
Isaiah’s hands were shaking, balled in fists at his sides. He desperately wanted to give
George a good shake up to knock some sense into him, but he tamped down the urge. “Stop
being an idiot and use your brain for once. I have no reason to want to kill you.”
“And you expect me to believe you?”
“Yes.”
“Why?”
“Because we’re brothers.”
“Fuck you! I’m out of here. Give me the map.”
“There’s more jungle to cover going back than there is going forward. You almost double
your chances of running into something like that,” Isaiah gestured at the still smoking crater, “by
turning back now. So, like I keep saying, forward is our best option.”
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George worried his lip, flicking his eyes from the crater to Isaiah as he thought it over.
“Fine,” he eventually said. “Fine. I fucking hate this place, but we’ll do it your way.”
“For now,” he added darkly.
“Good,” Isaiah said, shouldering past George to take the lead again. “We keep heading
east.” And they left the blackened crater behind without another word.
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CHAPTER 33

I abandon the sleeping-hut very early when Hector finally drifts off into a twitchy sleep.
The air this morning is hot and heavy, even now, when it is dark and quiet and the steam
is rising in slow, tantalizing clouds from the rice-cook-hut. Today will not be a nice day. This day
will be swelter. I can already feel sweat dripping down my back into the sunken dips on either
side of my spine. I think on this for some time and wait. A pinking begins to spread across the
sky.
Hector doesn’t come out to the wall at all. I do not know what to think about this.
He walks quietly behind me to the fields, cuts up his share of manioc roots in the
oppressive heat, and quietly follows me back to camp.
I am first in the rice line for dinner. I see him in the line far behind me, staring off into
the sky.
He walks over toward me as if in a daze once he has his bowl, looking around.
I shovel my rice faster into my mouth.
He sits down by me with his bowl of rice, his fingers twitching. His silence disturbs me.
“I have to get away. I’m losing my mind. I can’t stay here.”
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CHAPTER 34

It was day ten. George and Isaiah wove their way along the top of the embankment
following the murky brown river downstream. It flowed swift and sure, the consistency of
chocolate milk and frothing. George trailed behind Isaiah alongside the steep bank, glancing
down the muddy incline every few steps. Whenever he looked up from the bank and the river, he
saw Isaiah’s obnoxious orange backpack. It was a blistering eyesore, impossible to miss in the
sea of green. George inched closer to him with every step.
He had to do it. He had tried to kill him, not once but twice now, and no amount of
making nice was going to fix it. George had managed to sneak a peek at the map over a lunch of
dry ramen, avocado, and figs. Due west seemed like the quickest way out. Finding Karl didn’t
even fucking matter anymore. George had to get out of here. He’d been paranoid ever since the
anti-personnel mine went off. He’d flinched at every step, imagining himself blown sky high and
crashing down missing a leg or arm or half his face. George wasn’t going to die here. He wanted
out of this jungle. Needed out. And Isaiah was never going to leave.
Isaiah was a liability. Even if they didn’t find Karl today, what was stopping him from
coming back with a real search team or going public? It would be better if things ended here. He
had come to the decision last night as he watched the light in Isaiah’s tent waver, a lone firefly in
the great black night.
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As they crested a rise, breaking out into a patch of brilliant sunlight, George inhaled. He
could taste the river on his tongue. Earthy. Bitter. Sweet.
He lunged, shoving Isaiah. He tottered on the lip of the sharp, muddy embankment for a
stretched out moment of time. Triumph and relief sparked through George as he saw the earth
beneath Isaiah’s feet crumble and the tall dark body lean into the air. It was short lived.
A hand shot out, quick as a snake, and grabbed onto the strap of George’s backpack. And
he was pulled into the air.
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CHAPTER 35

They both tumbled down the embankment. George tried to fight his way out of Isaiah’s
grip, but failed.
They met the water with a splash, plunging into the rushing river in a tangle of limbs.
They clawed their way up each other’s bodies, then surfaced, gasping. Sputtering, they looked
into each other’s eyes, their heads barely above water, burdened by their twin packs. Isaiah knew
George had just attempted to kill him. George knew he knew.
Son of a bitch.
They attacked.
Waterlogged punches flew. They clawed. Bit. Sunk. They realized at the same time that
neither of them were good swimmers to be able to pull this off for long. The river was deep.
Isaiah fought to stay afloat in the turbulent current as he watched George slip under.
Beneath the murky water, George freed himself of his pack, popping back to the surface
with renewed vigor, sputtering, but no longer weighed down.
Isaiah saw murder in his eyes when they met his. He had not released his pack, and he
was about to pay for it.
In three clumsy strokes George was on him. They clung to each other even as they tried
to break away, shoving each other down and attempting to strangle the other, taking in lungfuls
of brown water, splashing and swearing. Rushing rapidly downstream, they knocked against
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submerged rocks and tree trunks invisible in the murk. At one point, Isaiah caught George in a
strangle hold and held him under. A fine stream of bubbles floated up through the murk and
Isaiah felt his triumph, but they suddenly slammed into a jutting trunk concealed beneath the
surface, and George broke free.
In a startling moment of clarity, the red bleed of his anger fading from his vision, Isaiah
realized that George was not the enemy he should be focusing on. It was the river. He struggled
to keep afloat with the weight of his pack, dipping dangerously low in the water whenever
George flailed and tried to go after him. Isaiah scanned the banks while fending him off, looking
for an exit point. But there was nothing.
They couldn’t have pulled themselves from the river if they tried; the muddy banks too
smooth for purchase, so they raced further downstream, fighting the river as much as each other.
George held Isaiah in a headlock as they plunged down a small waterfall. They both got a lungful
of water for his trouble and spit it up. The taste of rot and earth rich in his mouth.
Isaiah could tell George was tiring, beginning to panic as he clawed at Isaiah more for
purchase than in malice, struggling to keep his head above the surface as he too began to scan the
slick banks wildly. Soon his only concern would be survival rather than attempting to drown
him. Isaiah felt himself tiring, his pack and all it contained pulling him down. He would not die
like this! He ineffectually treaded the water, clothes heavy and billowing, boots feeling like lead.
But to abandon his notebooks… Could he sacrifice a piece of himself to save the whole?
The river split, and they were tossed along the left fork. A roaring became louder as they
were tugged along. Isaiah knew what was coming and tried to kick his way out of the swift
current, his arms barely rising above the eddying waves. But it was no use. The current was too
strong. The bank still too steep, too slick. His pack too heavy. It would drag him to his death.
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The drop was coming. And he had a choice to make.
With an anguished cry, Isaiah sank, his pack a stranglehold across his chest. He stared up
toward the choked sun from underwater. This could be the end, he thought. This could be my
death. But Isaiah did not want this death, drowned by his memories, forced to the slimy bottom
to be eaten by the scaly, senseless creatures that lived beneath the upcoming falls. That was not
his death. He did not choose this. He had to let it go. And he did, slipping his arms from his pack
as his lungs screamed. His story would not end in this river.
Isaiah surged to the surface, gasping for breath as he broke into the unfiltered light. The
roar of the falls was deafening. George’s head bobbed a few feet away, and Isaiah glimpsed the
primal terror in his eyes as he began to doggy paddle in earnest, his lips just above the surface,
trying to make his way to the bank, finally having grasped what was coming.
Isaiah braced himself as he felt the current intensify. Within seconds, he saw the river
drop away out in front of him. He watched his and George’s inevitable approach to the edge with
detached horror and grim acceptance. The view from the top of the falls was spectacular, nothing
but miles of green. And then he plunged.
He freefell for one-one-thousand, two-one-thousand, three-one-thousand, four. SMACK!
His whole right side stung where he’d hit the water, and he was pushed deep, tumbling
end over end. Pain. His head rebounding against a rock. The dusky water tinging red. The roar of
the falls faded away.
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CHAPTER 36

For a scary moment, George didn’t know which way was up, but then the sun filtered in
from above and he frog-kicked his way to the surface. He gasped a breath, nearly too tired to lift
his head above water. Mercifully, the river widened and the current slackened just enough for
George to doggy paddle to the sandy shore. He rolled over onto his back half in, half out of the
water, closed his eyes and just breathed.
He nearly died.
He felt like laughing hysterically but had not the breath. A river nearly killed him. He had
been closer to death more times in the past twenty minutes than he’d ever been in his life.
Charlie hadn’t even managed to do that to him. Isaiah hadn’t managed to steal his breath half so
well when he tried to strangle him the other day for no reason.
Isaiah.
George tilted his head left and right, seeing no one. He sat up, slowly, and scanned along
the banks. The sandy shore continued until the river curved about ten yards away. The air was
still, overfull with the sound of rushing water and empty of all else.
George suddenly did not want to be alone.
He stood up and called for Isaiah, stumbling along the righthand shore as he did, hoping
to see his body.
His body.
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George shivered, his wet clothes sticking to him, his boots making a sloshing sound as he
walked. He cupped his hands around his mouth. “Isaiah! Isaiah, can you hear me!”
Just as he was about to give up after trudging about fifty yards downstream, he saw him,
face down in the sand around the next bend in the river. George ran to him, his heart racing, and
automatically put shaking fingers to his neck, checking for a pulse.
He found one.
George let out a gusty breath of relief and turned Isaiah onto his back. He was greeted by
a nasty looking head wound. George immediately ripped off the bottom of his shirt and began
tearing it into long strips. He wrapped the sluggishly bleeding wound as best he could and
surveyed Isaiah’s unconscious body for further serious injuries. He saw nothing that gave him
pause. He then checked himself over for injuries but didn’t see anything more serious than a few
minor abrasions and bruises.
George sat back, exhausted, but happy to be alive. Isaiah was much worse off than he
was and likely had a concussion.
George ran a hand through his wet hair before glancing around. Their packs were gone.
Their packs were gone.
Panic speared through him. They had no med kit. No canteens. No food. No compass. No
map. Where had they ended up? What were they going to do?
George shook his head to clear it. No, he wouldn’t allow himself to panic. He had to keep
a level head here. He needed to take inventory of his available resources.
He had himself. Check. He was in relatively good health. No major injuries. Check. No
supplies to speak of. No check.
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George knew his next step was the scout the local jungle and acquire food and clean
water if possible, perhaps locate a shelter, but as he turned to the imposing jungle behind him to
begin this task, Isaiah moaned and shifted, blinking his eyes blearily open.
They stared at the sky uncomprehendingly.
“Isaiah,” George said, hurrying to kneel at his side, “how are you feeling?”
“You tried to kill me,” Isaiah said dazedly. “Oh, my head. You sonofabitch,” he slurred,
attempting to push himself up into a sitting position. “What the hell is wrong with you?”
George was beyond relieved to hear his voice. Second pair of hands. Check.
“You’ve suffered a major head wound, you need to take it easy,” George cautioned, using
a firm hand to press Isaiah back to a prone position when he swayed ominously.
Isaiah groaned and threw an arm over his eyes.
“The sun hurts.”
“Yeah, it may do that for a little while. The important thing is to stay awake right now.
Can you do that?”
“What’s this on my head?” Isaiah asked, feeling the makeshift bandage and pulling at the
strips.
“Stop that,” George said, gently pushing his hand away. “It’s a wrap for your head
wound. You need to leave it alone.” George eyed the rough bandage, biting his lip. The once
white strips had been stained red, but it didn’t seem to be bleeding any further. He was more
concerned about infection.
“What happened?” Isaiah asked groggily, attempting to sit up again, groping around his
neck for something that wasn’t there. “Where am I?”
George pressed him back into the sand.
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“We took a dip in the river. Then went down a waterfall.”
“What?”
Isaiah was showing obvious signs of confusion. George sat up straighter and began
asking questions to ascertain the extent of it.
“What’s your name?” he asked.
“Roy, no, Isaiah,” his patient replied frowning. “Where’s Eckert?”
“He’s not here right now,” George said, quickly moving onto his next question.
“Where are you?”
“The jungle.”
“Good. Now, who’s the president of the United States?”
“Nixon.”
George blinked rapidly. “What?”
“Is that wrong?” Isaiah asked, scratching at his bandages and furrowing his brow. “How
long have I been out here?”
“A little over a week,” George said slowly, measuring out his words. This was worse than
he thought. “Stop messing with that.”
“That doesn’t seem right.”
“Bush is the current president of the United States, Isaiah.”
“Okay.”
“How old are you?”
“The sky is very blue here.”
“I know. Listen to me. This is important. How old are you?”
Isaiah turned his head to look at him. “George?” He asked, frowning. “Is that you?”
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“Yes,” George said, relieved that Isaiah recognized him.
“What happened to your face? And your hair?”
George patted his face, feeling for bruising or scratches but finding nothing out of the
ordinary. “Do I got a leech in my hair or something?” He ran his fingers through it, loosing a few
leaves and twigs.
Isaiah continued to stare at him, seeming to be running his eyes over his features.
“You have gray hair,” he finally said.
“No shit,” George said, rolling his eyes.
When Isaiah reached a hand towards his face, George flinched. The hand froze in midair.
“Sorry,” George said. “I’m a bit jumpy.”
He kept himself still as the hand came in contact with his face, allowing Isaiah to do
whatever he need to ground himself right now. Isaiah raised his other hand to his own face. What
he was looking for, George didn’t couldn’t be sure.
The hand on his face withdrew and Isaiah continued to frown, running fingers over his
own cheeks and brow, spending a good amount of time feeling the grooves worn by time on his
forehead.
Definitely a concussion. George sighed, knowing his job was going to be difficult until
Isaiah came back to himself. They needed dry clothes, and shelter. He needed to keep Isaiah
moving to make sure he doesn’t sleep. Sleeping on a concussion was a bad thing.
“Come on, Isaiah,” he said, touching the hand that was still dragging over his forehead.
“We need to get these wet clothes off. I don’t know if they’ll ever dry, but the sun is damn strong
right now, so we might as well give it a shot.”
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He helped Isaiah to his feet, bracing him as he swayed and then maneuvering them over
to a wide flat rock. George started to disrobe down to his underlayers, and Isaiah belatedly
followed suit. He laid out their clothes to dry on the sun drenched rock, left in only an undershirt,
boxer short, and his wet and squishy boots. He’d found a fat black leech sucking on his ankle
when he peeled off a sock and set it aside to possibly use as bait later.
Isaiah was dressed similarly, sitting on a fallen log and looking absently around, one hand
held to his probably aching head.
“I’m going to check your pants pockets to take inventory, okay,” he said, not getting a
response.
He knew he still had his pocketknife on him and some string. He’d found one of the mininotebooks he took on the golf course back home in the lower zipper pocket of his pants,
completely soggy, with a little sharp pencil stuck in its spiral. If it dried out, he might be able to
use the pages as fire starters.
George riffled through the pockets of Isaiah’s sopping clothes. He didn’t find much: a
large paper clip, a bottle of chalky white pills nearly empty, and their lighter, which had been
damaged at some point during their tussle in the river, a long crack in its body and very little
fluid left. He sighed, looking over the slim pickings.
“What are these pills for, Isaiah?” he called, turning the mostly empty, unlabeled plastic
bottle in his hands.
“Those are mine,” Isaiah said, looking up.
“Yeah, what are they for.”
“Headaches,” he held out his hand. “I’d like them now, please.”
“I don’t know if that’s a good idea,” George said, frowning at the pills.
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“Now, George.”
George guessed they couldn’t hurt and handed off the pills with a shrug. Isaiah took three
of them dry, staring at the river with unfocused eyes.
“I’ve got some work to do,” George said. “You stay awake, hear me?”
Isaiah nodded, looking out over the muddy water.
“I’m sorry about your notebooks.”
Isaiah, stiffened, then seemed to collapse in on himself like a dying star. “It doesn’t
matter.”
George watched him for a moment more, unsure if he should say something else. He
turned away without another ward, setting off into the edges of the jungle to build them a basic
shelter from bamboo, palm fronds, and banana leaves. None of the bananas were ripe, but he did
find some rambutan and a handful of figs which he shared with Isaiah to heavy silence. He’d
managed to find some water cached up in the bowl-shaped hollow of a tree and that had been
their water source for the day. It had tasted like beetles. Isaiah’s face had not changed, not even a
twitch, when he took a sip from it, looking at George with blank eyes when he had jokingly
called it “beetle juice” to try to loosen the tension.
George had been glad they’d had their space for the last few hours. He hadn’t asked
Isaiah to assist him at any point, and he wiped his sweaty brow, rather proud of his work as he
surveyed the improvised set of sleeping platforms. He’d still kept a close eye on Isaiah as he
worked, making sure he didn’t nod off, watching him become more alert as the day wore on.
Evening was now approaching.
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He plopped himself down on the fallen log Isaiah had claimed, a slim length of bamboo
in hand, already prepped as a fishing pole. As he suspected, their clothes had not yet dried,
progressing to a mildew damp over the hours.
“Thought I’d catch us some dinner before it gets dark,” he said conversationally. “We’ll
probably have to eat it raw though. The lighter’s dead.”
He cast his makeshift line, baited leech speared through on the now hook shaped paper
clip. He supposed things could be worse. The only thing that had really been bothering him was
the loss of their map and compass. He had four more days before his wife would be missing his
call.
“I got the shelter up. It’s not great. But it’ll have to do.”
“Hmm.”
“A thank you would be nice.”
“Thank you,” Isaiah said, automatically, still gazing out at the river.
“Does your watch work?” George asked, gesturing to the Rolex on Isaiah’s wrist.
“Mine’s got water in it.” He held up his glass faced watch to show the murk trapped inside.
Isaiah looked down at his wrist like he’d completely forgot he had on a watch. He stared
at it a moment, tapped the face. “It’s stopped.”
“Shame,” George said, watching his line. “It’s a nice watch.”
They sat in silence a while. George broke it with a sigh.
“There’s some stuff I have to tell you.”
Isaiah turned his head, listening.
“You’ve got yourself pulled together pretty good, now, right.”
Isaiah shrugged.
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“You know why we’re out here.”
“Yeah.”
“We’re looking for Karl.”
“Yeah.”
George took a deep breath, bracing himself. He had to get this off his chest.
“I’m married to his wife.”
The river burbled, beginning to turn gold in the setting sun. A bird called way off in the
distance.
“I told everyone he was dead even though I didn’t see him die. I saw him breaking away
up an embankment away from us, when we were running. And then someone shot me.”
Isaiah remained silent, looking out over the water.
“I told myself it was the right thing to do. That Karl couldn’t have made it, shouldn’t
have made it. You remember what he was like.” George bit his lip. “I’ve gone my whole life
telling everyone how much of a hero he was, even though that’s not what he was. In the end. I
wanted him to be a hero forever. And when I bumped into Lawrence a few years after I got back
and he said he’d tell everyone about who Karl really was, how he knew Karl had gotten out
ahead of us…”
George shook his head. “I started to doubt myself. And then Lawrence committed
suicide, and everything should have gone back to normal. But it didn’t. It was always in the back
of my mind. I tried to find you then,” he said, laying a finger against the slack line, “but you
were a ghost, smoke on the wind. I stopped trying.”
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“I didn’t marry her because of Karl. I loved her. I still love her. God, Isaiah, I wish you
were married so you’d know what I’m talking about. She’s just… I couldn’t do it without her. I
never meant for any of this to happen. I’m sorry.
“I should have told you before we got into this mess. It’s my fault everything is so fucked
up.” George sniffed, blinking his eyes rapidly. His stomach growled. “How long does it take to
catch a goddamn fish, am I right. Isaiah?”
George turned to look at his profile, feeling naked and rubbed raw, unsure of himself as a
boy just coming into his majority.
“I don’t know when my mama died,” Isaiah said. “I don’t know where she’s buried. I
might have killed my sister’s baby. Attacked people who didn’t do anything to me but try to be
there.” He was spilling the beans too, dragging the skeletons out of his closet to lay them down
in the sand beside George’s. “I was someone else for too many years. The shadow of myself. I
had a dream, and it turned into a nightmare.”
“I know exactly what you’re talking about, brother,” George said, tearing up and patting
him awkwardly on the back.
“Don’t touch me.”
“…Sorry.”
Isaiah placed his head in his hands, as if he was in pain. “You were right about Eckert.”
“I’m sorry for that, too.”
Isaiah shrugged tense shoulders.
“I could have broken it to you better,” George said, his lifeless line adrift in the current.
“I didn’t know. Oh, and while I’m apologizing I might as well say sorry for trying to kill you
earlier by shoving you in the river. So, sorry.”
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“You didn’t need to do that.”
“I know.”
“I’m dying.”
“What?”
“I’m dying.”
George screwed up his face and gave Isaiah a pointed look. “No, you’re not.”
“I am.”
“Is this about the head wound? Or the concussion? Because you’re gonna be fine. Just as
soon as we get out of here you can go back to your family and tell them you fucked up. Fix
things with them if they’ll let you fix them.”
A bitter smile crawled across Isaiah’s face through the screen of his fingers. “Is that what
you’re going to do.”
“Well, yeah. I guess,” George said, scratching the stiff hair at the back of his neck.
“And they’ll believe you.”
“Sure, why not.”
“Because you’re a liar, George. Your whole life is built on lies. You can try all you want
to fix it, but at some point, you’ve got to realize there’s no going back. The past doesn’t matter.
You passed that point a long time ago and you’ve just have to live with yourself. Your life isn’t
even bad.” His voice was nasty, matter-of-fact, the same voice he’d used in the camp.
“But I can’t keep doing it! I’m tired of it!” George protested, tightening his grip on the
bamboo pole.
“The world doesn’t care.”
“Fuck you, Isaiah!”
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“I’m dying.”
“No, you’re not, stop being dramatic. You’ve made your point.”
“I’ve got brain cancer, you idiot!” Isaiah shouted, knocking the pole out of George’s
hands with a wild sweep of his arm. “I had six months to live six months ago. I came here to
die.” He scrabbled on the ground beside him. “See these.” He produced the empty pill bottle with
a flourish. “They can’t help me anymore.”
The fishing rig lay abandoned in the sand as George scrutinized Isaiah’s face. He was
turned toward him on the log, his teeth bared. His eyes were wild, pupils blown and unfocused,
staring at a point somewhere over George’s shoulder.
“Isaiah,” George asked slowly, with mounting horror, “can you see me?”
“No!” he sobbed as he jerked away and attempted to walk off. He stumbled in the sand
and went down to his knees.
“Isaiah…” George said, hurrying to his side.
“Get away from me!” he screamed, shoving George’s hands away.
“When did this happen?” he demanded.
“After I went to sit down. Everything started getting fuzzy. I tried to stop it, but it
wouldn’t stop!” he wailed, clutching his head and ripping at the bandages. “Jesus Christ! Jesus
Christ!”
“Isaiah!”
“I don’t believe in Jesus Christ!” Isaiah sobbed. “Don’t tell my mama.”
“I won’t! Isaiah!”
“My head’s being ripped open!” he shrieked, rearing back and tossing himself on the
sand.
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“No, it isn’t! Calm down!”
“Something’s in there!”
“Isaiah, please, stop!” George sobbed, unable to help as the man writhed on the ground in
pain, banging on his head with his fists, eyes rolling in his head as he stared up at a sky he
couldn’t see. “You have a concussion! That’s why you can’t see!”
“It’s biting its way out! It’s got teeth.”
George watched in horror as Isaiah began to seize, back arching, spasming in the sand
and foaming at the mouth. There was nothing he could do.
It went on for a little over a minute. George knew because he counted every second.
Isaiah finally laid still, eyes rolling up into the back of his head. George approached
cautiously, but when the man didn’t move, he leaned in to check for a pulse. It fluttered against
his fingers, slight as butterfly wings. George leaned back on his heels, numb, and watched
Isaiah’s chest shallowly rise and fall. The sun bathed them in an orange glow as it retreated back
down behind the curve of the earth. George didn’t know if Isaiah would live through the night,
but he picked him up in a fireman’s carry and walked him to the better of the two sleeping
platforms. He laid him down gently and rewrapped his freshly bleeding head wound with the
bottom half of his undershirt. Watching his face closely in the dying light, George could see the
furrows of his pain.
He laid a hand on his arm, and then moved away to prepare himself for bed. When the
night set in, wrapping him in a cocoon of distant shrieks and the sad violin song of crickets, sleep
was a long time coming.
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CHAPTER 37

The world was blurry, and mostly green. It was a knitted blanket! He swung a hand to
push the blanket away and met thin air.
A brownish blotch moved over him, and he felt a cool hand on his forehead.
“Mama?”
“Not quite.”
The blurry shape came more in to focus for a moment before blurring back out, doubling
and tripling as the green far above tilted on its axis.
“I’ve got you,” the voice said. “Don’t fall asleep.”
Everything went black. The earth shook.
“Isaiah, wake up! Don’t quit on me!”
Isaiah groaned, trying to twist away from the voice only to vomit feebly off the side of
the bed. It was a strange bed. It was made of leaves.
“Come on, brother, stay with me now.”
“Brother?”
“Yes, we’re brothers,” the voice soothed.
“Are you Daniel, or Michael, or Josiah?”
“I’m whoever you want me to be.”
“My head hurts,” Isaiah whispered.
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“I know.”
“Make it go away.”
“I can’t.”
He moved to sit up and the cool hands from before were there, lifting him up, carrying
him through the whirling green. It was suddenly too bright, and Isaiah whimpered, moving a
hand to cover his eyes. He was sat up against something hard and warm and smooth and then
water was splashed in his face. He sputtered.
“Isaiah! Are you in there?”
“Make it stop.”
“Isaiah!” More water was splashed in his face.
“I said stop it!” He grabbed one of the splashing hands and held it captive. A face swam
into view in front of him. It was George! He looked incredibly worried about something. Isaiah
smiled. “Don’t worry, George. We’ve got an angel on our shoulders. And he’s got big feet.”
“What are you talking about?”
“You’ll find Karl someday.”
“I don’t care about Karl!”
“Yes, you do,” Isaiah said, his head lolling in time with the brown river oscillating back
and forth in front of him.
“Would you hate me if I said good bye?”
“What!? No!”
“Are we friends?”
“Yes. Of course.”
“Am I dying?”
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“Yes… No. Not if I can help it.”
“It’s okay. If I die.”
“You’re not going to die. Not like this. Not here. I’ll get us out of here. Can you walk?”
Isaiah shook his head. Licked his cracked lips. “Dizzy.”
“Okay. I’m going to try to figure the way back to civilization, you just… sit. Back away
from the water.”
George carried Isaiah to the edge of the tree line.
“Stay in the shade, but don’t sleep. Here,” George said, thrusting a little notebook into
Isaiah’s hands. “Write something. Are you hungry?”
Isaiah shook his head, mesmerized by the little notebook, stroking its tiny spine like it
was a living animal.
“I’ll be back in a minute,” George said, moving to leave him.
“George?” Isaiah said.
He turned back toward him, his face a blur.
“You’re a good person. I’m glad you’re here with me.”
George disappeared, a blur into a blur, and Isaiah focused on the notebook in his lap. The
pages were wrinkled, but dry. Taking the tiny pencil in his quivering hand, he bent close enough
to see the lines, and began to write.
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CHAPTER 38

They had been wandering for a week now. They were lost.
George sat on a rotten log several feet away from a stagnant pool buzzing with flies, his
head in his hands, cursing himself for not sticking by the river. He held a rope made of several
hairy vines twisted together in his right hand and it was scratchy against his face. It was about six
feet long and loosely attached to Isaiah’s wrist.
Isaiah sat in the dirt at the rope’s end, writing in the notebook George had given him
when he woke that first day after their tussle in the river. He had refused to show George what he
was writing, jerking the small notebook away and clutching it to his body whenever George got
too close. Isaiah had deteriorated further over the course of the week, and George didn’t know
what to do.
George had thought Isaiah’s concussion symptoms would lessen with time, but it soon
became obvious that he had more than a concussion. Isaiah rarely spoke now, and seizures were
common. Half the time George managed to get him walking he swayed like a sailor just
returning to land, which made traveling difficult. Compounding that were the times George
could not convince Isaiah to move at all, times when the man was in terrible pain, clutching his
head and screaming, startling brightly colored birds, or curling in the fetal position and rocking
and moaning. George would have carried him, if Isaiah was not so much larger than him, and if
his own strength was not flagging. They hadn’t found much to eat.
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The fruit trees in the area they wandered seemed largely unripe or picked clean. George
had caught some small fish the day of Isaiah’s miraculous awakening and they had eaten them
raw accompanied by one lucky avocado George had managed to scrounge in the brush. He’d had
to force feed Isaiah his half when the sun began to set, seeing an opportunity when he finally put
his pencil down in the dying light. The man had done nothing all day but write and he needed to
eat to keep his strength up. George supposed he should have known something more than a
concussion was wrong as early as that, when Isaiah remained nonverbal as he hand-fed him. He
had thought his initial reticence to eat might have stemmed from the fight they’d had around
lunchtime when Isaiah refused the food, turning away from George and continuing to write
furiously. George had snatched the pencil from him and nearly got his eyes clawed out for the
trouble. Isaiah went happily back to writing when he returned the pencil, back to ignoring
George, having said no words over the entire exchange. He refused to respond to any of
George’s questions throughout the day as he made their preparations for traveling, mostly
fashioning a bamboo and banana leaf backpack, but also a banana leaf hat and a spear which he
sharpened with his pocket knife. It only dawned on George that he was treating a potentially
terminally ill invalid when he had to help Isaiah into his mostly dry clothes as he laid on his
sleeping platform staring blankly at the sky. He had put up no resistance. All through the night
his low moaning kept George awake.
And then there was the wandering, nearly giving George a heart attack the first time it
happened, thinking he’d lost Isaiah to the jungle, only to find him ten yards to his right, staring
up into a tree, watching a blue mother bird feed her chicks. And then there were the bouts of
uncontrollable sobbing and leaf ripping, branch breaking anger. George wasn’t sure what was
worse. He was afraid of Isaiah, afraid for him. But he stuck with him, fashioning his vine rope
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and trying to bring Isaiah out of his outbursts with minimal damage to either of their persons. It
was exhausting.
If it really was final stage brain cancer, as Isaiah had implied, then George was fighting a
losing cause. But George didn’t believe in losing causes, not here, and certainly not now. He had
had too many men die in his arms to let one more go. His dark thoughts leading up to the steep
river bank now seemed petty, cruel, and incredibly foolish. George’s initial treatment of Isaiah
had been reflexive, his medic training kicking in, but the decision to care for him after finding
him alive on the sleeping platform was all his own. He would get them both out of here and he
would get Isaiah to a hospital if it killed him. Seeing him staring at the sky with his mouth open,
swaying in the breeze just before a seizure, and then flailing in the mud, teeth clenched in pain…
no one should have to die like that. He should be made comfortable.
But they were lost.
They were tired. And thirsty. And hungry. And George had a scratch on his arm that he
suspected was infected, if the slight warmth of his brow was the beginnings of a fever. He’d
gotten it the fourth day of their wandering, five days after they washed up on the river bank, and
he hadn’t looked at it or rebandaged it since. They had been following a strange windfall of
freshly killed small animals. The first had been a large dead rat which he’d eaten raw, after
failing to ignite the broken lighter, and he’d had to force feed Isaiah again, who ended up
throwing it up anyway. The second had been a young python, no longer than George’s forearm.
The third was a very large fruit bat. All of the animals had just been lying on the ground, and
George, in his hunger, yearning for even a packet of shrimp flavored ramen as they’d marched
along, had not thought to question it. He should have.
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It was the bat that did it. It had been laid out in the middle of the narrow path they walked
between two sections of near-impassable jungle. George had brightened at the sight of it as
Isaiah mumbled to himself behind him. They had stopped and George had loosely tied Isaiah’s
rope to a tree.
“Looks like lunch found us again,” he’d said, forcing as much cheer as he could into his
voice, hoping to get a reaction from Isaiah, but there had been nothing. He sat crouched beneath
the tree his was tied to, oblivious to all things but the little notebook that was again in his hands.
George had wrested a few words from him over the past days, most notably, “no,” as his answer
to most things, and “not finished” when he got too close to him when he was writing. What
George would do to hear just one of his shitty jokes now.
Every so often, when the birds were chirping and the sun was streaming, or when the air
turned purple at twilight, Isaiah would get a contemplative look on his face and say one more
thing, “I’ve got to go.” And he didn’t mean to the bathroom. George wasn’t sure if he was saying
it to himself, or his companion, or if the cancer had just addled his brain too far, but it was the
most human response George got from him, even if it scared him. George always replied to that
with, “Not yet, brother, not yet.”
“Ever had bat before?” George said, setting down his improvised pack, ready for a lunch
break. “I bet you haven’t. Karl cooked one up a whole extended family of them for us once. Half
a bat for each guy in the platoon. He put a net over a hole in this wall of rock and caught them as
they tried to fly away. Tastes like chicken.”
A twig snapped to his right, loud in the sudden silence. The sounds of birds and bugs
were ominously absent, and in another moment, he saw why.
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A tiger melted out of the dense undergrowth onto the path not even twenty feet away, a
dusky orange striped with tar in the low light. Its muscles rolled beneath its pelt, bunching and
releasing as it paced, its iridescent yellow eyes flashing and fixed. Not on the bat, but on him.
George grabbed his spear from its place in his pack as the big cat padded closer on giant paws. It
was at least as long as a man, its furred shoulders coming to George’s waist and powerfully
muscled.
It paused in a patch of dappled sunlight, the bright orange of its coat revealed, and it
sniffed the air, black lips lifting and uncovering a mouthful of sharp yellow teeth, glistening in
the parody of a smile. It licked its lips with a great pink tongue, and George was suddenly
reminded of Buckaroo. And Katie. And how much he didn’t want to die. Isaiah shuffled behind
him, unaware, and he knew he had to fight.
He tightened his grip on his spear, the rough bark scratching his palms, holding a strong
stance as the tiger stared him down. Motionless, they looked into each other’s eyes, the tiger only
occasionally twitching the black and white tip of its tail.
“Take the goddamn bat!” George shouted, jerking the spear in the air. The tiger flinched
at his volume but did not retreat. “Take it! Fuck off!”
It growled and crouched close to the ground, the white hairs of its belly dragging in the
leaves and the dirt as it inched forward.
“Don’t do it!” George shouted, sounding far braver than he felt. His heart was galloping
in his chest. “I’ll kill you, motherfucker!”
The tiger laid its ears back, and that’s all the warning George got before it sprang, wicked
black claws unsheathed.
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George bellowed as he used the long body of the spear to shove those grasping claws
away from his chest. He stumbled back as the tiger snarled and regained its footing. It leapt
again, and this time George could not turn it aside.
He fell with a roar, feeling the tiger’s wicked claws slash across his left upper arm,
maneuvering the spear between its snapping jaws. Drool dripped onto his face as the tiger’s head
thrashed, biting and splintering the wood. Its cold yellow eyes, only inches from his face, were
unblinking and full of hate. George’s arms strained as he tried to keep the tiger off him, but the
spear was breaking. He cried out in frustration. At any moment the beast would break his last
defense and would have his throat! But that didn’t happen.
A battle cry rang out beside him and Isaiah came, running to the end of his rope with a
blunt log raised high. He clubbed the tiger over the head and it released the near-broken spear,
snarling. Isaiah hit it again. And again. And it backed off George. In a flash, George was on his
feet and thrusting the spear at the tiger’s exposed belly. It howled as he drew blood, turning tail
and leaping back into the undergrowth.
George and Isaiah stood panting as the sounds of the jungle returned. By the time George
had wrapped his head around what just happened, Isaiah had returned to writing in the notebook
without so much as a word, like he hadn’t just beaten off a tiger.
George sat down hard and examined his wounded arm. Three deep gashes cut through his
bicep. It stung like a mother fucker. Taking one of the coconuts from his pack, he worked it open
with his pocketknife, pouring the water on the wound and taking a sip for himself. He wrapped
the injury in the remains of his undershirt. It was the best he could do.
They had moved from that place immediately, right after George made a new spear. They
took the bat with them, and they didn’t stop until they holed up under a massive smooth-barked
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tree several miles away as the sun dipped down. Isaiah had a good day and kept up with
George’s quickened pace, so they made it further that day than any they’d had since the river.
That night, nestled in the branches of the stout tree, George’s quiet “thank you” was lost among
the crickets.
That night seemed an age ago now. George let a whimper past his cracked lips as he
raised his head from his hands. He knew he had to change the dressing on his arm today. He’d
wanted to put off checking his wound until they found clean water, but they hadn’t found any,
surviving off the occasional coconut and the haze of the morning dripping from large leaves. He
never thought he’d wish for the rainy season. He’d thrown up yesterday from the bad water.
George hissed as he unraveled the dirtied undershirt strips binding his arm. The middle
scratch, the deepest, did indeed look infected, slightly yellow, the skin around it an angry red. He
carefully lifted half a coconut shell filled with his own still warm deep yellow piss up to the
wound, gritting his teeth and closing his eyes as he poured it over all three scratches. Urine was
sterile, and it was what he had to work with. When the stinging stopped, he took the stripped
remains of his shirt and bound his arm with a shaking hand. His skin felt gritty to the touch.
George knew the filth covering his body wasn’t helping his condition, but his bar of hotel soap
had been lost along with everything else. Sacrificed to the river.
George sighed as he surveyed his work. Karl would be proud of him. George could
almost see his face, cleanshaven and serene as he helped him bandage a bullet wound on his
RO’s arm only days after joining his platoon. Karl had stilled his shaking hands and told him
they weren’t going to lose this one, seeming to know just what caused George to quake so much.
At that time, immediately following the decimation of Captain Major’s platoon outside of Ho
Chi Minh, just the sight of blood had turned George’s stomach. He had begun to associate his
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patients with dead men, and Karl had seen this and got him through his aversion, got him
functioning on the field again, his nimble hands working alongside his own on more than one
downed man, utilizing jungle plants when their medical supplies ran low. They managed to save
most of them, he and Karl. If he was alive out here, well… George could sure use his help.
He gingerly pulled his windbreaker jacket back on. It was the only upper body clothing
he had left to protect him from the elements and biting insects. The whole time he tended
himself, Isaiah ignored him, flipping through the notebook off to the side and occasionally
scribbling something, oblivious to the world around him.
George knew that if he didn’t get treatment soon, he could be looking at blood poisoning.
And shortly after blood poisoning, death. They had to be close to somewhere, he reasoned. They
were not moving quickly, but the area they were in was hedged by several villages. There had to
be one nearby, unless they’d been going in circles. George grimaced. The jungle was very dense
here and he’d been forced to take twisting paths through it that might have spit them out just
about anywhere.
“Come on, Isaiah,” he said. “We have to keep moving.”
He tugged gently on his rope and Isaiah rose from his crouch, his nose still in the
notebook. George wondered what he was writing about. He’d worn the pencil down many times
over, and George had resharpened it for him with his knife. It was down to a tiny nub now.
An hour later, they came across a handful of rambutan scattered haphazardly across the
ground. When George looked up, he saw a troupe of brown and white monkeys snacking high in
the trees. He and Isaiah ate the spiky red-green fruit as they walked. A few minutes later Isaiah
threw them up. A few minutes after that, he had the longest seizure he’d ever had. George let
them rest a while after that. Isaiah had laid on the ground with his eyes closed, panting and
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groaning for what seemed like an hour. When he finally sat up, George helped him stand, putting
a hand around his back, noting his jerky and off-balance movements. Together, they inched
through the jungle.
Sometime in the evening, sweat dripping down their faces and the light fading, they
stumbled over a pile of stones only a few inches high, almost falling on their faces. George
swore, his toes throbbing in his boot as he set Isaiah down. Isaiah curled into a ball as George
kicked a clump of growth beside the pile, hissing and hopping on one leg when he kicked more
stones.
“Fuck this goddamn jungle!” George shouted at the sky.
Looking closer, he discovered that the pile of stones trailed off to the left and right, most
of it concealed under a dense covering of vines and moss. It may have been the bones of a wall at
some point, but the light was close to gone, so George could not explore further. He took it as a
good sign though and bedded down beside the ruined wall for the night, within feet of Isaiah who
already whimpered and moaned in his sleep.
George rose with the sun the next day, shivering and still exhausted. He definitely had a
fever. Isaiah still slept, occasionally spasming, a pained look flashing across his face. George left
him to his sleep, the only sedative available to them, and scouted the area, confident that Isaiah
would stay where he was for hours yet.
He followed the miniscule collapsed wall, starting down the left side from their campsite.
Near a half hour later he came back to the same place on the right side, having followed the
jumbled stones in an irregular but nearly fully contained shape. It had obviously been a wall of
some sort, but its diminutive size threw him off. It was the same basic height all around with
stones thrown at most ten feet from the wall proper. But even if all the stones were fully
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assembled, the wall would be thin, and at max three feet tall. Perhaps dirt, clay, or wood had
been piled atop the stones to create a larger wall? There were no indicators of recent human
habitation, which was disappointing. George had hoped this ruin was near a village. He found a
few coconuts and some leaves he vaguely remembered were edible on his survey, so it wasn’t a
total loss. He deposited these by Isaiah, having eaten his share upon finding the food.
As the sun rose, he explored the interior of the walls, which was overgrown with elephant
grass and ferns and a mixture of pines and palms, discovering another short section of wall, made
of worn brick this time, separate from the outside sections and crumbling down a steep
embankment. A scummy pond had formed at the bottom, and he drank from it with trepidation,
knowing it was probably infested with parasites, but painfully aware of his lack of options.
Once refreshed, he stood atop the embankment and gazed down at the pond. If Isaiah was
having a bad day, he would have a difficult time reaching the water. He would have to fill some
of the coconut halves in his pack for him.
Something about the place, the layout, was familiar, and as he stood there, thinking over
the purpose of the stone wall and the brick wall and their possible location on Isaiah’s lost map,
he inhaled sharply.
No… this couldn’t be… but…
He imagined the wall as it had been, a thick mixture of dirt and clay, overlaying a stone
base and five feet tall, interspersed with guards and makeshift wooden guard towers. It could be.
This wall beneath his feet. It could be their wall. And this plunge to the pond that had not
been a pond was theirs too. Closing his eyes, George reimagined the hut where their captors had
cooked the rice, just below. He could almost smell it.
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He turned on his heel and opened his eyes, both excited and horrified, as he imagined the
jungle that had grown up melting away, mentally recreating the familiar array of huts. There.
And there and there. There was space for it all.
And beyond that, there was the short stretch of emptiness he discovered earlier this
morning, the void in the wall meant for the wooden doors. And the place where the stones were
more scattered. Where the truck had exploded.
George sat down heavily, the air sweeping from his lungs, collapsing onto the little
mound of intact brick below him. He took deep breaths, pinching his eyes closed. He ran a
quivering hand over the bricks, and they felt right. He took one shuddery breath, then another.
He laid a shaking hand to his forehead, wondering if his fever was more progressed than he
thought, and he was hallucinating. Or if he never awoke and was having a fever dream. Because
the thought that this could be reality, that they could be back in the camp…
They never did find out exactly where they were held. But to stumble upon it like this…
What were the odds?
George shook his head, pushing himself to standing. He had to get Isaiah, even if he
didn’t speak. And if there was a flash of recognition in his eyes, then he would know this was all
real.
He strode to their campsite with huge, swift steps. Isaiah was awake and staring at the
notebook, looking terribly tired and pale beneath his dark skin. Pain pinched his face and he held
one hand to his temple, seeming to wince in time to his heartbeat. When George called his name,
he quickly tucked his most precious possession against himself, looking up with a start.
“Isaiah,” George said again. “Are you up for a short walk?”
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The man looked at him with bleary, pained eyes, but did not say “no.” George tried to get
him to eat, but he refused the food he’d scavenged earlier, pursing his parched lips and looking
away, only sipping a bit of coconut water when it was offered.
“I have to go,” he whispered, his eyes glistening with unshed tears.
“Yes, you have to go for now. But I promise this is important. It won’t take long.”
“I have to go.”
“I know.”
As George helped him to stand, he felt Isaiah’s stare boring into the side of his face.
George could sense his question as clearly as he felt his ribs when he hooked his arm around his
back. How had the man become so thin so fast?
He said what he thought Isaiah was waiting for, impatient to show him what he found.
“Yes, I know.”
As he propelled the frail, shaking body toward the wall first, George furrowed his brow.
How much time did Isaiah have left? How much time did he have left? It was something to think
about later.
He took Isaiah on a quick tour of the place, settling down at last on the brick mound
overlooking the pond. Isaiah was shaking and panting.
“Do you see it?” George asked, a sharp excitement invading his voice. “This is the camp,
isn’t it. Or, it used to be.” He studied Isaiah’s face.
Isaiah looked down at the pond, his eyes clearer than they had been in days, growing
clearer as he led him about the camp.
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George saw that spark of recognition he was looking for at last, as Isaiah ran a twitching
hand along the brick and levered himself up into the same crouched position he had once sat in.
He gazed out toward where the rice hut used to be.
“This is the place,” George said. His heart gave a dull thump within him. “Did you know
it was here? Of all places to look for Karl… Jesus Christ.” He trailed off, the ghost of a smile
crossing his face as he reminded himself of Hector. A breeze lifted his hair, and he closed his
eyes.
“You would sit way over on the right, I remember. By yourself. Watching everybody else
more so than the hut. The space around you was always empty. But sometimes I’d get up when
Karl did, just before dawn, and I’d come and talk to you. You didn’t say a whole lot, but I could
tell you listened. I talked to you there after that shouting match I had with Karl, right here. That’s
when you told me to give up. You know,” George trailed off, thinking, “that’s the last thing you
said to me before we escaped, maybe even until you called me again, just a few weeks ago. I
don’t know what we talked about that week we spent in the jungle before we were rescued. Or if
we talked. I think Lawrence was the only one running his mouth. I was worried to speak. I
thought we had Gooks right on our trail. That they’d hear us.” George paused, taking a breath of
the same heavy, fragrant air he remembered. “I’m glad that’s not the last thing you ever said to
me. I’m glad it’s you who’s here with me right now. I’m going to find the way out of here. I
think… I think I know where we are now. Maybe. So don’t give up on me.”
George looked at Isaiah’s face. His eyes were closed, but he could see them darting
beneath the lids. He wondered what he was remembering. If it was something good. He looked
down at the pond, knocked a piece of crumbling brick loose. It landed with a plop and tiny waves
spread out from where it fell.
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“I think Lawrence had us pegged. As awful as he was, he saw things just the way they
were. He called you crazy in his journal. Said he heard you talking to yourself sometimes. Knew
you weren’t okay, that you were living in the shadow of something. Maybe he knew about
Eckert. Did you ever talk to Lawrence? After you fought him? I wouldn’t blame you if you
didn’t.”
The words tumbled out of him, spilling, like rice from the slash in a burlap bag.
“He thought I was useless. And a liar. And I was. I was lying to you. And Karl. And
everyone else in camp. And to myself. I stopped thinking we would ever get out of here a long
time before I stopped telling everyone else. And I stopped believing Karl could come back long
before I let him go. I felt like… like it was my duty. To try to be like him. To make everybody
hope. I tried so hard for everybody. And I watched so many of them die here. With nothing I
could do to stop it. It was my job, Isaiah. My job as a medic. And I failed. I failed so many
people.”
Tears were tracking slow, salty paths down George’s cheeks.
“I can’t keep being that person. That liar. I’m sick of it. You can’t imagine how sick I am,
Isaiah. When I get out of here… if I get out of here… I’m going to stop lying. I’ll come clean
about Karl. I’ve got people who deserve to know the truth.”
He sniffed, wiping his nose on his filthy windbreaker.
“You and me, Isaiah. We’re going to get out of this. We did it before, we can do it again.
Hey,” George called as Isaiah stood beside him and turned to step away from the wall, his eyes
once again glassy and filmed over by pain, “where are you going? You know I can’t let you
wander off on your own. Stay here with me. Just a little longer.”
He pulled Isaiah back down, keeping a hand on his shoulder.
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“Just a little longer.”
They spent another hour on the wall. When Isaiah had a grand mal seizure, George knew
it was time to head back to the campsite to try to force some fluids into him. On the walk back,
with his arm wrapped around him, Isaiah cried large, glistening tears in silence. George’s heart
went out to him as he situated him back against the wall, wishing he could do so much more.
Isaiah tried to wander off in the direction of the jungle multiple times, but that behavior
tapered off into the late afternoon when he started flipping through his notebook. While he was
busy with that, George wandered about the camp, never far away, retracing the old huts and
other camp features. He still scarcely dared to believe it. But the evidence was here. He even
found one of the tin bowls they used to eat out of, badly corroded and half buried in the loamy
soil. He had so many memories of this place. Most of them were horrible, like when he’d been
coerced into killing that man they tortured in the guard hut, or when Sam died in his arms. It was
hard to describe his feelings as he roamed the place that had been home for the last months of his
life in Nam. There was boiling rage and a terrible gut-wrenching sadness, yes, but there was a
bitter sort of nostalgia too.
He wandered well into the night, checking back on Isaiah frequently. They would set out
tomorrow, bearing south, as they had all those years ago, and then they’d figure it out from there.
When his exhausted eyes began to blur the moonlit ground in front of him, George retired for the
night, taking Isaiah’s vine rope in hand, to keep him close.
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CHAPTER 39

The sky was awash with stars. The air was thick and sweet. There was a singing from the
trees – small things talking in the dark.
The camp was the camp and not the camp. Silvered by the moon and empty.
He sat by a pile of stones. He was Isaiah. He was twenty and fifty years old.
The other slept. He watched him. The man’s chest rose and fell. He curled in his sleep.
People had names, Isaiah knew, but he had forgotten the man’s. He might have known it
yesterday. The man had been kind to him. He wanted Isaiah to stay.
But Isaiah had to go.
He was not afraid.
There was no pain now. Only a soft buzzing surrounding him and filling him. It sat in his
chest like a pocket of air. Isaiah knew if he untied the vine wrapped around his wrist, held
loosely in the other’s hand, that he would float away.
Something in the green was calling him. Home. Had been whispering for a long time.
The voice was man and woman and many people at once. It was in the breeze. It was in the
birdsong.
Come to us. It said. It’s time to go.
He was not afraid.
His fingers loosed the vine.
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It slipped away.
Isaiah stood and looked at the other man. He drifted to him and crouched. His hair was
ink and silver in the moonlight. His eye lids dark as bruises. Isaiah brushed them with a feather
touch, as if to the wipe the bruise away.
The man did not stir. The bruises did not lift.
Isaiah took the notebook from his back pocket. He placed it complete beside the sleeping
man’s hand. And walked away.
The jungle was cool and dark. And it swallowed him.
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CHAPTER 40

I only eat my rice faster. He hasn’t even touched his.
“Too long…I’ve been here too long.” Hector whispers. Hector-fool. “99 days. 99 days.
99 days. I have to get away. I’m losing my mind. I can’t stay here. I have to get away. I’m losing
my mind. I can’t stay here...”
He taps his fingers again and again and again on his dirty pant leg. He hasn’t even
touched his rice.
“99 days. I have to get away. I’m losing my mind. I can’t stay here…”
Hasn’t even touched his rice.
“…can’t stay here…”
“Then go,” I hiss.
Hector jerks his head around and stares at me, his bowl of rice perched precariously on
his narrow knees.
“Go now,” I say, “just up and go. Right now.”
“Now?”
“Yes, now.”
“Is it time, Karl?”
“…Yes, Hector. It is.”
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“But they’ll see me and they’ll shoot me and I’ll die,” he looks up at me with big round
child’s eyes, “I don’t want to die…”
I tilt my head toward the truck. Hector zeroes in on it. His rice sits forgotten in his lap.
I hold his gaze, “They will be distracted by the delivery that just arrived. They have been
low on many supplies. They will all swarm the truck. You can get away in the chaos. They won’t
even know that you’re gone. Run into the jungle. Go home.”
“Shit, I’d like that. Jesus. Home…” he says dreamily, “home…you’ll be with me, right?”
I don’t say anything.
“I can’t go without you.”
“…I’ll be right behind you.” I will not look at the rice.
“You swear?” he asks.
“…I swear.” I will not look at the rice.
“Okay. I trust you, Karl.”
He puts down his bowl and starts to walk slowly away from me. I will not look at the rice.
He turns around slowly, questioningly, looking at me with his too-bright blue eyes. He tilts his
head to the side like a retarded puppy. “Home?”
“Yes,” I say.
I see myself in those eyes. The wolf-eyed skeleton man reflected there. I can see his allconsuming hunger. I can see the dog man. I do not look away.
“You go on home now, Hector.”
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CHAPTER 41

Isaiah meets him in a clearing full of lights. Fireflies. Hundred of them. Thousands.
Lighting up the green jungle dark.
His green eyes are also lit. Warm. A green fire to go to sleep by.
Smiling, Isaiah lifts a shaking hand. And he takes it.
Isaiah is laid down. And the green is soft. The green is a blanket.
The last thing he sees are stars.
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CHAPTER 42

He starts walking, slowly at first, as if in a dream. No one even looks up from their rice
bowls. The guards are looking toward the delivery truck. And some little dead part of me
suddenly jerks alive and thinks that, somehow, it will work and he will slip through the wall and
into the jungle and be able to walk across the ocean and all the way back home. Then that little
thing hangs itself from the ceiling and dies forever. And all I am is hunger.
He walks faster and faster and suddenly breaks into a crazy haphazard run.
I don’t think I’ve ever seen him run before. He runs all jerky, like a straw man.
I hear the shouts of the guards gathered around the truck. They point and reach for their
machine guns. The other POWs around me jerk their heads up at the commotion.
I look away.
I look at the rice.
I quickly snatch up his bowl and mine. Two bowls! I feel a wolfish smile crawl across my
face. I creep swiftly toward the huts as I hear more shouting and a peppering of gunshots.
No one is looking my way.
I feel a prickling at the nape of my neck, and I know, then, that George is watching me
leave with his sad, sad brown eyes. He knows. He knows. And I don’t remember why that even
matters anymore. He watches me until the walls of a hut breaks us apart, but I still feel him
watching me, even after that, long after that.
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I crouch behind the wall of the half-collapsed storage-hut in a pile of refuse and devour
the rice ferociously, but meticulously. I don’t miss a single grain of rice. The shouts are
beginning to die down and there are no more gunshots as I finish licking my bowls. Bowls! And I
tilt them in the dying light of sunset to see if I missed anything. For the first time in a long time I
feel almost full, warm, and sleepy.
I lick one of the bowls in the growing darkness. I don’t know whose is whose anymore. It
doesn’t matter anyway. Both are mine. Mine. Mine. I turn my tongue to the other bowl and lick it
leisurely.
There will be more rice. There will always be more rice. For every today. And every
tomorrow. And every morning. And every night. They will always feed the dog man.
Tonight. Tonight.
Hector will not be in the sleeping-hut tonight.
Hector. Hector-fool.
He was all the others.
I won’t even remember. I won’t remember. I won’t.
I lick my lips and stare up at the starless sky, every single grain of light devoured by the
darkness.
Hector-fool will not be in the sleeping-hut tonight.
I will sleep well.

I will sleep well.
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CHAPTER 43

When George awoke, the sun was high in the sky. And Isaiah was gone.
He jolted upright and scrambled to his feet.
“Isaiah!” he shouted. “Isaiah!” His cries became increasingly desperate as it became
apparent that he was long gone, leaving no clear trail through the soft ferns and mosses
surrounding the area.
George collapsed at the campsite well into the afternoon after fruitless hours of searching
the surrounding land in a panic. He was panting harshly and, though sweating profusely, he had
the chills. Tear tracks had long dried on his face.
Sniffling, he watched the clouds drift by through an opening in the canopy, drifting along
with them, not allowing himself to feel.
It was only when he rolled over to curl into a ball of self-pity and failure did he notice the
notebook Isaiah left behind.
George sat up and held the tiny book in trembling hands. Isaiah had left it for a reason,
left it for him. He slipped his thumb under the cover and flipped it open to the first precious
page.
It was nothing but scribbles. Line after line of carefully crafted, unintelligible script. He
flipped to the next page, and the next, all the way through to the end. Every page was filled.
Every one the same.
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George set the notebook down, wandered over to where his sleeping hut and Isaiah’s
sleeping hut had once been, grabbed his hair, fell to his knees, and screamed until his voice was
hoarse.
When he could no longer scream, he sat down on the brick mound, just like he used to,
like they used to, and let his resolve crumble away. He was hopelessly lost. He was going to die
out here. Maybe deserved to.
Because he had failed Isaiah. Failed Karl and Katie and Karly and Buckaroo and a
hundred other names.
He fell asleep on the broken wall, and when he woke up again, he rolled over and slept
some more. George could feel his fever raging, but he did nothing.
He slept and woke and slept and when he woke again, he wasn’t alone.
George blinked and rubbed the sleep from his eyes, sure he was dreaming. For the figure
crouched on the wall could only be from a dream.
He wore a loin cloth made of rough spun cloth. His feet were bare, hairy and filthy, but
tough looking, like finely aged leather. His skin too was leathery, darkened by the sun and a
protective layer of dirt to a rich bronze. His hair was gray and wild, floating about his head like a
silver halo in the slight breeze. His beard too was silver, long and flowing. He stared down at
where the rice cooking hut had once been, green eyes deep as the jungle and unreadable.
“Karl?” George asked in a broken voice, his hand reaching out, then freezing, drawing
back. He was afraid to break the illusion.
“Karl?” he asked again, swallowing convulsively and pushing himself into a sitting
position on the wall, just a few scant feet from the vision of Karl.
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“I’m sorry,” George said, the words tumbling, like the fragment of brick into the pond.
“I’m so sorry.”
Tears pricked at his eyes as he watched the stoic man continue to sit, unfazed. Now was
his chance to confess, to come clean, to lay down the burden of his pack.
“I told them you died. I told everyone. I wished you dead. And they never sent a rescue
party. Because of me. Your family held a funeral. I was there and helped your daughter lay
flowers on your casket. I… Everyone believes you’re a hero. And you are. I know you are.
But… I didn’t tell anyone about how you got at the end.”
George choked on a sob and kneeled before the figment, his nose touching the warm
brick. “I’m not asking for forgiveness. I killed you, Karl, I know. It was me. It was always me.
I… I didn’t want to kill anyone. Least of all you. You were my best friend. And I betrayed you. I
married-”
George took a deep breath, breathing in the smell of the bricks and moss and soil. “I
married your wife. And I love her. We had two daughters… and I took your daughter as my own.
I shouldn’t have done it, but Katie was… she was so beautiful and understanding and kind and
there. And you weren’t there. For either of us. For any of us. I’m sorry.”
George moistened the soil with his tears, waiting for some cue, some sound, to let him
know it was all right to raise his head and gaze upon the man he had wronged, but none came.
When he glanced up, his back and knees stiff, Karl was still there, crouching, unchanged, bronze
and silver in the sun.
“Karl?” he asked, rising from his bow. He raised his arms to hug himself, only to startle
when he squeezed his injured bicep. He did a doubletake. His windbreaker was gone, and his
arm was sturdily wrapped in strips of a familiar brown fabric. A quick glance down at his pants
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revealed that the material had been stripped from the bottom of both legs. On closer inspection of
the bandage, George picked up the scent of some kind of herb, its smell vaguely medicinal.
When he tried to move some of the bindings to find the source of the smell, a browned hand
caught his, and he jerked back out of its grasp.
Karl had touched him.
Karl had touched him!
George scooted backward, away from the man with the iridescent deep green eyes,
beginning to hyperventilate. He’d thought…! But that meant…!
“Karl? Is it really you?”
Karl only stared at him.
“Can you not speak? Have you forgotten how?”
No answer.
“You did this. For me.” George gestured to his bandaged arm. He held a hand to his
sweaty forehead, feeling some warmth, but not as bad as the last time he’d checked. When was
that? A day ago? Two days?
“Karl, I… I don’t know what to say,” George fumbled. “Thank you.”
At that moment, Karl shifted from his crouch on the wall to a hunched standing position
and began to walk away.
“Hey! Wait! Where are you going?”
George scrambled to follow him. “Hey! Wait for me!”
He ran to catch up with Karl, surprised when the man did nothing to remove him from his
presence, neither speeding up nor slowing down. Karl never looked back, and George fell silent,
content for now to follow.
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In time, they came to a cool spring. George lower his lips and drank down gulps of fresh,
sweet water. He even scrubbed his face and arms with water and a handful of sand, feeling
cleaner than he had in weeks.
By the time he was done, Karl had caught two mottle brown toads. They were dead in his
hands. When Karl offered one to George, he took it. In the next instant, a ripe mango was also in
his hand. They ate, and then they moved. Karl ate grasshoppers off the leaves as they went, and
George tried one or two, finding them sour, and crunchy, and not entirely unpleasant.
They slept in a massive banyan that evening, a family of fluffy monkeys bedded down in
the tree beside theirs. At dawn, they awoke, and George followed Karl.
He led them only a little farther, coming to a stop at the edge of a clearing full of ferns
and those small white flowers. George paused behind him, unsure what he was supposed to do,
before stepping around him to view the clearing.
A mound of fresh dirt laid in the center, about three times wider than it was long, and
slightly longer than a man. George’s breath caught when he saw what laid at the head of the
mound.
Isaiah’s boots.
Lawrence had been wrong.
George approached the mound and kneeled. He placed a hand on the warm reddish earth
and said good bye.
He rose in due time and he and Karl turned to go, where he did not know. It did not
matter.
George didn’t know how many days he followed Karl. They blurred, as they did, running
through the elephant grass, leaping among a sea of raised roots on all fours, climbing a tree so
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high they could see the sunset over the entire world, all green and mountains. Karl would go
hunting at night sometimes and would leave his catch for George to find in the morning, usually
a bat or rat or gerbil-gopher looking thing that was fatty and delicious. Karl caught fish with his
bare hands. He tied knots in vines with his toes. He dissolved into the shadows and blazed in the
sun and there was a rhythm to it that George learned. All he knew was a feeling of warmth and
fullness like he had never felt before. His eyes too grew sharp, and his beard began to grow, a
course, close scruffiness. Sometimes he and Karl would sleep back to back on a wide limb, and
George slept without dreams or nightmares, knowing he was never going to slip off. Karl
redressed his wound often and, watching closely, he soon learned the plants he used to treat him,
grinding them up, a stone on a stone, to make the paste. It was a comfortable, easy life he lived
alongside Karl, unbroken by little more than the squawks of birds.
It was surprising then, and sudden, when he was awoken from his sleep by a loud, violent
sound one morning. He jerked in the fork of his tree, seeing Karl was absent. Nimbly, he climbed
down from his perch and loped through the trees to investigate this disturbance in their home. He
saw smoke in the distance, and began running, breaking through to a large grassy clearing.
Flames licked up a fragrant pine, and on closer examination, he discovered it had been
caused by an explosion in the ground. His mind grasped for the word for several moments – mine
– flashed through his brain. Big one. Anti-tank maybe. He was alert, and sniffed the air,
wrinkling his nose at the smell of smoke that masked all else. He circled around the small fire
and climbed to the top of a rise situated at the end of the clearing, close enough to monitor the
flames from a safe distance, upwind of the smoke. He sat and watched them, his legs dangling
over the edge of the rise, occasionally flicking small stones down the gently sloping bank. A
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metallic green butterfly flew lazily by, and he wondered where Karl was. If he was hunting too
far to have heard this disturbance in his territory.
Until he came, it would be his job to watch that the flames didn’t spread. He need not
have worried; the flames flickered out by a half-rise of the sun above the canopy, only a thin
wisp of smoke still curling into the sky.
A buzzing began, and he shook his head to rid himself of it, but it only grew in strength.
He knew the insects of the jungle now, but this was no insect he’d heard here. He did know it
though, the buzzy, whippy sound. Standing, he narrowed his eyes at the trees behind him. They
blocked his view of the sky, and he somehow knew the thing that made the sound was from the
sky. The buzzing became a roar, and the trees began to tremble and whip. Suddenly, a great dark
shape zoomed just atop the trees above his head. At the same time, he was shoved down the
gentle slope, tumbling and rolling end over end, the breath stealing from him.
He landed in the dirt and the ferns unharmed and he leapt up, looking up the slope for his
attacker, even at the roaring sound became unbearable behind him. There was a person standing
in the shadows of the trees at the top of the rise.
It was Karl.
His green eyes unmistakable. He melded further into the shadows, watching.
There was no time to think. In the clearing he, the one who was not Karl, turned, his hair
and scruffy beard and shortened dirty pants flapping in the wind generated by the… by the…
Helicopter.
He froze, watching the great metal insect descend, its doors flung open before it even
fully touched down.
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A woman with bronze hair leapt out and ran toward him, her pony tail whipping in the
artificial wind. He knew her. She was his daughter, Karly. And he was George.
“Dad!” she screamed, her voice barely intelligible over the chopper blades, her face lit
with a brilliant, relieved smile.
“Are you all right! Your arm! It’s bandaged!”
“I’m – I’m fine!” George choked out, glad, bewildered, unsure.
Karly gave him a quick once over with her critical green eyes and then embraced him.
George slowly brought his arms around her.
“You’ve been missing for over a month!” she screamed. “We’ve been looking for you!
We saw the smoke!”
“What!” George was confused. Over her shoulder, he saw a Vietnamese man and woman
in medical-looking outfits disembark the helicopter. The blades still chopped the air.
“Mom called me after you didn’t call her after your trip, told me what she knew! I
jumped on a plane and the VA got wind of it and, oh, Daddy, there’s been this whole rescue
effort the last few weeks! And we found you! Where’s your friend?”
“My friend?”
“Randall Parker! And your guide! Where are they?”
Randall? Roy? Isaiah? “He’s dead!” George yelled, his face screwing up. “Everyone’s
dead! But Karly – oh!” George grabbed her arms. “Karl! He’s alive!”
“What?”
“Karl, he’s-! I’ll show you! Come on!” He pulled her toward the rise, further from the
noise of the helicopter and closer to her father.
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“He’s in there! Karl! Karl, come on out! This is your daughter!” George called toward the
jungle, gesturing to the woman beside him. “Karly, your dad’s in there. I’ve been living with him
and-”
Karly pulled from his grip, her face concerned. “Dad, we have to go! You have to be
examined. We have hospital staff on hand.” She gestured to the man and woman behind her.
“No, Karly,” George said, grabbing for her arm.
She sidestepped him and laid a firm hand on his unbandaged upper arm. “Dad,” she said,
slowly, “you’re not well. We have to take you to a hospital.”
“But Karl’s right there!” George pointed to the top of the rise.
“Dad, Karl’s dead.”
George shook his head, backing away from her. She said it so gentle, like she was talking
to a child. Her face was warped with concern.
“No! I’ll show you! Karl!” George yelled, “Karl! Come out! She’s here! Karly’s here!”
A firm hand grabbed his shoulder. He shook it off. More hands grabbed him.
“No!” George shouted. “Karl! Come out! Karl, where are you! Karl! Karl!”
He was being pulled back! Where was Karl?
“Karl, you sonofabitch, get out here! Karl!”
Karly’s hands and the hands of the two nurses were on him, restraining him. Karl’s eyes
glittered from the shadows in the trees not ten yards in front of him, unblinking, unmoving. With
a sick jolt, George realized what was happening. He began to struggle.
“No! We can’t leave! Karl! Please, Karl! No! Don’t leave me! Karl!”
George jerked an arm free and punched the man restraining him in the face. He continued
to scream, even as Karly took him to the ground.
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“Calm down, sir!” the other woman cried. “You’ve been through an ordeal! We are
trying to help!”
“Karl’s real! He’s alive! You have to believe me!”
George struggled harder against his captors.
“Do you have a sedative?!” Karly yelled, leaning her whole bodyweight on his back.
“Kim, get a sedative,” the man ordered, pinning one of George’s flailing legs.
“No!” George screamed, writhing.
“He must be in shock! And delusional, possibly even hallucinating, after so much time in
the jungle alone!” the man said. “His recovery will be difficult!”
“I’m not delusional!” George insisted. “It’s all real! I met Karl! Isaiah was with me and I
hated him, but then I didn’t, and then he died! And we fought in a river! And went over a
waterfall! And he wrote a book about himself! And he wrote about Karl! And he had boots on
his grave! And I fought a tiger! And we found the camp! It’s all there! It all happened! Believe
me!” The needle went into his arm. “You have to believe me!”
Karly and the man got George to his feet and began dragging him back toward the
helicopter. “Karl was an animal, but he’s not an animal!”
No one was listening to him. George felt a sluggishness begin to overcome him.
“You have to believe me!”
“We believe you, Dad,” Karly said, huffing and smiling as she took more of his weight,
his feet becoming clumsy beneath him. Her green eyes were Karl’s.
Tears squeezed from the corner of George’s eyes as his struggles became feeble. He
looked back toward the jungle one last time, only to find it empty.
“Karl!” he wept soundlessly in the whirl of the chopper blades. “Karl!”
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He was loaded onto the chopper and placed on a stretcher. Karly ran soothing fingers
down his bearded cheek, her face fading in and out. “It’s going to be okay, Daddy,” she repeated.
“It’s going to be okay.”
But George knew it wasn’t.
As the chopper lifted, pulling into the great blue expanse of the sky, he unleashed one last
wail, which was lost.
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